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PROCEEDINGS
nS. ELDRIDGE: I would like to call the forum to

order.

I must admit that as I approached this ballroom I

was somewhat taken aback when I saw the poster, "What do-we

know about Public Schools?". I thought, my Cod, we've been

pre-empted. Somebody is running some stiff competition, but I

decided it would be easier to assume that you all know that tha

was a bureaucratic slip-up in the printshop, and that you all

would show up. And I am very glad you are here.

I would like to welcome you all to today's forum

which is jointly sponsored by the Horace Mann Learning Center

and the National Center for education Statistics.

I want to personally thank each of you for coming,

because I believe the test of this forum is not totally depen-

dent upon our speakers and our panelists, but on you, the

attendees. I see maiy familiar faces, and I sense a climate of

great interest in the subject that we are going to discuss this

morning.

It is important that we move into the main agenda as

quickly as Possible since we have this room only until 5:00

o'clock tonight. And I sense a great interest on the part of

the speakers, the panelists and the attendees to express their

SRS REPORTING SERVICE, INC.
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views. However, for those of you who are not intimately famil-

iar with :ICES, it is important to understand our role in this

forum. The Center is a statutorily apolitical statistical

agency charged with the collection and dissemination of inform-

ation on the condition of education in the country.

I am confident that many of you are familiar with

our annual publication, "The Condition of Education," which

provides current, relevant data each year to assist in the

evaluation of policy decisions in the education field. We have

a longstanding history of conducting longitudinal studies.

The first dealt with the high school class of 1972

and has popularly been called the NLS, the National Longitudina

Study. We have followed those seniors throuch their post-

secondary education and work periodically to provide insight

into the progress of students during their transition from

school and work.

In the mid-seventier it became apparent to us that

a subsequent longitudinal study would not only Provide more

current data on our high school

immeasurably the dita collected

has become a national asset.

students, but would enhance

from the earlier cohort which

In fiscal year 1977 a competitive contract was award

ed to the National Opinion Research Center with-James Coleman

SRS REPORTING SERVICE, INC.
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as principal investigator to conduct the base-year study of

this new effort, now called "High School/and Beyond."

This involved considerable front-end design to assur

that the data would be not only policy-relevant, but could be

compared with the earlier data base. NORC has carried out

their responsibilities in the most expeditious manner. Exten-

sive probing for policy issues preceding the final questionnair

design was conducted.

Sophomores as well as seniors were included in order

to look at drop-outs which were not inclvded in the earlier

study. 'The survey was administered during the spring of 1980

to 59,000 students in a thousand plus public and private high

schools throughout the nation. The data were edited and tapes

with full documentation were released by NCES in February, less

than a year after the survey was conducted.

Last month we released a sunmary report covering all

variables in the study. A review of that report evidences the

wide array of subjects covered by thi. project, "High School

and Beyond."

I mention this only to place today's forum in its

proper perspective. In April 1980 four analytic reports dealin

with discipline, Hispanics, work and private schools were

identified as subjects which were timely and addressable

SRS REPORTING SERVICE, INC.
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relatively quickly. Today we are discussing Dr. Coleman's

draft report submitted on private schools. The other reports

should follow shortly.

NCES is releasing this report to the public forum

fdr two purposes, first, to assist the authors in the prepara-

tion of their final report, reccgnizing the significant impart

it will have on policy deliberations currently under way.

I believe the current issue of "Newsweek" indicates

that the Coleman report is going to be somewhat more than an

academic footnote.

Secondly, to provide valuable guidance from knowl-

edgeable researchers, practitioners and policynakers to the

Center as we formulate our plans for future work in this area.

Dr. Greeley, also from the NORC staff, is a guest

of the Center and is being afforded an opportunity along with

Dr. Coleman to share his findings. Dr. Greeley's research, in

which he utilizes the same "High School and Beyond" data, was

sponsored by the Ford and Spencer Foundations.

The press has given considerable attention to these

papers already. I hope that everyone recognizes that the in-

tent of today's meeting is to provide constructive assistance

to both the authors and NCES, as well as to stimulate addition-

al work in this area on the part of other researchers and

SRS REPORTING SERVICE, INC.
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statistio4ans. Dr. Coleman's report, which was supported by

NCES, reflects his views and is probably not the only report

that will be written on this subject.

The anticipated advantage of the format we are using

is to enhance the debate and to permit persons of all persua-

sions to objectively evaluate the findings to date. In struc-

turing the composition of the pane.l and the audience, we have

brought together diverse and knowledgeable perspectives.

You have in your handouts, I believe, the vita on

each person formally participating, who I will very quickly

introduce now to you, although I am sure that they basically

need no introduction.

Jim Coleman is Professor of sociology at the

University of Chicago and Senior-Study Director at NORC. He

has just completed the book, "Longitudinal Data Analysis," to

be published by Basic Books. He received his Ph.D. degree

from Columbia University in sociology and is, of course, the

author of the somewhat earlier Coleman report which may well

become Coleman'No. 1, and this will become Coleman No. 2.

r. Andrew Greeley is Professor of sociology,

University of Arizon% and Director of the Center of American

//
Pluralism, National Opinion Research Center. He is a well

known author in the areas of admissity, private schools and

SRS REPORTING SERVICE, INC.
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religion in American life, and has his own syndicated column

which many of us will want to follow very carefully.

Gail Thomas is a sociologist of education and

Research Scientist and Project Director at my alma mater, Johns

Hopkins, at their Center for Social Organization of Schools.

Her areas of specialization are race and sex differences in

educational attainment, black students in higher education and

social and educational research methodology.

Dr. Thomas' publications include a new book, a copy

of which she brought along, "Black Students in Higher Education

in the 1970s." A little plug for Gail. By Greenwood Press.

Does everybody'see it? She was awarded her Ph.D, with honors

from the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill.

Dave Breneman is a senior fellow in the Economic

Studies Division of the Brookings-Institute and a former

colleague of mine when he served as Deputy Assistant Secretary

for Policy in the Department of HEW. You remember when that

existed.

Don Erickson is Director and Founder of the Center

for Research and Private Education, University of San Francisco

He is founder and past president of the Associates for Research

in Private Education. Donald has been called upon to testify

in a variety of legal cases involving private education. He is

SRS REPORTING SERVICE, INC.
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currently directing a fascinating longitudinal study to de-

termine the effects of financial assistance to private schools

in British Columbia and Canada.

Diane Ravitch is an Associate Professor of history.

and education at Teachers College, Columbia University. She

has published extensively on educational politicc, history and

testing. She is the recipient of a Guggenheim_fellowship and a

member of the National Academy of Education.

Michael Olivas is Director of Research to the League

of the United Latin American Citizens National Education Servi

Centers --that's a mouthful -- in Washington, D. C. He has

recently been appointed to the Federal Education Data Acquisi-

tion Council by the Secretary of Education. NCCS was pleased

to have Dr. Olivas as co-author of our 1980 publication, "The

Condition of Hispanic Education."

Checker Finn is known to most of, you, I'm sure. He

is the Legislative Director in the office of Senator Moynihan.

He has served as Staff Assistant to the President, Special

Assistant for Education to the Governor of Massachusetts and

another assignment which involves the specialties of government

policies and politics of education.

His latest book, "Scholars, Dollars and Bureaucratic

I don't have a copy of that.

SRS REPORTING SERVICE, INC.
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Albert Avars, the practitioner on our panel, is

Superintendent of Schools in Norfolk, Virginia. He was Superin-

tendent in three Districts, and also a high school Principal in

the State of Washington. His book, "Administering the People's

Schools," found wide international use. And I notice in his

vita he adds he has eight children and eight grandchildren, so

I think he brings a perspective that is very, very broad.

Our last panelist is Ellis Page who serves on the

Planning Committee for "High School and Beyond," Chairman of

the Planning Committee. And when he isn't doing that, he is

Professor of education, psychology and research at Duke

University.

He has also taught in California high schools and

various colleges and universities. He is past president of

the American Education Research Association.

I think you can see from those thumbnail sketches

that we have an extremely broad and representative group of

panelists that will only be supplemented to some extent by the

audience itself.

I would now like to turn the meeting over to Mr.

Victor Wenk, the Deputy Administrator of LACES, who is going to

shave the unique pleasure of monitoring this session.

MR. WENR: Thank you, Mrs. Eldridge. Let me add

SRS REPORTING SERVICE, INC.
(202) S$4.270
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my welcome to distinguished guest speakers, panelists and the

audience. Thank you again for your willingness to participate

in this second policy forum for National Center for Education

Statistics.

Today's dialogue is going to be of great interest to

many. No doubt many different views wt11 be expressed today

and in the days after this in other arenas.

In the interest of allowing the fullest possible

range of discussion today, I would like to explain some of the

ground rules we have established for the conduct of today's

forum. Each of you should have a registrant's packet of infor-

mation which has been designed to aid you. In that packet you

will find additional biographical information about our guest

speakers and panelists, along with an agenda.

I would like to call your attention to the agenda.

You will note the day is divided into four major segments. The

first segment is the speakers' presentations. That will cons

one hour and 15 minutes. The panelist's individual reviews and

comments, each panelist consuming about 15 minutes, will be

the second component of the meeting. There will then be 45

minutes for the speakers to respond to the panel4sts, and two

hours for the audience to respond to tha earlier discussions

and would direct the audience's quettions to be addressed by

SRS REPORTING SERVICE, INC.
(D2) 354.2370
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either speaker or panelists or both.

The day will be quite full and I feel I must be a

rather strict taskmaster in assuring that our schedule will be

adhered to in an orderly way so that all may have an opportunit

to participate as planned.

And, panelists, I would appreciate it if you would

hold your queStions and comments until your scheduled turn:

arrives. And for members of the audience, if you would please

note your comments and cAlestions and hold them until the two-

hour segment this afternoon, I believe we can accomplish our

objectives. 'At that time, during the audience participation

section of the conference, the chair will recognize individuals

from the floor.
a

Today's forum, for your information, is being

recorded by a court reporter and a transcript will be prepared.

Dr. Coleman, the podium is yours.

DR. COLEMAN: Thank you very much, Victor.

First of all, I would like to emphasize or re-

emphasize something that Marie Eldridge said first. Two points

that this is only one of several policy areas for which the

data of "High School and Beyond" are collected, and second,

that .those data are in the public domain. T,Leie data are not

to be analyzed by one set of analysts, whether NCES or NORC, or

SRS REPORTING SERVICE, INC.
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whoever. Our feeling, as well as the feeling of PACES, is that

the use of social science data for any policy is best served if

there are multiple analyses of a given topic with whatever data

sets are available. And so I would like to encourage those of

you who are of that bent to make use of these data.

Now, to turn to the question of public and private

schools, first of all I would like to introduce my co-authors

on this report who, unfortunately, all three of us can't get

up here and talk at the same time. But Thomas Hoffer whom I

haven't seen, must be somewhere here. Would you stand up,

Tom? Tom Hoffer and Sally Kilgore.

Now, first of all it's useful to get an idea of the

current scope of private education. Private education is great

est in the East; about 13 percent of high school students go to

private schools in the East. It's least in the Mountain States

less than five'percent of all high school students go to

nrivate schools in the Mountain States. In Washington, D. C.

it's 14 percent which is higher than any State.. In the country

as a whole it's a little over nine percent. There are a little

over nine percent of the students in private school, a little

over 90, somewhere over 90 percent, a little over 90 percent

in the public schools. About two thirds of the students in

private schools are in Catholic schools and one third are in

SRS REPORTING SERVICE, INC.
(202) 354.2170
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ther private schools.

Now, only a minority of thee other private schools

are what are traditionally thought of as the private schools,

that is the independent schools. Many of the other private

schools are themselves religious schools.

There have been a variety of policy proposals to

increase the roles of private schools, and there have been a

variety of policy proposals to restrict the -use of private

schools. And these policies rest on a variety of premises

regarding public and private schools.

So one way of looking at these data, or one way oi

looking at the results which I am going to. discuss and other

analyses which I am certain will be carried out with regard to

these data is to regard these analyses as those which examine

some of the premises that underly the policy proposals that

would affect the role of private scho.)1s in American education.

It's the premises and not the policy proposals

themselves for which research of this sort can provide inform-

ation, that is policy proposals also based on various value

premises, but the research can provide some evidence with regar

to the factual premises on which those proposals are based.

What I would like to do is to read a few factual

premises on which the research which I am going to report on

SRS REPORTING SERVICE, INC.
(202) 534.2870
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will provide some evidence. First of all, I will read seven

premises which are premises for those who would increase the

role of private schools.

The first one is that private schools produce better

cognitive outcomes than do public schools with comparable

students.

The second is that they provide better character

and personality development than public schools do.

The third is that Private schools provide a safer,

more disciplined and more ordered environment than public

schools do.

A fourth one is that private schools are more

successful in creating an interest in learning than public

schools are.

A fifth one is that private schools encourage inter-

est in higher education and lead more of their students to

attend college than do public schools with comparable students.

A sixth one is that private schools are smaller, and

as a consequence, they bring,about greater amount of participa-

tion in sports and other activities than public schools do.

Seventh premise is that private schools have smaller

class sizes, and in that way they allow teachers and students

to have greater contact.

SRS REPORTI G SERVICE, INC.
(202) 334-2E70
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Now, similarly there is a set of premises that under

lie policies that would decrease the role of private schools.

Incidentally, I should say that the role of private-schools

has been roughly.constant throughout the past 50 years or so,

throughout about the past 50 years in American education.

Around ten percent of all students in American elementary and

secondary education have been in private school:a, plus or minus

three or four percent.

Premises that underlie policies that decrease the

role of private schools include these. First, private schools

are socially divisive along income lines. They cream the

students from higher-income backgrounds and they segregate them

into these schools.

Second is that private schools are divisive along

religious lines. They segregate religious groups in separate

schools.

Athird is that private schools are divisive along

racial lines in two ways. First of all they contain few blacks

or other minorities, and in that way they segregate whites in

private schools from blacks in white schools.

And third, the private sector itself is more racial-

ly segregated than the public sector.

The fourth premise is that private schools don't

SRS REPORTING SERVICE, INC.
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provide the educational range the public schools do. especially

in vocational and other nontraditional courses or programs.

A fifth is that private schools have a narrower

range of extracurricular activities, and in that way they de-

prive their studentS _from participation in school activities

outside the classroom.

A sixth is that private schools are unhealthfully

competitive, and because of that the public schools provide a

healthier affective development.

A seventh is that facilitating the use of private

schools aids whites more than it does blacks, that it aids

those better off financially at the expense of those worse off

financially, and as a result, it increases racial and econdmic

segregation.

Now,. what I would like to do is provide some evidenc

with respect to some of the premises, not with respect to all

of.them, but with respect to some of them.

The first broad point that I will examine has to

do with the distribution of Hispa'nics, non-Hispanic blacks and

non-Hispanic whites in public, Catholic and other private schoo s.

Incidentally, what I will do throughout my presentation is to

focus on three categories of schools: public, Catholic and othe

private. As I said, this is about 90 percent of the student

SRS REPORTING SERVICE,
(202) 534.2170
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student body and about three

In a few cases I will look at

some special schools in the public sector and in the private

sector which one can call high-performance public schools or

high-performance private schools which are especially selected

to look at extreme cases.

.Now, the very first point with regard to the distri-

bution of whites, blacks and Hispanics in public, Catholic and

other private schools is that there are in the public schools

76 percent whites in the public schools, 85 percent whites in

the Catholic schools and 89 percent whites in other private

schools, 14 percent blacks; six percent blacks in the Catholic

schools and three percent black* in the other private schools.

Among Hispanics there are seven percent Hispanics

in the public schools, seven percent Hispanics in the Catholic

schools and four percent in the private schools. Now, I won't

keep citing statistics to you throughout, but the kind of gen-

eralization that one can draw from this is that first of all,

there are fewer blacks in the Catholic schools than in the

public schools, only about half; and only about a quarter as

many blacks in the other private schools as in the public

schools. There is the same proportion of Hispanici in the

Catholic schools as in the public schools, and only a little

SRS REPORTING SERVICE, INC.
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over half of the proportion of Hispanics in other private

schools as there are in the pul;lic schools.

Now I would like to show you a few graphs. Could I

have the first graph, please?

Percent
15

10.

01
2 3. 4 5 5

Black
--- Hispanic

Family Income Level

Fig. 3.1.1.
differing income
schools, by race

1980.

7

Percent of students from
levels in Catholic

and ethnicity: Spring

/)First of all, we can look at this according to

income level. That graph the-re, don't pay any'attention to

SRS REPORTING SERVICE, INC.
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the text, because the graph is taken from the report. That

graph shows, the three lines on this graph are Hispanic, non-

Hispanic whites and blacks. The line which is the highest line

is the line for Hispanics. The horizontal axis represents

income level. To the left is low income; to the right is high

income. And the vertical axis represents the proportion or

the percentage of students at each of those income levels for

each of the three race or ethnic groups that are in Catholic

schools.

Now, what the graph shows is that at almost every

income level there is a higher proportion of Hispanics in

Cathdlic schools -- that's the highest line -- except for the

lowest income level, than either whites or blacks, And there

is a lower proportion of blacks in Catholic schools than there

is of either whites or Hispanics.

There are a few other things to note with regard to

this graph, and that is that the rate of increase in likelihood

of attendance at Catholic schools is greatest for Hispanics.

That is as income goes up from the lowest to the highest level,

it's greatest for Hispanics. It's lowest for blacks at the

low income level, but it's higher for blacks at the medium and

high income level than it is for whites, for non-Hispanic

whites.

SRS REPORTING SERVICE, INC.
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Could I have the second graph, please?

Percent
10-

Slack
Hispanic

---White

40#

../m0.106.0

.40°"'"

4.1"..--rte°U.

low

3 4 5

Family Income Level

Fig. 3.1.2. Percent of students from dif!ering

income levels in other private schools, by race

and ethnicity: Spring 1980.

The second graph shows the same thing in non-Catholic

schools. That shows a very different picture. Again, the solid

Js .`:.sacks . The middle line, Hispanics. And tha

which gaps up vey far at the end is non-Hispanic whites.

Now, you will see that, first of all, the proportions

SRS REPORTING SERVICE,
(202),S$4.2S70
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of blacks in other private schools is very small, less than one

percent of almost every income level. It's small for each

group, but it goes up to some degree for Hispanics. it goes

up very sharply for nonHispanic whites at the highest income

level.

Could I have the next graph, please?

Asein, because there are differeocss in income distribution

among blacks, whites, and Hispanics, Catholics from these three troupe

ho have the same income levels should be enrolled at rates somewhat

different :ran thous shown in either figure 3.1.1 or table 3.1.3.

?inures 3.1.3 end 3.1.6 abets, for blacks, whites, and Hispanics at each

income level, the enrollosot rates for Catholics and son - Catholics

separately.

00,

or one .10

3 4 3

. Family !mom Levei

?U. 3.1.3. Pettens of Catholic students free
dilfertng iscome levels la Catholic schools, ST

race and ethnicity: Spring 190.

SRS REPORTING' SERVICE, INC.
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Next, it's useful to see what happens when we look

only in Catholic schools at blacks, Hispanics and non-Hispanic

whites, at the proportion in Catholic schools. And what happen

is the matter reverses itself, except that the two middle incom

levels in which the proportion of blacks is slightly lower

than that of non-Hispanic whites, the proportion of Catholic

blacks -- what this is is only for Catholics -- the proportion

of Catholic blacks who are in parochial schools, that is

Catholic schools, is higher than the proportion of Catholic

whites and lowest to the proportion of Catholic Hispanics.

Now, nearly all Hispanics are Catholic, but the

proportion of Catholic Hispanicswhoate in Catholic schools

is lower than either whites or blacks.

Could I have,the next graph, please.

(The next graph appears on the next page.)

We could look also at the same thing among non-

Catholics. Among non-Cathblics it's also the case that the

proportion of blacks is highest at nearly all income levels in

the Catholic schools. That is Catholic schools, when one looks

only at persons 'of a given income .level and a given religion,

blacks ate, more likely than are whitesor than are Hispanics

attend Catholic schools.

Now, there is a second question then. Well, first to

SRS REPORTING SERVICE, INC.
(202) 5S4-2170
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fto
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3 4
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Fig, 3.1.4. Percent of nonCatholic .studenti

from differing income levels in Catholii schools,

by rate and ethnicity: Spring 1980.

all, I should summarize that by saying, if

-- 17 income or at economic level or at religion

.one doesn't look at

at all, blacks are

18 the smallest proportion in either Catholic or other ,pr.trate

19 schools. They stay a small proportion in other private schools

20 throughout.

21

22

23

nispanics are equall'Y represented in Catholic school

and in public schools. But now when one controls on religion

and income; the proportion of blacks in Catholic schodls is

SRS REPORTING SERVICE, INC.
(202) 3542120
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considerably higher, and as that shows, it reverses compared to

controlling on income alone.

Now, there is a second question having to do with

original policy issue, the issue having to do with the divisive

or segregative character of private education.' And that is

given the proportion of blacks, whites and Hisnanics in each

of the types of schools, what is the segregation within the

sector. In other words, what is the segregation within the

private sector; what is the segregation within the Catholic

portion of the private sector, within the other proportion of

the private sector; and what is the degree of segregation

within the public sector.'

Now, there are various ways of measuring thrt.

Sociologists or people who do thes,,things ordinarily use some

kind of index which ranges from zero to one. If the index is

zero, -it means there is no segregation at all. That is persons

are distributed evenly across all schools. If the index is

1.0, that means that segregation is as high as it possibly

could be.

Could I have the next table?
\-)

Could you try to focus that a little better? Can

people see that? I'm really only interested in the bottom two

lines. (This table follows on the next page.)

SRS REPORTING SERyICE, INC.
301$143170 9
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TABLE 3.1.4

INDICES OF INTERRACIAL AND IITERETHNIC CONTACT AND SEGREGATION IN

PUBLIC ANT, PRIVATE SCHOOLS: SPRING 1980

Measure

-

U.S.
Public c

Private

Total Catholic
Other

Private

Overall proportions

Non-Hispanic whites .767 .756 .862 .846 .893

Non-Hispanic blacks .128 .137 .047 .056 .030

Hispanics .070 .071 .062 .071 .044

Index of Contact, sib

For Whites and Black-s-
,

Proportion of the

''.-- average black's
schoolmates who
who arewhite, shw .39 .38 .61 .58 .71

Proportion of the
agerage white's
schoolmateswho

.

are black, swh
.07 .07 .03 .04 .02

For Whites and Hispanics

Proportion of the
average Hispanic's
schoolmates who
are white, shw .53 .53 .57

_

.63 .40

Proportion of the
average .white's

schoolmates who
are Hispanic, swh .05 .05 .04 .05 .02

Index of segregation, rij

ranges from 0 = no
segregation to 1 -
complete segregation)

Segregation of blacks

and whites .49 .49 .29 .31 .21

Segregation of
Hispanics and whites .30 .30 .34 .25 .55

aFor the method of calculating the valuer of and see13
rij,

appendix A. Although the value of rii is theorctically identical to the

value of r
Ji

slight discrepancies wtil occur because of rounding.

2"
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7f you look at the bottom two lines under "Private"

at the second-from-bottom line, the one that begins with the

.49, the .49 is the degree of segregation between blacks and

whites in American secondary education as a whole. That's

about half as high as it could be, half way between completely

integrated and completely segregated.

In the Public sector which is the second column that

degree of segregation is the same .49. In the private sector

as a whole, that degree of segregation is .29.

The next-to-last column is the Catholic schools and

the right-hand column is the other private sch6ols. It's .31

in the Catholic schools and .21 in the other private schools.

What these numbers do is they take as given the proportion of

students of each race which are in the schools, and say, given

that proportion, what is the degree of segregation within that

sector.

And what this shows is that the degree of segrega-

tion within the sector, forgetting about the proportion of

students of each race that are in that sector, the degree of

segregation within the sector is much higher in the public

sector than it is in either of the private sectors considered
O

alone or the private sector taken as a whole. That is in comp-

arison of .49 to .29.

SAS REPORTING SERVICE, INC.
Jam $54.2676
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Now, we could carry out a hypothetical experiment,

that hypothetical experiment being let's suppose the private

school students were redistributed back into the public schools

inexactly the same way that public school students are current'

distributed in the public schools. What would happen to the

degree of segregation in American education as a whole.

Well, the degree of segregation in American educatio

as a whole, as you can see, is .49. That's the most left-hand'

number. And what would happen as a result of the hypothetical

experiment, that is if blacks and whites were redistributed

into public schools in exactly the way that public school stu-

dents are currently distributed, it's again a .49, because

that's exactly what we have in the public sector.

So that that redistribution would have no effect

either way on the degree of segregation, degree of racial

segregation between whites and blacks in American secondary

education.

The last line, the bottom line, shows that the

degree of.segregation between Hispanics and non-Hispanic whites

is less than that between blacks and whites. This is .30.

In the U. S. as a whole it's .30. In the public sector it's

.30. In the private sector
)

as a whole it's .34; in the Catholi

section of the private sector it's .25; and .55, although there

SRS REPORTING SERVICE, INC.
(202) 5542170
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7 Now, I'd like to turr, to the economic distribution
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are very few Hispanics on the bsis of which that last nurber
1

is calculated in the other private sector.
1

If you look again at ;the two left-hand numbers, .30

and .30, the redistribution of private school students into

the public schools, it would have no effect either way on the

8 of students in each of the three
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next chart, please?

Percent
40

30

10-

1771Public

Catholic

Other Private

sectors. Could I have the

r

4

Fig. 3.2
Catholic, and
income level:

3 4 5

Family income Level

.1. Percent of Situdents in public,

other private schools, by family

Spring 1980.
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Economic distribution is given by this chart. I

hate to give you a lot of different kinds of charts, but anyway

I promise that this will be the last chart you'll have to

read. There will be a lot of tables.

There are three bars that go up for each income

6 level. Again, there are seven income levels along the bottom.

? Along the side again is the percent, and there are three bars

8 in each income level.

9 The left-hand bar represents the percentage of

10 students in that income level in the public schools. The middl

11 bar is the percentage of students in Catholic schools at that

12 -income level. And the right-hand bar is the percentage of

13 students in'other private schools at that income level.

14 Now, if you just look at the left7hand bar and go

15 across from the first to the seventh income level, you will see

16 that it goes up and then down. That's a kind of normal distri-

17 bution of income, or that's the distribution of income in the

18 public schools.

19
If you look at the second bar, if you can kind of

20 extract that out and look at that, it goes up and then levels

21 q. off. So there is a higher proportion at the higher income

22

23

levels in Catholic schools, and if you look at the right-hand

bar, what happens is at the highest income level that shoots

SRS REPORTING SERVICE, INC.
(202)354.2170
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up fairly high, although there is representation, as you can

see, of all except the very lowest income levels in both the

Catholic and other private schools. It's not as high a repre-

sentation as in the public schools, but there is fairly broad

representation, except there is this spike at the end in the

highest income level which is above $38,000 family income.

Now, we can again ask the question of what is the

internal segregation within each of the sectors given the num-

ber of students in.each economic background that are in each

of the three schools.

Could I have the next graph, please?

(The graph follows on the next page.)

And again if you look just at the bottom number,

this gives an index of segregation between students whose

family background is below $12,000 and students whose family

background is above $20,000. What that shows is that if you

look at the second and third columns, .21 and .16, the degree

of segregation in the private sector as a whole with respect

to income -- again, remembering that this is taking as given

the income distribution within that private sector -- is slight

ly less than that in the public sector which is .21.

The degree of segregation in the United States as a

whole between these two income groups is .23. So if we carried

SRS REPORTING SERVICE, INC.

(202) 354-2170
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TABLE 3.2.2

INDICES OF CONTACT AND SEGREGATION OF PUPILS FROM HIGHER AND

LOWER INCOME FAMILIES IN PUBLIC AND PRIVATE SCHOOLS:

SPRING 1980

,

"Measure
U.S.

Total
Public

Private

Total Catholic
Other

Private

Overall Proportions:

.429

.178

.331

.137

.23

.411

.188

.323

.148

.21

.595

.084

-

.49:

.070

.16

.577

<1,,

.082

.476

.068

.18

.629

.086

.542

.075

.14

High Income ("over,
$20,000" on 38100)1

Low Income ("under
$12,000" on BB100)a

Index of Contact. s,b
...,

Proportion of the
average low income
student's schoolmates
who are from high
income families

Proportion of the
average high income
student's schoolmates
who are from low
income families

.

Index of segretation. rvb

Segregation of high
income students from
low income students

a
Taken from responses to BB100, "Which (of three groups) comes closest

to the amount of money your family makes in a year?".

b
For the metItod calculating the values of sij and rid see the Appendix

Although the value of r4, is theoretically identical to the value of rii?

slight discrepancies via occur due to roundino,.

* * *

SRS REPORTING SERVICE, 1NC.
(202) W121170
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out the same hypothetical experiment that we carried out again,

we would move from the degree of segregation of .23 to .21.

We would slightly reduce the degree of economic segregation if

private school students went back into the public sector. It

would be reduced from .23 to .21.

Now, we can look at the same thifig with respect to

religious segregation. All we can look at there, because of

the numbers, is Catholic versus other religious background, and

obviously, since there are Catholic schools and non-Catholic

private schools, then it is the case that we should expect

some degree of segregation.

I can say something about the overall distribution.

The public schools are themselves, the public high schools are

about 31 nercent Catholic themselves. The Catholic schools

are 91 percent Catholic. The other private schools are 17

percent Catholic. So it's not the case that there are no

Catholics in the public schools, and no Catholics in other

private schools, but there are a very high proportion of

Catholics in the Catholic schools.

Could I have the next chart, please?

(This chart follows on Page 34.)

SRS REPORTING SERVICE, INC.
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TABLE 3.3.2

INDICES OF CATHOLIC/OTHER RELIGIOUS BACKGROUND
CONTACT AND SEGREGATION IN PUBLIC AND

PRIVATE SCHOOLS: SPRING 1980

U.S. Total PUblic
Total

Overall Proportions:

Catholics

Other religious
background

10 Index of contact,

srii for Catholics

end "Others":11
Proportion of the

12 average Catholic's
schoolmates who

13 are "Other"

Proportion of the
average "Other's"
schoolmates who
are Catholic

14

15

16

17

18

19

Index of seeretation,

rij (ranges from

0 = no segregation to
1 0 complete
segregation)*

.342

.658

.462

.241

.30

.307

.693

.541

.240

.22

.658

.342

.127.

.244

.63

Private

Catholic
Other

Private

.909 .174

.091 .826

.081. .590

.805 .125

.11 .28

OP

aFor the methil34 of calculating the values of s
ij

20 appendix A. Although the value of r4, is theoretically

value of r
Ji'

slight discrepancies wt.11. occur because of

21

22

23

* * *

SRS REPORTING SERVICE, INC.
(202) 334-2t70
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a tautology as some of you well

acks,, for example, who are in

Catholic schools*ire not Catholic.

Now, if you look again at the bottom line here, we

find a different picture, very different picture from what we

found with regard to racial segregation and economic segrega-

tion. If you look again at the second and third columni within

the public school, the degree of Catholic/non-Catholic segrega-

tion is .22. Within the private schools as a whole it's .63

which is the highest number we've encountered so far. That?s

largely because Of the fact that most of the Catholics that are

in private education are in Catholic schools, and most of the

non-Catholics are in non-Catholic schools. So it's .63.

Now, again, if we compare the first two columns, we

find that currently the degree of Catholic/non-Catholic segre-

gation in American education is .30. If the private schools

were disbanded and students were redistributed as Catholics and

non-Catholics are currently distributed in the private schools,

that would be reduced to .22. So there would be a substantial,

I think one would say, reduction in the degree of Catholic/

non - Catholic segregation if there were no private schools.

Now, I would like to present a few statistics about

organization of the schools. Could I have No. 10, please.

SRS REPORTING SERVICE, INC.
(202) 554-2170
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TABLE 4.21'

STAFFING RATIOS FOR PUBLIC AND PRIVATE SCHOOLS: SPRING 1980

(X number of students per staff typea)

Staff

Major Sectors

Public Catholic
Other
Private .

Total number of schools

Mean enrollment

*140.
General professional staff:

16,051 .

757

1,572

546

3,123

153

Overall ratio /5 16 8

A. Teachers 16 18 7

8. Assistant Principals, Deans 503 120

C. Counselors 323 235 55

D. Librarians and Media Specialists 597 1340 212

E. Remedial Specialists 504 891 382

F. Psychologists 2,025 4,579 1,177

Other staff:

A. Teacher aides 349 2,549 124

B. Volunteers 839 385 101

C. Security Guards 1,824 17,055 780

High-Performance
Schools

Public Private

12 11

1,386 310

..--

//15

3...)
i

\ 18 8

433- 163

284 182

696 163

563 0

2,064 1,033

380 1,033

312

1,868 1,395

Ak
a
Rntt . o -

we ighted enrollment
weighted number of full-time equilivant staff

33
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First, I just w t you to look at two rows in this

chart which are very strikin which shows the contrast between

on the one hand, the public stools and the Catholic schools,

and on the other hand the oth9 private schools. You will no-

tice the right-hand two columns have to do with the two sets of

high-performance schools in the ublic and private .sector. But

if you look at the third and fourth row, either the third row

or the fourth row, they both tell the same story. Let's take

the fourth row which is teacher - student ratio, the ratio of

teachers toNadents.

That ratio is 16 to one

1
n the public schools. It's

18 to one in the Catholic schools. it's seven to one in the

other private schools.

Among the high-performance schools it's 18 to one,

and among the high-performance private\ chools it's eight to

one.

So the student-teacher ratio i the other private

schools differs very sharply from that in t e Catholic schools

the public schools. The Catholic schools have even a 'slight

y higher student-teacher ratio than do the plic schools.

Now could I have No. 11, the next onv, please?

SRS REPOR?ING SERVICE, INC.
(302) 554.2170
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TABLE 4.5.1

PERCENT. OF PUBLIC AND PRIVATE SCHOOLS REPOcTING THAT THE SCHOOL OR. ITS

STUDENTS PARTICIPATED IN SELECTED FEDERAL PROGRAMS: SPRING 1980

Program
U.S.

Total

Major Sectors
High-Performance

Schools

Public Catholic
Other

Private
Public Private

Elementary & Secondary
Education Act (ESEA):

Title Economic disadvantaged 56 69 1 20,24
r.

IVB: Library 81 86 99 43 76 50

IVC: Educational innovation 38 22 42 70

IUD: Supplementary centers 22 23 31 12 17 0

"II: Bilingual education 10 12 0 4 33 0

IX: Ethnic heritage series 7 8 13 0 4 0

Vocational Education Act 63 (VEA):

Consumer and homemaking 60 77 8 1 69 0

Basic program 53 67 5 1 20 0

Persons with special needs 31 48 5 1 80 0

Cooperativi education 45 55 14 6 91 0

High school work study 44 55 6 6 94 0

Comprehensive Employment and
Training Act (PETA) 65 81 17 5 84 0

Upward Bound 17 21 8 2 23 10

Talent Search
13 16 4 1 20

40 aParticipation is usually by school for ESEA and VEA programs; the remaining programs aenerally

involve student-level participation at the secondary level.

4.1
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The next table I would like to show shows, really

shows sharply different participation in the Federal programs,

Federally-funded programs. You know, it's possible in some

cases only theoretically, depending on how the States adminis-

ter some programs, but it's possible for Catholic and other

private schools to participate in Federally-funded programs.

What this chart shows is two such programs: the

Elementary and Secondary Education Act, and Vocational Educatio

Act. The second column shows the percentage of the public

schools that participated in each of these. And the third and

fourth columns show the percentages of Catholic and other

private schools that participated in each of these.

Now, you see that except for the Library program in

the Elementary and Secondary Education Act there is very low

participation of the Catholic and other private schools. Now,

the question about the source of that lack of participation has

to remain open,'because it's difficult to know the degree to

which participation is facilitated or not facilitated in dif-

ferent localities and different States for the Catholic and

non-Catholic private schools.

Now I'd like to turn to a couple of statistics that

have to do with rules and enforcement of rules. First of all,

could I have the next, please?

SRS REPORTING SERVICE, INC.

(202)5542$700
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TALE 5.3.1
I

-

PERCENT OF SOPHOMORES AND ADMINISTRATORS REPORTING THAT

CERTAIN RULES ARE iNFORCED AT THEIR SCHOOL:

SPRING 1980

Item and Croup
U.S.

Total

Major Sectors
HighSchoolsPerformance

public Catholic
Other
Private

Public Private

Students responsible to school 'I

fer property damage ,

SophoMores .... 65 64 77 71 66 71

Administrators 97 1 96 95 100 100 100

Rules about student dress .

Sophomores 46 42 97 6 14 93

Administrators 58 ' 51 100 70 44 90

41
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First of all, the general orientation, the general

notion is that Catholic schools have much more strict rules and

enforcement of rules than is true in public schools, and no one

is quite sure about how the other private schools are in this

respect, but they seem to be possibly more variable.

We asked both the administrators of the schools, the

principals of the schools, and sophomores in the schools about

whether certain rules were enforced. If you look at the last

two rows, only the last two rows, those are rules about student

dress.

There is very high agreement between the sophomores

and the administrators -- the next to bottom row is the sopho-

mores; the bottom row is administrators -- there is high agree-

ment. But the very interesting thing is that almost universal-

ly the Catholic schools have rules about student dress; about

two thirds to three quarters of the other private schools do;

and only about half of the public schools.

So that other private schools are right between the

Catholic schools, which universally have such rules, and the

publf- schools which only about half the time do.

Now, we also asked a number of questions about

discipline in the schools. We asked the question about how

effective was discipline in the school, and how fair was discip

line. Could I have the next chart, please?

SRS REPORTING SERVICE, INC,
(202) 354-2170
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TABLE 5.3.2

PERCENT OF SOPHOMORES AND SENIORS IN PUBLIC AND PRIVATE SCHOOLS RATING

THEIR SCHOOLS' EFFECTIVENESS AND FAIRNESS OF DISCIPLINE AS

"EXCELLENT"'OR "GOOD": SPRING 1980

--.

Clast
U.S.

Total

Major Sectors
HishS

chools

mPerforance

Public Catholic
Other
PrivRte .

Publicl Private,

Effectiveness of discipline: 6

Seniors 44 42
.

72 58 52 79

Sophomores 44 41 76 65 40 79

Fairness of discipline:
°)it

Seniors 37 36 47 46 40 62

Soph ,mores 40 39 52 50 41 68
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This chart shows responses in each of the three

sectors if you look at the second, third and fourth columns

in each of the three sectors to this question of how effective

-- we asked-that of both seniors and sophomores -- the question

f how effective discipline was.

And to briefly summarize this, there is an increase

f about 30--there is about 30 to 35 = -rcent more stuaents in

- 'Catholic schools say that the effectiv= ess of discipline is

excellent or good, and that is true in the public schools, and

about 15 to 25 percent more in the oth- private schools than

in the public schools.

Well, I just go a note saying five minutes remains

before 50 percent of the two speakers time is consumed. But

I'm going to not pay attention to and I'm going to ask

Andy Greeley to not pay attention to that, because we have all

day. That is you and us; we have all day. It's not going to

take me much over that time. I looked at the clock when Victor

Wenk finished, and he had consumed ten minutes more than the

time allotted to him, or rather, it was ten minutes beyond the

time when I started. So we'll go on a little bit beyond the

five minutes-, not much.

MR. WENK: Go ahead.

MR. COLEMAN: With respect to the fairness of

SRS REPORTING SERVICE, !NC.
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discipline, there is also a difference. The difference is not

as great, but it is the case that both the difference between

the Catholic and public schools and between the other private

and public schools is about ten to 13 percent, depending on

whether you look at the seniors or sophomores, greater percent-

age in the Catholic or other private schools saying that the

fairness of discipline is excellent or good.

Now, one other bit of information with regard to

how they look at the school, and that has to do with teacher

interest. Could I have the next chart, please?

(The next chart appears on Page 45.)

We asked the question about, we asked them to rate

their teachers' interest in students. We asked students to

rate their teachers' interest: and we looked at how many rated

*10

their teachers' interest as excellent. You see in the second

column only 12 percent of the students in public schools rated

their teachers' interest as excellent, and nine percent of the

sophomores did; 25 percent of the Catholic seniors and sopho-

mores did; and 41 percent of the seniors in other private

schools and 31 percent of the sophomores.

So there is a substantial difference between the

students in Catholic schools and public schools and a greater

difference between students in other private schools and public

SRS REPORTING SERVICE, INC.
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TABLE 5.3.3

'VENT
OF SOPHOMORES AND SENIORS IN PUBLIC AND PRIVATE fiCHOOLS RATING

MIR TEACHERS' INTEREST IN STUDENTS AS "EXCELLENT": SPRING 1980

Class
U.S.

Total

Major Sectors
High-Performance

Schools .

Public Catholic
Other

Private
Public Private

Seniors 14 12 25 41 15 64

5i
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schools. The latter one could be accounted for, perhap by the

\

different student-teacher ratio, although we haven't exa ined'

that. But the student-teacher ratio in the Catholic andlpublic

E

schools 'is, as we saw before, about the same or slightly higher

than the Catholic schools.

Now, one chart with regard to -- Well, I won't give

this next chart. I'll just mention it. That is there is a

difference between the amount of homework that is done in each

of these three.sectors. It's different. It's about an hour

and a half more homework per week in the Catholic schools than

the public. That is the public school students do about three

and a half hours of homework a wee):, and the Catholic schools

just about an hour and a half more than that. In the other

private schools it's nearly two and a half hours more than that

Now, finally, I would like to turn to achievement.

Now this is really a very difficult question, because it's

asking a causal question which we haven't asked before. First

of all, before we ask the causal question, could I have chart

18 set forward?

(This chart appears on Page 47.)

What this shows, and there are a lot of numbers on

here, but what it shows Table 6.1.3 for those of you who

have such things. Incidentally, would it help if I told you

SRS REPORTING SERVICE, INC.
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TABLE 6.1.3

MEAN SCORES ON SUBTESTS THAT ARE IDENTICAL FOR SENIORS AND SOPHOMORES

IN PUBLIC AND PRIVATE SCHOOLS: SPRING 1980

Subtest

U.S. Total

Major Sectors High Performance Schools

Public Catholic
Other
Private

Grade

10 12 10 12

Means:

Reading (8)a..

Vocabulary (8) ..

Mathematics (18) ..

Grade

10 10 12,

3.7 4.5 3.6 4.5 4.3 5.0

l
3.8 4(6 3.7 ''4.5 4.6 5.4

1
VoLi

9.6 1048 9.4 10.6 11.0° 12.1
t

4.3 5.3

4.70fA5.6

11.31ti12.7

Public I Private

Grade

10 12 10 12

4.9 5.8 6.1 6.7

5.1 6.2 6.7 7.2

12.5 13.8 15.1 16.4

'Numbers in parentheses refer to total number Lf items on subtests.
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the table numbers in these things? Okay. Well, I'll tell you

table numbers.

What this shows is the mean scores on subtests that

are identical for seniors and sophomores in public and private

schools. There were eight items that were identical in the

reading test; eight items were identical in the vocabulary

test; and 18 items were identical in the mathematics test.

What the second nair of columns shows is that in

the public schools 3.6 of those items on average were gotten

correctly in grade 10, and 4.5 items were answered correctly

f the reading items in grade 12. In the Catholic schools it

was 4.3 if you go .to read over to the right, 4.3 at the tenth

grade level, and 5.0 at the twelfth grade level. In the other

.private schools it was 4.3 at the tenth grade level and 5.3 at

the twelfth grade level.

There are similar results in vocabulary and mathe-

matics. And the results can be summarized by saying the sopho-

mores in the-Catholic schools are somewhat higher in achievemen

in each of these three areas than is true in the public schools

And there seems to be no difference in what could be thought

of as the rate of gain between sophomores and seniors in the

public and Catholic schools. And similarly with regard tc the

private schools, the private schools seem to be a little higher

SRS REPORTING SERVICE, INC.
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in some scores than the Catholic schools, but not very much.

Now, the question that arises is how much of this is

due to selection. This is not a simpIe.question. It's a very

difficult question, and the reason it is especially difficult

here is because of the fact that selection, there is a select-

ive process, that is parents who are interested in education,

parents who have money, who have exhibited interest in educa-

tion send their children to private schools. Not all parents

do; most parents who do send their children to public schools.

But some parents who do send their children to private schools.

So there is an actual selection that does occur, and the ques-

tion is: how can this selection be controlled for? Well, one

of the standard ways of doing that is to introduce statistical

controls, that is to control on various differences that you

have measured in family background.

This has one defect, and that is there may be unmeas-

ured differences in family background. So what we did was try

to use two other measures, two other approaches as well. And

one of those was to look at something about the sophomore-

Senior growth. And the second one was to ask the question

that if there is a difference, that is if there is a remaining

difference after the family-background differences have been

taken account of so that for example Catholic schools or other

SRS REPORTING SERVICE, INC.
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private schools still show higher achievement, once family

background is controlled for. If there is such a difference,

then if that difference is due to measured school differences,

such as the difference in homework that we found or the differ-

ence in rules that exist or the difference in attendance. For

example, there is considerably less absence from school in the

Catholic schools than there is in the public schools, of cost

siderably less cutting classes.

If the difference is due to these things, then it

should be the case that within each sector we should find the

same achievement difference. So we tried these three ways.

I'm going to mention only the first two of these. Could I

have No. 17, please. I'm sorry. No. 19.

First of all, we tried to introduce all possible

statistical controls that we could. You may not be able to

read these, but we introduced as statistical controls 17

difference items: family income, mother's education, father's

education, race, Hispanic versus non - Hispanic, number of sib-

lings, number of rooms in the home, question of whether both

parents were present now, whether mother worked before the chil

was in elementary schbol and when the child was in elementary

school.

And we introduced some things that may not be clearl

SRS REPORTING SERVICE, INC.
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prior. They may be partly a consequence of attendance at a

particular kind of school, but we treated them as if they were

prior. The question of whether there is an encyclopedia in

the home. That's on Page 12 for those of you who want it.

The question of whether there are more than 50 books in the

home, the question of whether there is a typewriter in the

home, whether the child owns a pocket calculator, the frequency

of talking with the mother or father about perional experiences

And then two items which are really quite important:

whether the mother thinks the child should go to college after

high school in the child's eyes, in the student's eyes, and

whether the father thinks the student should go to college

after high school.

We introduced all of those things, and as I say,

one can never be certain he's introduced all possible relevant

statistical controls.

Could I have No. 20, please?

(No. 20 follows on the next page.)

And if you compare the second and third -- Well,

first of all, this table I'm going to ask you to read a little

bit more of. This is Table 6.2.1 for those who are looking.

The expected level of achievement for students with the same

background characteristics of all of these characteristics that

SRS REPORTING SERVICE, INC.
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TABLE 6.2.1

ESTLMATED INCREMENTS TO TEST SCORES IN PUBLIC AND PRIVATE
SCHOOLS WITH FAMILY BACKGROUND CONTROLLED. SPRING, 1980a

Reading Vocabulary Mathematics

Expected level

Increments (at sophomore
level) for:

Catholic schools

3.60

0.31

3.69

0.36

9.40

0.57 )
Other private schools

Senior increment in
public schools 0.71 0.63 0.87

Raw increments
(from Table 5.1.3)

Increments (at sophomore
level) for:

Catholic r-thools 0.7 0.9 1.6

Other priTate schools 0.7 1.1 1.9

Senior increment in
public schools ° 0.9 0.8 1.2

)Family background refers to seventeen subjective and object-
ive background characteristics which are listed, along with the

relevant regression coefficients and sector means, in appendix A,

tables A.5.1, A.5.2 and A.6.

* * *
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I've mentioned with students who have background characteristic

that are characteristic of the sophomore in public schools,

their expected level of achievement in reading, vocabulary,

mathematics is 3.6, 3.69 and 9.4. I will only do the vocabular

in discussing those. That's the middle column, because we can

say the same thing roughly about the other two.

There is an increment from the sophomore to the

senior year.when we control on those family background things

f .63 items. That is less than one item: .63 items. There is

difference at the sophomore level between the Catholic school

and the public schools when you control on all these background

.factors of .63 items which is about half the difference between

the sophomores and the seniors, or about one grade level con-

sidered roughly.

This is a very similar difference between the achiev

cent in other private schools and in the public schools of .33

which is the third number in the middle column, which is again

about half the increment from sophomore to senior. So we can

say again about one grade level.

Now, we can then in using the first method forget

that there is in both of these sectors some remaining differ-

ence; that is it still is the case, according to this kind of

analysis, that there is greater achievement that occurs for

SRS REPORTING SERVICE, INC.
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comparable students in Catholic and other private schools than

in the public schools.

We asked the question, however, can we lnok at

something about the sophomore-to-senior growth and say somethin

about this achievement. Can I have the next graph, please?

TABLE 6.2.2

ESTIMATED SOPHOMORE-TO-SENIOR ACHIEVE ENT GROWTH IN CATHOLIC

AND OTHER PRIVATE SCHOOLS BEYOND THAT IN PUBLIC SCHOOLS FOR

STUDENT WITH AVERAGE BACKGROUNDa:. SPRUNG 1980

N.m....

Reading Vocabulary Mathematics

Catholic

Other private

-0.08

0.27

0.18

0.18

-0.01

0.15

aEstimates are obtained from separate regressions for sopho-

mores and seniors in each sector, obtaining predicted achievement in

each sector and grade standardized to mean public school sophomore

background characteristics for 17 objective and subjective character-

istics. "Extra growth" is obtained by comparing these standardized

achievements between grades and then across sectors. Regression

coefficients are given in cables A.5.1 and A.5.2 in appendix A.

* * *

when we look at the sophomore-to-senior growth

controlling for students with average background, again control

ling on this background, we find when we look at the raw growth

and we forget about anything having to do with dropouts that

there is still a remaining difference between the other private

schools and the public sector, but not a consistent

SRS REPORTING SERVICE. INC.
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That is a little bit positive, a little big negative, depending

on which test you look at in the Catholic schools.

However, there is a problem with this, and that is

that the dropout rate in the public schools flout the sophomore-

to senior year is, according to our estimates, about twice as

high as that in the Catholic or other private schools which

biases these results, and that leads -- In other words, we

eztimate about 24 percent dropout in the public schools, about

12 percent in the Catholic schools and about 13 percent in the

other private schools.

Now, if we assume that the dropouts come from the

lower half of the distribution of achievement, and they're

equally distributed across this lower half, what this means is

that the effective gain ofthose that remained in the schools

is less than what it appears to be. It's lower in all sectors,

but especially it's lower in the public sector.

So now we come to the final chart, and that is

Table 6.2.5. (Which appears on Page 56.)

At the top where you have all those numbers, they

show what would be the expected, the estimated gain in

achievement when you contcl in the way that we did on dropouts.

The lower numbers show the estimated learning rates using an

equation for learning rate, the estimated learning rates in

SRS REPORTING SERVICE, INC.
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TA3L2 6.2.5

7.5"="IiIn SCPRCMORZ-S7YZOR GA=S 7S7 SCORES ANZ "iRNING

RA:ES, wI:a CORRECIICNS nacpou7s m-ss:Nc 77CM

SENIOR DISI7:3=ION

Item

Public Catholic Other Private

Est.
10 Gain

Est.
10 12

Gain
12

Est.

a) Estimated gains*

Reading

Ilocabul 77

Mathematics

b) Estimated
learning rates

3.57 4.05 0.47

11.68 4.09 0.41

9.39 9.77 0.38

4.33 4.81 0.47

4.53 5.19 0.51

11.04 11.73 0.68

4.30 5.11 0.81

4.73 5.35 0.62

11.28 11.16 0.9E

Reading .06 .07 .12

Vocabulary -.05 .10 .10

Mathematics .02 .05 .08

*Numbers are rounded to rwo decimals
independently so that some rounded

"estimated gains" differ from the difference between rounded sophcmore and

senior scores.

bLearning race refers to estimated proportion of items learned in a

given yea: from :hose items not known.

* * *

reading, vocabulary and mathematics in the public, Catholic

and other private schools shows that in reading the

mated learning rate in

as that

other

22

23 i ,nd

1a to

iwt.ftet ("A} U,^1:010
%MO Cat IMO

schools is almost the same

schools. It's about twice as high in the

But in vocabulary

other private schools, as

I

4 a.

twice

is dol..

as 'n the Catholic:

pL:blic schools, and
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considerably higher in the Catholic and other private schools

than in the public schools in mathematics, more than twice as

high, the difference between .02 in the public schools and .05

in the Catholic and .08 in the other private.

I won't go into the third method because of lack of

time. I'm not completely oblivious, Victor, to the time,

although I apologize for taking up extra time. I won't go into

the other method. Possibly that can be discussed in the genera

discussion. And I won't discuss the overall implications of

the report.

In general I think I would say that in terms of

anything that we can see with regard to the functioning of the

I'm discussing just the last part of the analysis now --

in terms of the functioning of the Catholic, other private

and public schools, that whether it's due to conditional

constraints that exist on the public schools, or whether it's

due to something else, it seems to he the case that the func-

18 tioning of the Catholic and other private schools is such to

19 lead to higher achievement for comparable students than is

20

21

22

23

true in the public schools.

And the third method that I didn't show suggests

that some considerable part of this has to do with m?tters

having to do with discipline and student behavior in the school

SRS REPORTING SERVICE, INC.
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including things like levels of homework. Thank you very much.

MR. WENR: Thank you. Since we started about ten

minutes late, I think we can things forward just a little

bit. However, I think we only have this room till 5:00 o'clock

We want everybody to have an opportunity to voice their views.

Dr. Greeley, would you like to take the podium, please?

MR. GREELEY: My subject is the impact of Catholic

secondary schools on minority students, and minority herein is

defined as black and Hispanic students.

The project was funded by the Ford and Spencer, the

analysis was funded by the Ford and Spencer Foundations which

I 'Asten to dispense from any responsibility for the findings;

particularly publicly I grant the indulgence of Tom James this

morning.

I hope maybe you all have a set of tables which

have been distributed. I have set up, I made such tables.

Anybody who doesn't have. them, raise their hands and -- Okay.

Some people back there.

Pnfortunatelv, when one speaks of Catholic and public

schools, one compares, and comparisons are odious. I am

reminded this morning of one of the rabbi-priest stories my

friend Sidney .Berve has taught me.

By the way, in the rabbi-priest stories the rabbi

SRS REPORTING SERVICE, INC.
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always wins, which says something about which ethnic group

starts the stories.

In this particular case a rabbi and priest were

touring the west of Ireland and they have become very good

friends. They'd eat lunch'together. They'd taken a bit of the

drink and a bit more of the drink, and they were feeling very

warm indeed.

Finally, the priest said to the rabbi, "Well, now,

Rabbi, it's perfectly clear to me that you're a very pious and

devout man, what with all them terrible dietary things you have

to observe. And I've got to say I couldn't do it and my hat's

off in admiration for your virtue."

Now, he says, "But tell me now, man to man, you

don't keep all those rules, do you? I mean, for example,

surely you've had some ham at least once in your life.."

"Well," says the rabbi -- "I know, seal the confes-

ion. I won't tell a soul. I won't tell anybody.""Now, father

I must confess, once in my life when I was a student in college

I ate a ham sandwich."

And the priest says, "Well, sure it's brave of you

to admit it, and it's no more than a venial sin, I'm sure."

But the rabbi says, "Now, father, fair is fair.

Tell me, have you ever been to bed with a woman?" Well, now,
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said the priest, "That's a terrible personal question to ask.

You're not going to tell any bishop, are you?"

"Seal the confession," says the rabbi. Well, says

the priest, "Fair is fair. I've got to admit it; once

when I was in college just out of curiosity, I went tc bed with

a woman."

"Mm," says, the rabbi, "beats ham, doesn't it?"

I should very much like to be able this morning to

continue that playful tone, but unforturiately I can not. I

find myself in an extremely awkward position. I offered to

appear at this symposium as a gesture of good will. The spon-

soring agencies had distributed some participants a memo

designed to discredit my presentation before I make it, a memo

which implicitly questions my integrity and competence as a

scholar, a memo which I find has been lee'ed to the press.

Instead, then, of being here to present my findings

as a favor to the sponsors, though I did not work under contrac

with them, I find I am now the target of charges of incompe-

tence and perhaps dishonesty. the docket, and I must

defend myself.

It's kind of like in my'Other profession being

invited to preach in another parish and arrive on Funday to

find the pastor haS written to mdny of the congregants a few

SRS REPORTING SERVICE, INC.
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days before tilling them I likely to be a biased and inept

preacher. MoreoVer, he has leaked this letter to the local

newspaper. You kind of wonder under those circumstances what

influential.p:arishioners have complained.

I will have no choice but to respond to the princip-

al NCES undercutting attempt in the course of my presentation.

I' will not burden you with replying to all the details of their

complaint.

Dealing with NCES is a slippe ;y business. I was

told I have 45 minutes. No one has ever told. me differently.

I had timed my original presentation 45 minutes tc. the second;

I now also must defend myself. I have cut six pr seven pages

by listening to Jim talk. I still presumably will go over

time. I will not apclogize for doing so. NCES has defamed me

and I propoie to defend myself, nor will I be removed fi'm

16 this platform. until I am finished, Mr. Moderator, save by

17 physical force.

1
It is also embarrassing to have to begin this statem

19 beginn ±ng this presentation witn a statement about where I

20 stand. However, given the subject matter, the audience and the

21 person of the presenter, I think I should outline clearly who

22 and what I am. As my defiant Bridget cross probably indicates,

,23 I am a Catholic priest, and as far as I know, in good standing,
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although not in good repute in the institutional Church. The

Church does not fund my research. It has not paid my salary

for almost 20 years. It denounces my findings with the inappro

priate observation that moral judgments are not made by taking

public opinion polls. You will look in vain for any members of

the hierarchy here today.

The typical Catholic newspaper headline about the

project will announce Bishops deny Catholic schools teach birth

control. Many of the hierarch would very much like to get out

of the business of providing education fir the inner city poor.

As Cardinal Cody of Chicago in a characteristic

burst of Christian charity remarks, "I have no obligation to

educate protestants."

To the extent that my report suggests that Catholic

schools might possibly be deemed a good work among the minori-

ties, the hierarchs will be even more upset with me than they

usua:ay are.

It's also worth noting that I have been long since

removed from the mailing list of my own archdiocese. It's a

new post-Vatican Council Catholic liturgical act; it ; called

the solemn high breaking of the addressograph plate. A bishop

and two chaplains attired in purple cloaks and bearing a chali

of holy water place the addressograph plate on the table
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surrounded by four liturgical candles and then break it into

three pieces, throwing them into three separate waste baskets.

When my novel, "The Cardinal Sins," Literary Guild

selection for June, appears next month, they will probably

break the addressograph machine over my cat, if possible.

My interest in this project is therefore on my own

and not that of the Catholic Church or the Catholic education.

Should anyone suggest that because I'm a Catholic priest I am

incapable of objectivity on the subject of Catholic schools, I

would invite that person to step out in the back somewhere and

fight with Professor Coleman, a much stronger and tougher perso

than I am.

I would remind you, though, that the principal

reason I am in difficulty with the hierarchy is that I found

that the overwhelming majority of Catholics rejects the Church'

birth control issue. If I report that one honestly, you can

depend on,it, I think -- depend on anything the priest says --

that if I found that Catholic schools did not have any effect

on the education of minority students, I would report that too.

With that distasteful preliminary out of the way, I

propose to limit myself to sharing with you some of the tables

from the report and commenting on the tables. The report is

still in draft form. I'm sure the basic shape of the finding
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will not be altered, but I hope to incorporate into the draft

whatever I learn at the conference today.

First Table 1.1 presents the basic problem, my

investigative report. The higher scores of minority students

who attend Catholic schools in academic achievement, a higher

rating by the students of school discipline, the greater colleg

aspirations of the Catholic high school students and the

greater level of homework performed by these students.

The Z score which I will use throughout is'nothing

more than a .percentage of the standard deviation. Note that

approximately half a standard deviation separates Catholic

school and public school minority students in academic achieve-

ment. Approximately a full standard deviation separates

them inthe school discipline rating. Catholic school students

are twice as likely to say they do more than five hours of

homework each week, and approximately 30 percentage points

more likely if they're a minority student to say that they

expect to graduate from college.

These four findings constitute not the end of the

research, but the beginning. They are the problem to be

resolved. I choose in this report to follow the conservative

approach in assuming, until evidence to the contrary emerges,

that the phenomena represented in the first table are a functio
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of family input: social class, academic environment, scholarly

motivation, family life, and the personal characteristics of

the. students which might motivate them to do better in school.

Only after;these explainati_ns are considered would I entertain

the possibility that in addition to a parental input explana-

tion, there might also be as school effect explanation.

You can not by its very nature say with absolute

confidence that family input or family choice explanation is

not correct. Of course, nowhere in social science can you

ever say with absolute confidence that other explanations are

nut )ossible.

The most such an explanation could possibly do is to

tilt the observer in the direction of considering seriously

the possibility that there may also be a school effect

outcome. That is all I will do at the very most is say that

the possibility ought, to be considered seriously.

Thus, there are two possible explanations for the

thenomena on the first table, family input and school effect.

We can definitely exclude the school effect outcome if the

explanatory model I have presented in Mile 1.2 eliminates the

differences between Catho...ic and public school minority stud-

ents by the time we arrive at the third category on the Table.

If, however, the first two panels do not completely eliminate
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the difference between Catholic and public school minority

students, and the variables in the final panel do contribute

to the further explanation, even elimination, of the difference

then there is somewhat of an increase in the probability of a

school effect on academic outcc a.

Such a result would not establish it with absolute

certainty, as there may still be family background character-

istics or family choice characteristics that we have not taken

into account.

I will pass over my commentaries on the Tables, the

numbers of which is 3 and 4, in the interest of saving time.

You can examine the Tables, ponder them, meditt's them, burn

them, do whatever you want.

I will state on the basis of 3.11 and 4.14, which

are the critical ones, that there are some reasons in both

Tables to think that there are other factors at work in the

Catholic school environment besides the parental-student input.

Surely the evidence is not strong enough to enable us to say

conclusively that there is a school effect, that the tilting

in that direction be given.

Tables No. S represent a brief excursion into the

question of what religious effects of Catholic education are.

Note that Catholic schools do enhance the church attendance of
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the whites who attend them, but they seem to have little effect

on other religious or ethical or political issues. Indeed,

those who attend Catholic schools are marginally more likely

to report that they have obtained birth control information

from those schools-- and they're going to love that over on

Mass. Avenue -- than those who attend public schools, findings

which will doubtless upset the hierarchs and the Holy See no

little bit.

It is an interesting point to keep in mind, however,

for those who think of Catholicism as a massive monolith. The

Pope and the Roman Curiae may say and do whatever they want,

but when it comes to the classroom instruction of adolescents,

teachers, doubtless backed up by principals and local clergy,

still do prepare the students as much as the teachers in public

schools for the problems of sexual maturation.

The Tables with the first number 6, I addressed

myself to the three critical academic outcome issues of academ-

ic performance as measured by the standardized achievement

tests prepared by ETS, and here I have provided a reading and

math test, hours of homework and parent college plarl.

21 You compare 6.1 to 1.2, you will notice that a numbe

22 of variables have been dropped. They were eliminated from the

23 model either because they are statistically insignificant to
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begin with, or because they make no appreciable impact on the

model when prior variables have been taken into account. Since

the data are available to everybody, you can look them over and

see whether I'm telling the truth.

One might observe that in Table 6.1 the correlations

are all fairly strong, so that there is some reasonable

antecedent probability that the differences in academic perform

ance and homework and current college plans can be accounted

for by the background variables, without having to consider

religious order ownership,while the quality of instruction is

rated by students or disciplinary environment is described by

students..

Discipline-and instruction variables are measured

on the basis of student ratings. They are not objective

measures, whatever those may be, of what goes on in the schools.

I threw in the religious order varial-le because I

kind of thought that religious orders might make a difference.

It turns out they certainly do. I'm not a member of a religi

ous order. I'm Lot, despite charges to the contrary you might

have heard, I'm not, nor have I ever been, nor do I contemplate

ever being a Jesuit. Some of my best friends are Jesuits.

Wouldn't want my sister to marry a Jesuit, any more than I'd

want her 'o marry a bishop. Her husband wouldn't either, I guess.
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About 21 percentage points difference exists in the

proportion doing more than five hours of homework a week

between public school minority young people and Catholic school

minority young people. One third of these percentage points

can'be accounted for by input variables, so the difference is

diminished to 14 points.

However, one must take into account religious order

administration and the quality of instruction to reduce the

difference to statistical innignificance. One must say of

ho just as one -- I haven't said, but would have said

of the ratings of discipline and quality instruction that the

differences between Catholic and public school minority young

people can not be accounted for entirely by the background

variables available to us at present.

Note in the text the addition of two school charac-

teristics, religious order ownership and quality of instruction

to reduce the differences to statistical insignificance. Here

again we must recognize the probability of some school effect.

20

21

22

23

of their actually having been a school contribution.

However, when it comes to the question of confidence

in college graduation, one can account for the 29 percentage

point differences in confidence between public and Catholic
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school minority students by the background variables in the

model, most noticeably by taking into account parental college

aspirations for the students and students'own aspirations for

college in eighth grade. Thus one can say with reasonable

confidence that there is no school effect, as such, on confi-

dence of college graduation for minority students or for white

students either.

This is a fact worth keeping in mind, because it

demonstrat6t, that there are occasions in which the input explan

ation is sufficient, and one need not be, one can not, at least

following the conservative strategy I'm following here, appeal

to the possibility of a school effect. The model is not a

paper tiger.

Table 6.4 deals with perhaps the most interesting

issue in the analysis, the question of academic achievement as

measured by the standardized tests. Note, first of all, that

for white Catholic schools the family input explanation serves

to eliminate much of the difference between public school and

Catholic school students. We'll see more about that later.

However, for blacks, Hispanics and for those minori-

ties of blacks and Hispanics put together who are in the lower

third of the family income bracket, approximately two fifths

of the difference betwe'll Catholic and public school students
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remains unaccounted for by the time all the background variable

are taken into account. Each case the differences are reduced

to statistical significance by simply adding to the model the

quality-of-instruction variables, the quality of instruction,

that is to say, as rated by students.

Because it is often argued that Catholic schools do

especially well with minorities because they selectively

recruit from more affluent minority group families, the minorit

poor we looked at was the lowest third of the family income

bracket.

One official at Carnegie Corporation put it to me a

number of years ago when I suggested a study of why blacks were

choosing Catholic schools; he said, "I'm not going to spend

money finding out why Catholic schools are successful in educa-

ting rich blacks."

Such prejudgments, quite independent of the data,

are the equivalent of prejudice. One can hardly say that

exactly to the charge of having prejudged what goes on in

Catholic secondary schools.

One gets the same effect in the final row on Table

6.4 by inserting either disciplir or religious order ownership

If one put all three variables in, the results would have been

negative numbers. Rather than engage in that kind of confusion
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I constructed a path analytic diagram in Table 6.5 which assume

that religious order ownership affects the quality of instruc-

tion and the quality of discipline, that these affect one

another and they both affect academic performance. Table 6.5

tells us that religious order ownership has an effect of its

own, independent of that which it also exercised for the qualit

of instruction and discipline.

Of these three variables, instruction is twice as

important as measured by the correlation coefficient as either

discipline or religious order ownership( in its direct impact.

The impact, in other words the quality of instruction on

academic performance in the Catholic secondary schools in that

Table,is net of disciplinary environment in these schools, in

these schools.

The quality of instruction seems to me to require

much further investigation. I have designed a question which

may or may not be included in the next phase, if there is a nex

phase, if Office of Management and Budget permits, which may

enable us to focus in more precisely on what students think is

good teaching.

I do not want to exclude the possibility, again. tha

background variables we have not been able to take into account

may be responsible for the apparent relationship between
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instruction, discipline and religious ownership, on the one

hand, and academic achievement on the other.

One continues to tilt to the possibility of the

school effect without conclusively asserting such an effect.

At this point it becomes necessary to inquire whether any

aspects of school structure which might be independent of schoo

choice, and which is variable, might lead to a variation of a

difference between public and Catholic school minority groups.

School size, it seems to me, might be one such

structural variable that is probably not involved in parental

choice and which may, if varied, create a difference between

public and Catholic schools. My incorrect thought was that

since Catholic schools tend to be smaller on the average than

public schools,the superior academic outcome of Catholic schools

might be a function of smaller school size and perhaps more

personal Ittention.

It's possible, of course, that parents would seek

a smaller school because of the desire for personal attention,

but in all likelihood parents would choose the school nearest

to where they live.

The fact, however, as you will note in 6.7, is exace.Y

the opposite seems to be the case. It is the large Catholic

schools which differ most strikingly, the large public schools

so
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in their effects on minority students The differences here

go up to more than three fifths or a standard deviation in

academic achievement. Since it is, I think, unlikely, but not

impossi'ole of course, that the Parents w, :ld choose a larger

school for their children--the child would choose the school

for himelf, herself--this variation in the structure of the

school is not likely to be the object of parental choice. The

fact that such a variation also leads to a variance in the

difference between Catholic and public schools would lead one

to suspect that there is a strong possibility of a schooleffec

over and above the Parochial :hool choice.

This possibility is enhanced somewhat by noting in

Table 6.8 that the background segment of the model only reduces

the difference to approximately two thirds of a standard- -

No. Two thirds strikes me as being high. I probably mean here

two fifths of a standard deviation between Catholic and public

17 school minority students. Two fi..chs is right.

18 1 Thirty-eight points remain to be accounted for by

19 I school variables of order ownership, discipline and instruction

20 Only if parental choice of a large school in prefe.:ence to a

21 small school is indeed a conscious or explicit fax:, in the

22 decision to send the children to a Catholic school, would one

23 be able to inhibit a further tilt in the direction of a school

SI
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effect on the basis of 6.8.

Graph No. 6.9 shows in the schools of over 500 size

the relative importanceof instruction, discipline and religiou

order,ownership is virtually the same as it is in all schools

in the'sample.

,My c'lleague at Arizona, Dudlev.Duncan, whom some o

you have heard, pointed out to me that ne should confider

:whether Cathblic schools have greater impact in comparison to

public schools on black non-Catholics than they do on black

Catholics. Dudley noted that there was a good deal more involv

ed in the parental choice of parochial schools and the young

person's choice if it involves not only a private school, but a

private school affiliated with a religious denomination that

was other than one's own. It takes a little more emotional

commitment to choose a Catholic school if you are a black

Baptist than if you are a black Catholic.

By the way, half the blacks In Catholic schools in

the sample are non- olics. To choose a private school,

particularly for those who are not affluent, requires that one

exercise an option that most members of one's community do not

exercise. To choose not only a private school but one of

another religious denomination involves yet a second option, a

second hurdle, a second choice, which even more members of one's

82
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denominational community do not select. Because there is thus

more family decisionmaking, again following Dudley's argument

of emotion, an investment for the non-Catholic slacks, the

impact on that, if what happens in Catholic schools is indeed

family choice and not school impact, ought to be mach- higher

than the impact on black Catholics: You need not invest quite

so much family emotional energy in the decision to attend the

Catholic schools.

-liable 6.10 shows that there is little confirmation

for the possibility for Dudley Duncan's suggestion. Black non-

Catholics do marginally better in Catholic schools tharOn

'public schools in comparison with black Catholics.' But even

when one takes into account the differential in social class

background, the Margin is not increased. Thus one more possi-

bility to support a total family choice explanation is not

sustained, and the tilt in the direction of a school effect is

enhanced.

One reader of an early draft of the report suggested

that the models I have used may well have been misspecified.

How right he was. It is likely, he suggested, there is a much

more powerful correlation between social class and achievement

in Catholic schools than in public schools. It would see.n to

suggest that it would be precisely the most affluent black and

83
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Hispanic families who, having chosen a Catholic school for

their children, would create an environment atlhome tha' would

reinforce the work of the school. Therefore, the model that

is presented thus far would not deal adequately with the possi-

bility of'a total family input explanation unless You consider

the interaction between social class and Catholic schools and

the impact of such interaction on achievement..

In technical terms, which need not diSturb those of

you who do not understand the multiple regressiOn anal 'tis, it

was necessary, said the critic, to include an interactional

term in the x;,.-gressien eauation.

Now we get into very interesting materials. As one

can see in Table 7, exactly the opposite is the case. The

correlation between social class an..1 academic achievement is

higher in public schools, indeed twice as high in public

schools than it is in Catholic schools. It might be misspeci-

fied, indeed, but it's misspecified against the Catholic school

e,:fect, instead of in favor.

When interaction terms are introduced for father's,

education, mother's education and income, the difference

between Catholic and public school outcomes for minority stu-

dents increases rather than decreases. It goes up to almost a

whole standard deviation.

84
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Table 7.1 is more interesting, I'm sure you educa-

tional researchers will re lize, for another reason. The

correlation between social class and academic achievement for

minority students in Catholic schools seems to be remarkably

low. Most educational research indicates that social class
AO,

background of students is a very powerful predicter of academic

achievement. It seems much less powerful, however, for minor-

ity students in Catho---c schools.

Table 7.2 shows the same things with scores rather

than correlation coefficients. The principal difference

between Catholic and publiC school minority young people is

concentrated among those whose parents did not go to college.

Catholic schools are only marginally more .successful with

college-graduate parents than the public schools. It is the

less affluent rather than the more affluent who seem especially

likely to benefit from attending Catholic schools, just the

opposite of what my friend from the Carnegie C^rporation

thought.

Moreover, in Table 7.4 and-7.5, especially among

those minority-group people who may considered upwardly

mobile, and if their father did not attend college, but they

expect to graduate from college, that the school-difference

phenomena seems to be the most striking. More than 90 percent

85
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j.

of the difference In academic achievement in Catholic and publi

among that group, can not be accounted for by input variables,

bilt rather has to be attributed to the three school variables:

order ownership, discipline and instruction. This phenomena

runs counter to what many Catholic school adminis'trators and

teachers themselves believe.
e,

Catholic schools, it was thought quit accuratelj,

disproportionately recruit or admit students from upwardly

mobile minority families. - "It was precisely because they have

these ambitious young people that the Catholic schools seem to

achieve s.2ch striking success.

But the argument went if you compared the upwardly

mobiles in the Catholic schools with the upwardly mobiles in

the public schools, you would find little difference. Public

school achievement scores are dragged down by the large propor-

tion of non-upwardly mobile who do not do as well as the much

smaller proportion of upwardly mobile groups.

The evidence seems to indi,ate that exactly the

19 opposite case is-the case. The biggest difference of all

20

21

22

23

between Catholic and public schools is precisely in that group

where there is supposed to be no difference, that group which

was motivated towards upward mobility. If there is a Catholic

school effect, then, all one can say at the present sate of

86
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analysis is that there now seems to be some reason to investi-

gate further the possibility of such effect. It seems that for

minority young people the effect is concentrated on those who

have come from less affluent family backgrounds.

Moreover, the same thing seems to be the case for

white students in the Catholic schools from lets affluent famil

backgrounds as we will notice in Table 7.6 and 7.7.

CatholiC schools, it would appear then, are simply.

rather good at educating the children of less affluent, and the

apparent racial effects in the study are, in fact, more likely

to be social-class effect, or to be even more precise, to

establish an ethnic effect.

Catholic secondary schools were, established in this

country between 1910 and 1965 for the most part. to facilitate

the upward mobility of ethnic immigrants, while at the same

time protecting their religious faith. It would turn out that

they were quite successful in their task, continue to do it,

even though now they have more than half the students in

Catholic secondary schools who are white are the children of

college-educated parents..

The way to college may well be prepared by their

22 attending Catholic schools. The only thing that has changed

23 in Catholic schools in recent years then, is that there is a

87
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4,

different mix of ethnic groups that are benefiting from the

peculiar social milieu which produced the Catholic schools in

the first place, a milieu which required a heavy kind of

emphasis on the academic achievement t-at was necesary for

economic upward mobility.

Why are the Catholic schools apparently so good at

educating the black and Hispanic poor? Because they came into

existence to educate Irish, Polish, German, Italian, Lithuanian

Slovak, Slovene, or et cetera, et cetera, et cetera, of course.

Mind you, they don't know they're doing.that. They're no more

conscious that they're doing that than the man in the French

play was conscious he was speaking prose.

If this is the case, then one would expect the

Catholic schools to eliminate social class background differ-

ences gradually. That is to say the correlation between social

class and achievement would be higher among the sophomores' than

among the seniors. Tables 7.10 and 7.10A demonstrate that

this is indeed the fact. Both for whites and nonwhites the

correlatiOn between social class and achievement in Catholic

schools diminishes between the sophomore and senior years, but

it does not diminish in the Public schools.

In other words, there is not that much difference

in the correlation between social class and achievement in

88
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Catholic schools than in public schools in the sophomore year

whereas the correlation is marginally smaller in Catho4c

schools. However, by the senior year the differences are sub-r-

stantial, correlations in public schools being three/times as

1
ilarge as those in Catholic schools, preciely b ause the cor-

relation coefficient between social class and achievement do

not decline in the public schools in the sopho ore and the

senior year and do decline drastically in the 'atholic schools.

Dr. Colman has ID -n-t out thi can not be account-

1

cd for by the dropout rate because that is twice as high-among

the sophomore -- between sophomore and senior years in public

schools than it is in Catholic schools.

So, indeed, by the time the minority student, and

as to the senior in 'a Catholic school, chances are statistical-

ly insignificant that social-class background as measured by

father's education -- as measured by mother's education and

income too, if you want -- have anyeffect on academic achieve-

ment scores.

Catholic schools seem to have the ability, in other

words, to pass out the rewards of achievement in standardized

tests without regard to the socil-class origins of parents.

They do this in all schools for all students, perhaps somewhat

more powerfully for minority students.
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There are common schools in the United States; they

may well be_Catholic.

One can not, of course, exclude absolutely that

there are family-background variables that we have not taken

into account which may eliminate completely the apparent

Catholic-school effects that have been described.

Surely, however, the burden will now be on those who

insist that the outcomes are family choice to suggest family-

choice variables that would be appropriately included in furthe

research, in the unliirly event that such research should occur

Another possibility which ought to be considered

seriously4is that the structural difference of educational

track may account for the difference between minority perform-

ance in Catholic schools. Catholic schools may well be more

college preparatory in their orientation. They also may be

more likely to place their minority students in academic, that

is to say in college preparatory courses. Thus, if --,ne ,olds

the phenomenon of educational tracks constant, the difference

between the two kinds of schoolr, may diminish, precisely becaus

of the concentration of minorities in Catholic schools in

college preparatory tracks.

The anonymous man said in "The Washington Post" the

other day, "They get kids with higher scores." The Tables No.
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8 address themselves to this issue. In fact, Catholic schools

are twice as likely to place minority students in academic

tracks than are public schools, whether by school decision or

parental decision or student decision. Interesting, but irrele-

vant to the present line of argumentation. Almost two thirds

of the students in Catholic schools, whatever their quasi-racia

background,are in academic programs.

However, the track system does not explain the

apparent difference between the educional effect of the two

systems, but rather specifies it, just as social background

did.

There are, if you look at Table 8.2, indeed only

relatively small differences in performances between Catholic

and public school minority young people and academic programs,

13 standardized points, but a relatively large difference, 34

standardized points, between the two school populations in the

general program.

Comparing the figures in the first and second column

19 11 the first column with the second, note the paradox. Catholic

20

21

22

23

schools disproportionately attract young people from college-

educated families, and young people who are gifted enough to

be placed in academic programs. But in all three racial groups

they have their most powerful impact on those from less educate
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families than those who arc not academically gifted enougl, to

make it into higher tracks. They seem to have found the secret

of success, not only in working with the economically disadvan-

taged, but with the intellectually or at least the educational-

ly disadvantaged. No small feat.

I am grateful to my graduate student Thomas Hoffman

of Arizona for suggesting this line of analysis. Note, too,

that the gap between the tracks is 43 points in Catholic school

and 64 points in public schools. There is, in other words, a

lower correlation between tracking achievement in Catholic

schools than there is in public schools.

If the higher performance of the Catholic-school

13 general-track minority students is, in fact, a school effect,

14 one would expect the difference between Catholic and public

15 school minority students in that track to increase between the

16 I
sophomore and' senior years. The Catholic-school minority young

17 people in the general track would increase their advantage

18 over their public-school counterparts by the time they reached

19 the senior year.

20 Observe that there is a built-in factor which might

21 .
work against such a change: the higher dropout rates in the

22

23

public schools. However, both the general and other Catholic-

school minority students -- Table 8.3 -- benefit to a greater
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improvement ...11 their API between sophomore and senior years

than do their public-school opposite numbers, a positive

change of 19 and 44 points for the Catholic-schools groups as
4.ava

opposed to 5 points and 31 points for the two public-school

groups.

To look at the same matter from a different angle

in Table 8.4, the difference between public and Catholic school

minority students in the general program increases from 29

points when they are sophomores to 43. points when they are

seniors. The difference between those in other programs

increases from 13 to 26 points, this despite the presumably

greater attrition-rate of low performers in thet.1 groups in

public than in Catholic schools.

However, moreover now, the apparent effect of

Catholic schools on the young people who come from less educat-

ed families than from the general track is a combined effect

to be seen in Table 8.5. For both white and minority students

the bigger differences between Catholic and public school

students in the general track are concentrated in those general

track students from families whose parents did not go to colleg

26 points for the minority children and 24 points for white

children.

The payoff in Catholic schools would appear not to
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be for the children of Well-educated families who are in the

academic track, but for the children of poorly-educated familie

in the general track, the twice-disadvantaged as one might call

them.
1

Consider this carefully. Our expectation would have

been that since the Catholic schools disproportionately enroll

academic track children and children from affluent families

that much of the Catholic-school effect and the apparent payoff

of Catholic schools would be among the twice-advantaged.

The finding here reported seems to be just the opposite. The

Catholic schools seems to benefit especially the twice-disadvan

taged. The twice-disadvantaged do -- Well, skip that sentence.

Obviously a mistake.

The technical name for the phenomenon here is

interaction. Lower correlations for Catholic school students

between social class and achievement and between ability as

represented by track and achievement.

The great flaw in the NCES's attempt to undercut

this presentation is that it did not take into account these

interaction effects.

B (?) is quite right in his response to their

critique, which oddly enough did not seem to get leaked to the

press, that tracking,is a school-effect variable and does not
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belong in the analytic model. *hat I'm willing to concede to

the NCES hatchet men is that tracking might give good measure

of ability, though they didn't suggest that, and put it in an

analytic model.

However, since I have demonstrated that there is

interaction for both tracking and father's education, I insist

these interaction' terms also be- included.

Table 8.6 shows what happens when the tracking vari-
4

ables, chic is the heart o the NCES attempt to discredit me,

areincluded, together with interaction terms, as well as

father's education with the interaction terms.

The interaction.term fot education causaq the raw

differences of 49 and 32 standardized points respectively to

rise to about 60 standardined.pointi. ,

.Then the tracking variable leads to a sharp decline,

as NCES says. However, when the tracking interaction variable

i$ entered, the difference fqr minority students between

Catholic and public schools goes back virtually to the raw

difference,whilfeNtHe one for Catholics, for 'whites is above the

raw differences.

The variable which iiCtS'uses to destrolkthe apps_ nit.

J
22 differences I report, when used properly,in fact, enhances

23.11 the difference. To put the matter in English, the track ail
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educational background of.the school population are equalized.

When the same relatropships between track and background, on

the one hand, and achievement on the other in the Catholic

schools are maintained, the'difference4are not eliminated by

NCES, but utterly uncha d,,indeed somewhat increased..

Using interaction terms, gentlepersons, is not just

an option which some sociologists might 'choose. It's a methol-

°logical 'necessity if there is any reason to suspect that there

might be an interaction. .In not considering the possibility

NCES..s hired guns demonstrate that they were not confident.

Having tried for a dozen pages to destroy me, the plead

pressure as an excuse for not exercising gre.iter care.

However, the problem, I submit, is more than inco:m-,

./
petence. The' fact of an interaction with father's education

was reported in the text which they had available to them, and

they ignored it.

In light of that in te r action one -might also ,haye

expected the possibility of an interaction with academic track.

That was ignored tog. There is more than ignorance and incom-

petence in the work when you ignore interaction as reported in

the text. The NCES model is isspecifiled because cf the absenc

of interaction terms, not, I submit, for reasons ,of shoddy work

0

but forr'reasdhs of malice., They kneW that an interaction was

96'
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important and they tried to get away with excluding it because

they Vhed to discredit op advance this presentation.
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A responsible treatm ent of interaction terms would

have interfered With this scheme. They know full well in the

discussioris of such things,as inisspecification, interaction

terms is over the hea c)4 'most readers and most'llsteners.

To put the matteren
.
words that everyone can under-

stand, should there be any o bscurity about it, the NCES perpe-

trated a cover-up, a deliberate attemptto cover up the fact

that Catholic schoolscontrary to expectations, do not especi-

ally benefit upper stratum and academic track young people.

Rather they benefit lower stratum, general track young people,
1

the twice-disadvantaged.
. I

.
I would hope that the appropriate parties in the

Department of Education Would ask some hard questions abobt

.this cover up, though I don't exPeA,!,-..hey will.

Despite pe fact that any social, scientist can see

through it, it wi ll probably be effective because-it tells most

educators what they want to hear, perhaps lots of people in
e-

this audience want to hear.

Another way-to demonstrate this cover-up isto exam"

ine tae NCU analysis as presented on Page 20, Table 3.3, with

an in which the interaction terms have been included,

) .
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the last of the Tables, labeled 8, of no,;if's either the last
ti

of the tables labeled 8 or maybe it's a special Table.

/ This contains the ,NCES analysis in the 'first and

third columns and my analysis in the second and fourth columns.

In my analysis the two interaction terms, Catholic by father's

education anA Catholic by academic track have beef included.

S:The vglole story is in the bot om row. For sophomore

1
.

.

the corren Coefficient with Catholic and academic perfo ,

ance is .00 in the NCES analysis, .09 in my analysis. 'And fbr

seniors it is,minus .01 in their analysi's and .23 in my analysi .

The bottom row of the analysis shows that there is-

not only a Catholic-school effect whet the iAeraction terms

are entered, as they rust be for the analysis to e correct and
- N

honest, but also the Catholic-school effect lxicreases notably

in the sophOhore to senior years. I hold no D brief for

the ,style of. the NEES analysis which I find both aesthetically

and intellectually unsatisfying: I merely assert thpt when don

properly, even their 'pwn analysis supports instead of refutes

this' presentation.

.04plast point. Note in Tabl 8.7,tba.i the advan-

,

age of attending Catholic school. fo Catholic t ool stub

dents from noncollege families on the general track increases

from the sophomore to the benior year from 20 to30.points,
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suggesting they do in fact imprive their relative academiC

performance because of the school they are attending, and thus

3 II helping us once more in the direction of a school, effect.,'

I have to ask of everyone concerned; is there some

5. II thing wrong with Catholic schools? Why the desperate fear of °

6 this finding? Or is it merely there is something c rong with

7

9

10

11

12

13

14

15.

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

Catholics?

I now `turd: briefly td policy issues. *ell, I'm

sorry, Marie, I' going to finish.
J 4 rs

Since my project %vs not funded by .LACES, but rather

A

by private foundations, I was not under the constraints that

Jim Coleman was under to produce policy recommendations, and

there aretno such vcommendations in my report.

But they were..-tble to redraw their own policy.

Yet lest I be accused of being afraid, walkirig away from

).))policy recommendations, let me-make a few comments.

At the most general level of the policy qUestion -

si

let me recall what the principal. fring of this project is not

I a-

One would have expected, I would have expected.that the primary

payoff for Catholic schools would be found among minority 0

t4
Young people with better educated family backgrounds and better

s).

academic skills. This is, however, not the burden of the

,report. If there is a Catholic school effect at all, it's the
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opposite. The princiPal payoff for those young- people
.

minority families and'lower education backgrounds and with less

`developedaCadeMic skills. The ntholic schools are espetIly

successful, it would seem, with, minority ybung people, indeed

all young people whOse. fathers did not go'to college and who

themselves are in the-general rather than academic' track.

One could derive from this evidence that Is/have

I

presented, alternative policy proposals. One Could say these

schools are doing something very important; we ought to help

'them make the contribution if we are interested in \facilitating

the' education of minority poor:

I think any other educational institution, supported

by comparable dat, would have ngtrouble getting that support.
(

Or one. might just as well conclude that the schools have don&

nicely ,so far without the Government or private- philanthropic

assistance. Once the Gov.ernment begin's to mess around with

its aid and control, much of the good work apparently. done by

these schools'will be canceled out. So you pays your money and

you takes your choice. ,1

-.- .

If I. were a Catholic school administrator, I Might

cenjoy taking a somewha different approach. 'T woult summon
A .6

before me,the educational establishment, the National Catholic

,Education Associationivarious bureaucrats in tie Departmeny ofd

-1 00
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Education, Parent 'Teacher AssOciations, Black Caucus, the NEA,

the Teachers Union and other pertinent establishmentarian

groups. I would say to them, "The hell with you,".not to

engage in more obscene recommendations. "We've Iv it by

ourselves so far .and'we'll keet, on doing it that way, if need

be. We're no begging for your assistance, If pressures becom

so great that we have to close down. some of our heavily black

and Hispanic schools, therrso be it. It won't hurt us any.

We'll gust free up our limited personnel for other work, and

we'll top an enormous drain on our financial resources."

When the last inner city Catholic secondary school

is closed, it won't do all that much harm even to the religious

orders of the Church. naybe the Cardinal Arc;?tishqp oA Cnicago

is right, maybe we have_Ao obligation to educate non-Catholics,

We do the best we can as long as we can, and .when

we can't do it anymcle, then we won't do pit anymore, The only

ones to suffer will be inner city minorities, particularly

yhe less affluent members of the minority groups. Of Bourse',

this Republic which.ha's \ome investment in roving education-

al oppOtunities, equal educatonal opportunities for all its

citizens, will also suffer.

But don't blame us when the minority suffers if we

close down."

1 0 1
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And then if I were such an administrator, I, would. '

turn to the educational research establishment, the Carnegie

Corporation, National Institute of Education, the Ford Founda-'

tion, now that Jim Kelly's gone, elite teachers' colleges or

the'ducation Department of the University of Chicago, and

would say to them again, "The hell with you," repressing the

impulse to suggest certain anatomically impossible sexual acts.

"You haven't been'interested in us. You knew that something

remarkable was happening in our schools. You knew that we were

)-d ing for about ha,,lf the cost of children in the public sector:

You knew /that minority parents in ever-increasing numbers were
. . ,-

choosing our schools. Still youtwouidn't come to 'look at us,

even though you would have been far more welcome in our schools

than you would be in most public schools. YOU were content

with your own fat answers and your own simple explanations.

When evidence' was obtained to suggest that your pat

and simple solutions didn't really fit What we were doing, you

refused t.o consider that evidence. Okay. Fine. If that's the

way you want it, that's the way it is. Only don't pretend' that

your educiictar esearoh has any kind of scholarly objectivity

Let m follow up on that last point in m1,7conclusion

For the better part of two deC-'ades I have walked the corridors

of buildings in this City and New York pleading with people to
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take a look at the phenomena of minority Students in Catholic

schools. The National Institutesof Education always referred

me to the desegregation shops where we were resolutely told by

,;aminstrators that they knew Catholic schobls were segregation-
.

al,ist. The Carnegie Corporation, we were informed, was inter-
,

ested in the really 'poor and not the affluent minorities in

Catholic schools.

The Ford Foundation, with the exception of the small

giant, we were told that the input of Catholic schools towards

the solution of urban education problems was not simply a high

item on their agenda. a

Some of otrt proposals to the National Institutes of

EduOation Were sentback with refereed comments like, "This

project ought not to be done, because it would redound to

the credit of Catholic schbols."

I

Ms. Graham, when she was Director of NIE, would not

return phone calls from-NORC, perhaps because she thought it.

stood for :rational Organization of Roman CathOlics. 'The great

education backwoods of the Country' managed to be utterly unin-

terested in the research we were doing. Had it not been for
As

the courac of Jim Coleman, Marie Eldridge and a small grant

of support from Spencer, this project would never have been

done. And I dare say a va substantial number of people here

t d
.4
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present wish that it had never been done. 'I do not think I am

being paranoid. The raw facts abbu Catholic secondary schools

have been there for all to see for a ng, long time. Now that

these raw facts have been reduced,tO statistical tables; there

oe.

will by no more compelling reason for taking them seriously

tO
than the're has ever been.,

-

There are no funds available to continue line

V
of inqui I have already been told tte Ford,"Foundation will

1
A

put no mere money into it. I don't expect anyone else, either

the Government or the private research funding fraternity to

continue. to explore the fascinating question of why Catholic

schools are successful in dealing with the offspring of. the

less aff1ue nt members of the society.

The general reaction is now, as -it has always been,

"Don't call us. We'll call you." Well, I won't be sitting'

at the phone waiting for the call.

Will Senator Kennedy, or Albert Schecter or Marion

Barry begin to say nice things about the Catholic schools'

19 service to the minority poor? Don't be silly? Will Teachers

1 20 College of the University of Chicago promote faculty who do,

21

22

23

research, on Catholic schools? bur team _will become a loser.

Will NIE find basic research on the .classroom exper-

ience in such schools? Will the Ford Foundation or the Carnegi

v 104
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Corporation sponsor and institute the study of detail over time

the remarkable achievement of student of those schools? Don't

make me laugh:

. I will waive my time of rebuttal this afternoon to

make up for the time I have gone ever. I'see no pOint in

rebutting. As far as I can see, the bnly..result'of this forum

would be to guarantee that research of the sort reported here

will never be funded again.

The possibility that.there might be something educa-

tionally Interesting happening in Cathodic schools must be

buried in the depths of.the ocean like dangerous radioactive

I..

waste.

3 )1R. WENK: I'm sure you'd all like to hear, have

opportunity to hear the pahelists' views. I-suggest. we recon-

//-
.vene gt 11:25 after a short break.

(A luncheon break was taken.)
I

MR. WENK: All right. I would like to ask Dr. Gail

Thomas to take the podium and share with us her review of the

two studie

Before I do that, I would, make a small note. Mes-

sages are being held-iat the registration desk for pho5le calls

that are coming in to various participants. When we break,

. ,

perhaps you might want'to check. Later in the day e willthave
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available copies of the NCES technical papers on the two studie -.

They are apparently being reproduced and will' be available by

the end of the day. We'll make anannouncement when they are

here in the.room.

Dr. Thomas.

DR. THOMAS:THOMAS: Let me first say that I am pleased to

be here. I do thank the individuals who.made this opportunity

possible for me.

In responding to the two prewtations by Dr. Colem

and Dr. Greeley I will, discuss both docuffients .sirfrultaneously',

and in'doing so, I.will raise two questio005.

First, is the topic that the authors'addretsed.

relevant an useful for social policy? Secondly, apart frog

this issue, are thp research findings convincing?'

Beginning with the. first question, my vieW"is that

tho ugh the documents have generated much interest in those assemblE

today, and they do demonstrate in many l'esp.ects the talent of

the authors, the subject matter of-t!!ve-documents is not rele7

vart'or use' ul for current policy research. '

The reason is that our immediate educatiopal concern

should not be whether'private schools are effective. Instead,

our concern should be reflected in the questions of what can-

we do to improve our nation's public schools? ,How can'we learn
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mare effectivel. y to promote the academic success and higlik

edutationa; access and retention cif the 9.0 percent of our

youngsters who are.St41, in these schools? What can we do-to

,**

foster and.enCourage the,already existing quality of public

%chools, as we do have some?

These are the relevant questions around which a

policy flgii,r1a; of this caliber.ought'to be conducted and future

federWdollars invested.'

I don't think it's necessary to refer to Dr.

Coleman's or Dr. Greeley's findings to convince most Americans

that private Schools'are better than public,schools; 'whether

totally or partially true or false, most Athez4cans believe this
W* 4'

Therefore, the questions is so what? If private schools are

better, what type of constructive direction or model for publiC

schools can be derived from the results that have been present-
.

ed this morning?

4
My assessment is that no promising-direction for our

public schools .114s been provided by the authors. And if their
.

findings are .acted upoh, it would be 4etrimental to the public

schools. Also,if taken seriously, the findinas from Dr.

. Coleman's and Dr. Greeley's/documents would underthine oast and

present the'qualiy of educational-opportunity efforts and all

attempts to decrease the social class and racial disparities
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that currently exist in our society. Now, that's my response
-.11#

to the first question.
4

Now I'd:liketo devote the remainder of the time to

the second issue-, if We forget the point of irrelevancy. Are

the findings reported by Dr. Coleman and Dr. Greeley con incing.

0 k 4
Now,, I will diScuss this question by focusing on

what I think are the three most important policy proposals that

Dr. Coleman presented in his, document regarding the role of

private schooling. 4

'Now, the first proposal which is the most Cogent

argument for increasing,the eng!lment in private schols is

that private schools produce better cognitive outcome

public schools. Dr. Coleman and Dr. 'Greeley maintain that

their data supported this premise. Dr. Colemiriassertet this

'despite his-observation that his results did not hold when

controlling for family 71-6Rground andinaking comparisons on the

oe-
sophomore to senior level, achievement gains between students

in the Catholic schools and students in the public schools.

But he rdtionalizgd here that the lack of supporting eliidence

was attributed to the greater sophomore-senior dropout rate in

public schools which creates an upward bias in favor of the

schools. Now, this rationale is not wholly adequate, tecause

as Dr. Coleman has noted, the extensive and pervasive selection

108
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ther private schools outweighs

any selection that Would be taking place in the public schools.

3'
I That's the problem of self-selection. In tp,e private schools

4 alone it's a critical variable that restricts the findings

5 Of Dr. Coleman and Dr. Greeley.

6 'In addition, ',think the lack of higher achievement

measures for public and private school students, that is data

4

8 at the elementary and senior high school levels, also restricts
1

9 the author's conclusions that private schools produce better

10 cognitive outcomes.

11 Now, another problem that challenges the conclusion

12 here is the author's failure-to segregate or stratify the

13

14

15,

6

17

'18

19

26

21

22

23

;Public and private schools with respect to quality.

Coleman acknowledged the fact that elite'schools exist within

the private sector. More importahtly, he reported that

student achievement was higher in both the higher-performance

public and private schools than in the 'remaining schools.

.In. addition, he noted that them were only a li4tted

number of high-peritirmance public and private schools in the

numbers. Thus, it is important to examine in more detail other

possible similarities between, the high - performance pUblic and

private schools. In addition, it would be important to know th

quality of the remaining schools and.the',extent to which they
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are similarjor different. And finally, with respect to the

premise,that private schools are more effective, the regression

equations for the type of schoolt reported by Dr. Coleman

accounted for less than 30 percent of the variance in student

achievement.

now; this clearly suggests, as the author himself

points out, that therstare important factors that are associat-

ed with student cognitive outcomes that are not taken into

conside'ration in.the Coleman or the Greeley analysis.

'1,7.ow, the next important pAicy premise that I wish

,to,comider is that private schools are religiou,sly, socially

and racially divisive. At first, it's common knowledge,, as,

both authors agree, that, the private schools are religiously

distinct. Or 80 percent of the students enrolled in private

,schoO:tsAare-in religious- affiliated schoO(s. So there is no

debate here with reference to the religious composition of thes

schools.

But turning to the second point, that private school

are,socially and racially distinct, Dr. Coleman and Dr. Greeley

attempt to provide evidence to the contrary. Their conclusion

is misleading, I maintain, becaute 1n-discussing segregatiOn

within the public and the private sector they
#

fail to adequatel

take ihito account the extent to which minority and disadvantage

.)

,10
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students are under-represented in these schools. Now, this

fact is acknowledged, but it's not highlighted as a critical

factor. Black students constitute less than five percent of.

,

private school enrollment, and this percentage is even smaller

for th non-Catholic private.schools. Similarly, less than 20

percent f the.students with family incomtof $15,000 or less

are in the private schools.

So therefore, the issue for private school is not

the degree to whichiitbdents currently in these schools. are or

are not racially isolattd relative to the public schoolp.

Instead, the critical issue is the lack of minority reppesenta-

tion in private schbo";.s.

want to pursue this point a little bit further

for just a moment, because I think it's a critical one. My

colleagues and I have employed Dr. Coleman's segregltion index

to examine the, extent. of racial isolation at the higher educe-
,

tion level. iP.nd like Dr. Coleman, we found that where black

students gained the greatest access which was in the two-year

vo

and the four -yeas' colleges the segregation indek value was

high, while it was )wer where blacks have the least access

relative, tO whites, that is the graduate and professional

school levelt. 'And again, our findings deMonstrated the impor-

,tance of considering the problem of segregation and minority
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representation simultaneously w en interpreting. results. In

addition, our findings
0
like:Dr. Coleman' 'that whites:4

are less likely to be present whre blacks are highly concen-

trated, for example in elementary schools and traditiOnally

black colleges which are relatively Open to all groups.
.

Hower, in contrast, whites are more likely to be

present where blacks are less concentrated, i.e. in the private

secondary schools and in the graduate and professional Schools.

And, again, thiS is where the entry requirementeare more

stringent. So I would urge Dr. Cbleman and Dr 'Greeley to take

the issues of access and admissions criteria into consideration

when. describing how publiciyersus private schools fair with

respect to racial isolation.

. Now, the and final p emise that I0o.dTit to talk

about is in th Coleman document, and.that is that facilitating

the use of private schools. aids whites and upper riddle class

`Students more thdn the racial minorities and disadvantaged

Now, Dr. Coleman contends.that this is not the case.

He attempts to challenge this assumption in Part by a hypothet-

ical economic incentive argument. He cautions that we should

not take the.arcjument .too seriously: However,, given its po*ten-

tial iMplications,.1 think it's worth considering. Dr. Colemin

070 112
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presents calculations tm-qow that a $1000 increment for all

families who now have children in public schools would 'encrease

the use of private schools by all groups. In addition he

claims that an educational- voucher system and a tuition tax

credit would also facilitate the inX-eased use of private

schools by minority- and low-income students.

I maintain that Dr. Coleman's economic argument here

is ill-based and rests on a number of unliy.ely assumptions.

Now, these assumptions are as follows: No. 1, that all families

will be behave in a uniform and predictable manner, or speci-

fically thai, a) parents Of the poor and racial minorities will

P

and can afferrd to send their youngsters to,Pri schools;

an4 b) that given a sizable increase in black private school-

,

enrollment, that white parents of children currently in Catholi

schools will not withdraW their youngsteps from this portion of

the 4vate sector and re-enroll them in the raoidly-growing

non-Catholic private schools.

XSecondly, Dr. Coleman implici ly assumes that money

the only reqairement for' private school entry. However,

academic credentials and recommendat s are cicarly apart of

the admissions process for those students. The recent report

by' Robertson and others on private schooli shows that over 75

4 4 4

percent of the schools require achievement records, and that a
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majority of them require personal references'. r-might edd that

it is wry likely that if the dRmand for.private,schools:b
0

.
Minorities does, increase, private schools willrobebly (become

even more selective. e.

And thirdly, Dr. Coleman's argument implies.that if

there were. a substantial.demand for'private schoRls by minbrit=

ies, by low-income parents,.that tllse institutions wouldsbe

willing to accOmmod.te these students, No. 1, and would be

able to adjust.theiracademic and disciplinary environments to

'meet the needs of these students.

auestion,

Now, we can notacaept this assumption 'without

And my find ccEnment is with respect to Dr. Coleman't

(

'speculation that a tuition tax credit will also serve to increa

the enrollment of Minorities and disadvantaged studentIin the

'private schools. A recent census dat'a indicates that this is
/ 4

also very unlikely. Estimated tax-credits for families, and

these are families who have children enrolled in private school

currently, show that far4lies with incomes of $5000 or less

there's abollt'3.2,percent, of the families in this category --

would not receive the credit'from the Federal 'Government.

Families in the 5- to 15,000-dollar inmme category-

that's about.)16 percent --, would receive an estimated credit of
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$125; thus collectiVely rece.ivingbout $103,000,000C from the

Federal Government.

0 Finally, familie's with incomes of'$15,000 iaA4abbve

-- kijout 81 percent. Again we're talking about families with
.

, .

elkidren in priVate schools -- would receive an average credit

Li
. c.

ofi250 at a cost of over one lliOn dollars to the.Federal

f

Government.

\./

Now, these estimates alone clearly show that the'

creditwellTto-do have more to gain from a tuition tax redit and at
. ,

great cost to the Federal Government than the' less able.

I will conclude at this point by returning'to the

second-question that I raised. That is:are the findings thatti

have been presented by Dr. Coleman and Dr..reeley convikcing?1,

And My best assessment, particula;ly with reference

to the three p 1 y premises that I havd',discUssed, my conclu-

sion is that they are not convincing, given the important

`methodological Vtaknesses associated with them and the incomple

evidence.

A

MR. O:ITK: Thank you, Dr. Thomas. I would like to

have two additional panelists speak before lunch. yhis is a

change of schedule iomewhat.sa that the fourth panelitt will be

the first panelist this afternoon. Dr. Breneman, would you car

to,take the podium?
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MR. BRENEMAN: Thank you., Victor.

When Narie Eldridge-called me and invited me to particip

ate in the conference; she said she had a couple of very interestln

reports, thought I'd find them interesting, and'at this stspion

I was to'be tough critic and a'fair critic and look at the

reports carefully, and if anything, be very forthright in, my

7 comments.

8 Well,.one of my colleagues at Br6Okings has observed

9 that economists at Brookings" are nothing if not forthright, b

o At.
10 which he means they're right about a fourth of the time. So,

,11 with that caveat I will enter-ino this jungle.

12 Now', I did read b reports with interest, although

6-3 I tried to do it mostly over this last weekend, and there is

14 sort of a bog-down factor; I have to say, in trying to go
14,

15 through 300 gages as quickly as I did

16 I in going to limit my comments, partly because of

17 tine, primarily t6 the Coleman-Hoffer-Kilgore report partly

4

18 because I sensed in the Coleman report a greater push towards'

19 a policy prop8sal than I did,injghe Greeley report. In fact,

20 I gather Mr. Greeley is soTewhat ambivalent about the i Sue

21 such as tuition tax credits and so forth. But coming out of

22

23

the summary of the Coleman report I didn't sense any great

ambivalende there. And so that perked my interest in what was

11x6
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going on in the report. But as an aside I found the findings

and the discussion in the Greeley report absolutely fascinating,

very important, and it would be a 'great tragedy if this were the

4e
end of "the research on that subje t.

Now, methodological oblems: I dd have two or three

quibbles and problems and things that troubled me. Let me just

tic them off very quickly. Firgt,'I got very intrigued with

.this index of segregation. Just to show how untutored I art, I

hadn't run across this particular index before and I was having

trouble figuring out what was going on as I rete it. But it

became clear, it became a very important Vehicle for making

the kind'of public private comparisons that,I found sort of

surprising. And so I iealized*I wasn't understanding the

indeX so I played it back and forth on the data bit,' and I

guess my conclusion'on it is that -- and &gain an untutored

conclusion -- but it seems to me 'it's very misleading when it's

used with small numbers, at least as I understand the statis-

schools

tics.

If I understand it correctly, if you had ten private

that happened to have 499 white students and,one black
4

student each, this statistic would render a perfect .0 reading.

There would be no, absolutely no segregation among these schools

and yet that's clearly, if not norisense, uninteresting. Or it'S
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misleading or it's something. It's a small numbers problems

that I don't Taite know how to put brackets around. jBut when

you read or Page 44 that the average -- let's sa?the proportion

of the average white schoolmates in the other private sector,

for example, that are black is two percent, and then you tell

me they're nicely distributed in sort of a uniform way among

those private schools, I say whoop-de-do. I mean that is just

not the issue. And I think I 'have trouble with the comparisons

that are 44rawn throughout that cast public schools in a bad or
,0(

a less favorable light when they rely heavily on that index.

All right. POint one.

Now I have to get trendy, being an economist.' Pcoul

not stand up here and talk to you for ten minutes without

introducing supply side* economics, and the most serious problem

,I really io have with the entire, not just the reports, but the

survey and everything connected 'with it, if this is true, is

that there isipp4rently no information gathered, certainly
411

nothing in the reports to suggest we're going to learn anything

about the behavior of the schools in question, the private

schools who are selective and who make admissions and admit

some and exclude some.

Per that's wrong, ilUt I didn't find that in

there. And not knowing something about the behavior the

1J8
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schools that are a very importantpart of the/system, mean the

total system, it isn't jkiist the parents who come limping forwar

with their thousand dollars or whatever, wanting to enrollih*

nice statistically mecranistic prooeddres. You've got schools

sitting there on the other hand making decisions admitting

sore and excluding some. 4

So when we get to the policy discussion in the repor

about what would happen if a thousand dollars were to drop from

-helicopters in everybody's mailbox and they suddenly were rich-
,.

er and can now ake choices, I don't know how to interrupt what

is presented there in terms of the slopes of the black, white,

non-Hispanic, Hispanic patterns of enrollment as you ratchet

everybody up a thousand dollars.

I have trouble with it even on the demand side. I

just don't know that I believe that people will just uniformly

march into the schools in the next increment of incomeas-the

pattern s plained up to this time.

part from that, I don't have any baqis for judging

what the ,.nrollment outcome of that activity -- grant the

Coleman report that behavior. Lets say that's what happened -

I just don't know what I think about what would wind up in the

private schools.. I don't hay, any feeling, for example, and

didn't get it from the report about how much expansiveness Cher

4.19
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is in the private sector. I don't kno'w how selective the schools

are. I honestly dontknoW. I assume therefore pr obably .

essentially open-enrollment schools in the private.sector, but

I don't know how many. I don't know which schools-they are),

and-I just don't know, I don't have any information about the
4F

behavior of the schools, and I think that's just a very serious
3

dilemma for this study.

In a similar vein_I also have difficulties with

several sections of the report where after.stotistical demon-

stration is presented, causality is imputed. Page 36 there is

a comment to that effect, Page 49. It's stated that "clearly

income accounts for X percent of something or other." And I'm

. . t

leary about statements that seem to suggest there's an under-
, 0

-lying causal model involved wh6i at'least one half of that

model isn't there.

Finally, my last point which took a while before I

was evenware that it was something that was bothering me, is

the following. As far as I can tell, and T have not seen the

full surve _dcument, so there may be information
/1--

survey

that was 't presented --as far as I can tell; there are no:,
\

there were o data used in this report that are sort of base-
.

...

line measures of the students' basic intelliqence or smarts, or

something. The background variables that are brought in,quite

14°0
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ooerly to try'lto iron out differences in perfOrmance are fine.

ey ;are famili\background variables. they are clearly, I am

sure, correlated \cl sely with some notion of basic ihtelligence

natrive intelligen butti don't your experience is,

but I have met mor than probably my share of kids from white

pper-income professional families who are pretty dumb. And I

think I've met equal" share of minority youngsters from low-
.

income, loW=class poor families who are pretty emart. And I'm
6

z.
not prepared to sav that: background variables on the ,family

have somehow made .t possible for me to look at comparable

students which is the term that was used here.

Now, this is surprisingin that-- I think I'm cor-
.

Tect in that the predecessor to this survey, the ::LS of 1972,

I bblieve--dtt have a number of basic aptitude,- intelligence --

I don't.know what they were., but there were some measures of

this, apart from achievement, apart from-family background,

and until somebody-lets those kinds f measures in these studie

I'm at a loss' as to'how to interpre these achievement gains.

I mean I suspect that the average student in the -

average private

average kid .n

ool is about some lump smarter than the
44-

the average public school. I suspect that.

suspect most of, you, if I asked-you, would' say that. And if

you start off with that kind of basic intelligence gap/ and ,

4
121
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then you see that the'achievement scores in(i:ay interpretation

sort of refNct,that gap and even go faster: because I'm orepa

'ed to believe that smarter people would develop faster. I just

don't know how much credence to put in the interpretation that

because we control for family variables we are now able to

attribute differences to the school. I think there is an

I
important personal characteristic variable lacking in the\,

Now, finally, how will this report be used or mis-
.

analysis.

0
used? I have a vision which I hope is wrong, but I suspect it

isn't, and that is that Checker Finn's boss will standing on

the Senate floor, Senator :4oynihan, waving this report as

e-,ylInce sfrpporting tuition tax credits. If that happens, and

I suspect it might, I think that would be a great misservice

to social science, to kids, to schools, to just about every-
,

body involved in this affair.

In light of the history of the ea 'tier Colemap

report and some of the public confusion and concern and just

general -- well confusion. Let me leave it at that -- that

that generated over a period of Mime, as reinterpreted, and

these things kept dribbling oqt -- it seems to me that NCES-
.

must recognize that. they're not dealing with just anothAocia

science report, but Tather with a sort public event, a media

422
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event. Look at the crowd. This-is not the typical reaction

that your 11in-of-the-mill sociologist generates wan they knock

out a research report. Right?

So we're into ,a different game, and because of that,

if you haven't been convinced by the three hours that preceded

this, the possibilities are endlessly confusing people about

whether you'vp got interaction in there and.whether that takes

care of all, this stuff.. It's certainly beyond the ken of the

American public who is going to have to vote on some of.the

policy issues that are involved in this thing.

It seems to ,me there is almost.-- itcould be a

public service for NCES, NIE or National Academy of Science or

someone to bring together quickly-and not let this thing drag

1 out forever a.group of broadly representative social scientists

15 and let them take, aDr. ColemarOa -Suggested, that quite

16 rightly the data are available.Let's-get into this awful

17 process of re-analysis. Let's look at some of the criticisms.

that have been raised. Let's try'to report out.-- Idon't know18

19

20

v 21

22

23

how you ever ultimately -- we're moving toward the notion of a
r

science court when you get into this -- but somehow.report to

the-public what a broadly representative group of people say'

about this report. I think that would be perhaps one of the

best services that could come out of this conference. Thank you
MS.
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MR.'WENK: I would like to call on Dr. Donald

rickSon before we break for 'lunch.

117

'MR. ERICKSON: I feel I should assure you ghat I am

0(1.oing to abide ;by the time constraints very rigorously. Time

'106

is important. It is nature's way of assuring that not every:,

thing happens simultaneously.
.to

Also I'm going to go easy on Greeley as some other

peopleh.ave done. Last time I had him Visit a class, came

across midway, made a presentation. I thought everything was

congenial. Then we showed up in his next call. That's suppos-

ed to be a joke.

I have a feeling that Coleman has done it again, as

in 1966. I think he has catalyzed anotIler aiea of/inquiry,

,andI'm:not really much concerned in the longrun myself about

s\riiisleading Conclusions that may be drawn at this point. I'm

_willing to predict that this remarkable data et will be analyzL

d, re-analyzed, chewed over, thrown back and forth, and by

the time we are tone, we'll have a pretty good idea as to what

the data do say and what thdy don't say, just as now we have aj

very, good notion of what the data said in 1966. And we also-

know .some of the reasons why they didn't say some of things

that we thought they should say.

However, I'm concerned, like the previous speaker,

4
. 4
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about some deleterious short-term effects, andimy personal view

is that be4h documents were issued prematurely and that we

would have been much better off if we had at least a month or

two during which the,authors would exchange their docdMents

with scholars and get a lot of the cross-fire that's occurring

today, and then go back and redo their documents.'

I notice that in getting Colemdti's revision which

is, I assume, the document that was distributed today or

should be distributed today,that he hets.reckoned, I think very

wei, with some of the original criticism that he received,

and this is the way scholars ought to operate. 'I think we

should welcome cross-fire, and I don't particularly care what

the motivation is when I get it. It can be helpful if ,I take

it seriously.

Now,-I am excited by this data set, and ',want to

congratulate the National Center for. Educational Statistics,4

Marie Eldridge, Robert Lamborn of the Council EorfAmerican

Private Education, several other'people who had the sooa fore-

sight to see that 'the data set would be as useful as it is;

It is. remarkable as a data set. It is unprecedented, and I

think that, as I have suggested, it signals a new era in which

for the first time we'll be able to get sante evidence on

----importa,nt issues.
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Do you know it's virtually Talmo t 30 years since

Jams Conant made the flat statedOt "The greater the number of

students who attend independent, secondary schools .the greater

the threat to our national unity," a flat assertion. He had no

evidence ,to support it or to contradict, him. I think it's

astonishim in,the light of the millions that have gone into

educational research, investigating virtually every corner of

public education that you can.imagine, sometimes quite rbdund-
/

antly, that it has not -- the Federal establishment has not

gatheringbeen inspired until this point to begin gathering evidence upon

in issue as critical as this. '

Obviously,, if independent schools or private schools

are a threat to our national unity, we ought to know it. And

here we have a'data set that speaks quite correctly to that

problem. I hope that now that e question has been opened up

prided d from whatever sources to

capitalize, on the opportunity.
1

Now, my own personal view is that the most valuable

part'is the straight, descriptive part. When Coleman and

Greeley provide evidence on.who attends the private schools

as compared to the public schools, what the income distribution

afk, whatthei; religious affiliations are, whether they're

blacks, Hispanjcs or 'other whites, it's very difficult to argu

\. 126
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with those factual data, and think wa,should have highlighted

them more, because they raise very profound auestions. Another

very straightforward part, particularly in Coleman's report,
tj

and to some ektent in Greeley's report, thfstraightforward

factual data on how the private schools function.

And, incidentally, these data fitj,.n very well with

previous resear on private schools, suggesting that there is

a different timing, generally speaking, in the private schools

than there is in the public schools. It's hard to argue with

those data, Rarticularly when you comiare these data with data

from studies which use other methodologies. They suggest to me

rather simple-mindedly; but importantly, that the private

schools as compared with the public schools are.genwally

characterized by more orderly environments, by'greater atten-

tion to student learning, by more consensus surrounding the

idea that learning is ir:iportant, by less disruptive student

behavior, and by a greater sense of community, particularly as

far as parents are concerned.

I think that simple fact simply ought to be held up

and highlighted mori, and we ought to look at it and say, what

are the implications 'of that? Because I think the implications

are gisat. If You look at the research of Rutter in England,

of MoCtause in Ireland, a beginning teacher evaluation study in
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California, Cooley's research with follow-through, these studie

seem to emphasize very strongly the possible connection ,between

these planned variables and instruction. Furthermore, there

is a wealth of research on private schools to indicate that tha

is what parents have in mind when they pick a private s.choo

If you look at the responses carefully, what they seem to say

predominantly when they pick a private school is I have a

particular kind of climate in mind. I want a climate that is

ordefly. I want a clime e where teachers are committed to

strident learning. I wat a place where there aren't disruption

and where my kid can concentrate on learning.

Now, I think there Are these profound differences

along this line between public and private schools. As I say,

I think we ought to just hold them up as simply data and
4

expatiate at some length on their possible implitAtions,

particularly in the light of the research.

4V I am going to suggest at this point with great

.
respect to my two colleagues, Greeley and Coleman, that they

both made a tactical error in this regard, and that their

20 II

r ports might have4hp.d a more salutary influence if they had

21 oncentrated upon those descriptive data which nobody can argue

22

23

ith very well, particularly when they've been replicated, as I

, in other places using ntiiely 'different methodologies.
4
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But I'm afraid that the imRact of those central and'

really provocative findings, as the discussion thus far has

demonstrated,' are going to be overshadowed by a lot'9.f argument

about this segregation index, which bothers m,e,,too, incidental-

ly, and about/the prediction of what will happen if you increas

. IM0

incomes by a thousand tollars, which also bothers me, and by

the attempts to make cause-effect connections. And I too find

those attempts simply not persuasive.

I'm not gcding to take the time, becaude I don't have
,

the time, to go into that. But I could provide you with a

little evidence. In British Columbia we're discovering that

where the Government has stepped in and has, in effect, increas-
.

ed incomes of parents who wan*oto attend private ...hools, that

the schools absorb the money by increasing teachers' salaries.

So you wouldn't expect a new influx, and probablyColeman's

predictions would not hold up.

And this wa vOur point. We don't havt any evide4ce

"(gesturing toward 'Dr. Greeley) on how tine, schools may respAhd.'

In an era when the demand for student space vasyly exceeds the

availability of student spaces, then obviously schools have the

freedom to do that.
O

ny own prediction is that a lot of schools would not
4

do that, but we don't know.. The point is that Coleman's data,
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his predictions dOu't tell us what's,going to hap I thihk

what they do is create a whole lot of static that'distracts us

from the findings which are not subject to those difficulties.

Okay. Now I am going to suggest%that, even though

these attempts to make cause - and - effect connections, prediction

are questionable at this point, they're going to be less

questionable approxitha'tely ten or two years from now, when we

will have longitudinal data avai able. And I too, again, find

this a faifly fatal flow. So what we'rts.interested in is the

increment in achieveMent that can be attributed to the school,

and there is np way in the data that we can get a measure of

that increment, because we have achievement measured only at

one point in time.

I would suggest to you that there are lots of recent

research. to indicateithat when you try to estimate the student'

entry achievement by-using social economic,status, you get

inconsistent findings from one study to another.

I'm also worried about somethin t at nobody has

mentioned yet, and that is the criteria variable, the achieve-

ment test scores. I-think there is lots of evidence in

Coleman's report to indicate that those scores may be reflect-
,

ing primarily learning that occurred' outside the school and .

before the high school years.
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And here I would point particularly to vocabulary

scores and reading. Where did you learn to read? And they may

turnout to be, .as a.matter of fact, pretty good proxies for

background, so that the analysis becomes, in some respects,

tautological.

Incidentally, one of the best diAcussions along this

line was McGouse and his cc leagues in "The Harvard Education

Review" of May 1979.

Now there's a lot more I'd like to say, but let me

close on two pOints. One is: I think ,the ategory known as

other private schopls is almost a tnonsens category, because it
S

includes everything from Andover tota ne-room Amish school in

Pennsylvania. It includes the fundamentalist schools which are

the fattest growing schools in the United States and the most

misunderstood. and the most maligned schools in the .United

States. And it includes a tremendous variety. In my own

research I found that at least a three -way breakdown in private

schools is essential, and you get very meaningful differences

between them: The Catholic schools can be treated by them-
,

sel the other church-related schools can be treated' by

themse es; and yOu get some fairly meaningful results.

For example, you find out that your religAous moti-,

vations are stronger in the other -church-related schools than
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they are in the Catholic schools. But when they differentiate

out the nonsectarian schools, you find that they are pretty

radically different from the other !Khoo's that are lumped

together in this "other school" category. So I'm bothered by
A

that`.

Let me close, though; by sing that I think the mos

important idea,in the study is this, that Coleman points out

one-point, and'GreeleY, as a matter of fact, alludes to this

as well. If you start comparing pullic schools and private

schools with the idea of denigrating one group of schools at

the expense of t'heprother, that's very misl\ading, bevuse of

the very important handicaps that are imposed upon public

schools at the expens of comparison with private schools

Or to put it the other way: private schools have

many things going for them the public schdols do not have going

for them. A more importarit question to ask is can we comi3are

public and private phools in such a Way that we can identify

the handicaps that are imposed upon public schools and thus

`01

rive clues that we could uss for the improvement of all

schools, public d-private.

.Now this is essentially *hatoColeman wasup to when

4

1k5i.ed to identihe,factors within* schools that were

responsible for the greater achievement of the sc.udents
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private schools. Unfortunately, those weren't very good vari-

ables that he was using for the most part. For example, school

size, I think, means so many different things, particularly in,

the private sector, that when you start controlling for it and

using it to measure something you think is important, you may

depive entirely spurious findings.

Just to give you an example, some small, private"

sch*s are smaller because of individual Attention as'a major

focus. Some small, private schools are small because they'A

in rural areas. )Others
4-

are small because they are associated

with Particular denominations which have' very often off-beat
,po

..
approaches to education and some private schools are small

because they're had. They Ain't attract enough clients.

Their reputations are terrible.

But if you mov2mAver to the public sector, you can

visualize an entirely differentset of reasons of why\schools

are small and other schodls are large, so that in manipulating

school size and simultaneously talking about a lot of"other

things, Coleman loses me. The assumptions become too imm4nse

for my intelligence, and I find that kind of a. lysis on-

vincing.

However, one of the very best articles on this

topic, namely on the kinds of conceptual models you need in
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order'to do persuasive research n school effects appeared
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recently under thd authorship o ;Charles'.Sidwell, and I notice

that Bidwell credits Coleman for reading an earlier draft and

giving Sim a lot of assistance: So I know in saying these

things I'm not surprising Coleman at all. As a matter of fact,

I suspect that the major reason why Coleman has not provided

an analysis that is more firmly conceptually rooted is that he

didn't have the data to'do it with.

So I want to close with a very strong recommengation

and that is that somebody, whether N=5, 14aE or somebody else,

Aught to'finance the gathering of carefully identified supple-

mentary data on a subsample of the national. sample to permit

the kinds of analysis which I would guess Cpleman.would dearly
00'

love to do if 4t he data permitted.

MR. WENR' Thank you. I suggest we break for lunch"

and reserve at 1:15.

(A lunheon break, was taken.)
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A,FTE.RNO ON SQE S S I 0 N,

MR. WEIR: I.am going to ask Dr. RaVitch to take the

128

DR. RAVITCH: Good Ifternoon.. r hope youitall met

the challenge of eating quickly.

I an(, I think, something of an anomaly on this panel

in that / am not here as a representative of women, of Ne

orkers-or teachers colleges, nor am I a spokeshan for public.
-

or nonpublic schools. I am not a trained statistician and I

S
do not presume to speak knowledgeably about the methodological

issues that have been employed-,in 4110e two studies.

I am a 'historian with abroad interest in policy

issues.and specific interest in questiops of educational

'quality. My purpose here today is to address the educational

policy implications of the reports,-though not necessarily, the
. a

ones that Professors Coleman and, Greeley are ,interested in.

The question that they put before us, among others,

is whether Governmental policy obght to acknowledge the demon7:

'strahle exce's of .the -nonpublic sector. n light ,of their

findings'should policymakers- consider some sort of aidto

,parents who enroll their children in nonpublic schogls)
.

/

This is the major 'policy implication of t _se papers

The vestion.in my min is whether Governmental asist ince
4
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would inevitably impair the effectiveness of nonpublic scnools

as vernment.controls, in time, are attached to publit do4ars.

One need only recall that throughout the 1940sand
_

1950,s and early 1960s whefiever Federal aid to education Was

under discussion, a regular chorus scoffed at the suggestion

that Federal aid might involve even a whisper of Federal

control. Ridiculous: What an idea! Why should the Federal

Government ever want to tell a local school district anything

other than "Here_is the money."

Yet in recent years the Federal Government has

become deeply involved in ways that would have been unthinkable

when the Federal role was authorized in 19E5.. Who would have

'dieamed that the Department ,Of HEW would one day tell the State

of Iowa how many girls should be permitted to play on a highs'

school basketball teem-or make regulations about dress rules

at father and son 4nnellb?

ReAllin4 this recent history, I qa 't help but

wonder whether any gift horse for-the nonpublic chools may

turn out -toy` he the .Trojan horse that undermine the very quAli-

ty that Makes the nonpublic sector distinct f om the public .

schools. rte/

Having raised that caveat, I wish to direct the remaiJnde

of my remarks to the implications of'these reports fo4public

os,
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education. Both reports conclude that nonpublic schools pro-

vide better education than publicschools. I note from the

newspaper that some critics have assailed these findings as

mdthOdologically unsound and have tried to discredit the auth-

ors as biased.

(.N
Yet if the findings on academic course enrollment,

on homework, absenteeism and discipline are correct, and no one

has yet suggested that they are not, then it(would be emark"-

able that 1)0ndschool students were performing as well as

those in nonpublic schools.

The important finding, I think, is the diff6rences

that are documented in school policies, not those differences

attributable to family background or native intelligence,

whatever that may be, but the differences in schbol policies.

For, on almost all those measures that we normally associate

with good education, the nonpublic schools seem to be doing

better than the publ4 schools-

To argtie that these factors do not make a difference

is to argue that there is no difference 1?etween a good school

with good attendance, good academic Offerings and good discip-

line, and a school wfiere the opposite conditioA prevail.

I am intrigued by the educational questions that,

these reports pose. The Coleman paper, in, particular,.
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consiitutes a powerful critique of American public schobls. '

The "High Schodl and Beyond" study has brought together a

Valuable array ,of national comparisons based on data that is

fully available to other scholars.

As a result of this present Coleman report, we now

know .a gApat al more than we did before about praCtill6s and

policies of the nation's public schools. When we see the Table

which shows the,percent of seniors, for instance, who *have

completed certain advance courses, we can better understand the

growing concern about the declining competence in foreign

langtiages, science 'and mathematics.
,4 k

The President's Commission on Foreign-Languages

last year expressed alarm about the small.humber of those._.
engaged In lang4ge-study. According to the Commission ?, four

years of study:is considered necessary for competence in a
. A .

forodiFrI utge: Yet:pnly six percent of the public high

school senivrs in.ColemAltudy have completed as mu
,

,
.

third year im Spanish, French or German..
t

V
While children in Russia And Japan learn our langu-

age,'. a miniscule number of ours learn theirs. And the same data

repdrted last 11 that National' Science Foundation warned that

headed, quote,' "towards.virtual'scientificmost Americans ,a

and technologia 1 ilVsteracy,s,unquote, a prediction .that is
0

13S
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reflected in the proportions of public high sch'ool seniors who

have completedkchemistry, 37 percent; trigonometry, 22 percent;

physics, 18 percent; and calculus, 6' percent.

The Catholic and other private school figures for all

of these courses are higher, so much sa that I. suspect that

they, are electives .in many public schools and requirements in

many or mbs.of the nonpublic schools.

Furthermore, we learn that the majority of public

school students believe that discipline in their schools

neither effective nor fair. We learn also that public school

experience more disciplinary problems than.do nonpublic schools,

12 As we all know, nonpublic schools have the power to

13 'rude disruptive students, while the public schools are

14 subject to details, due-process adversarial procedures.

15 Speaking intuitively as a parent, I would spec ate

16 that tkieliscriplinary'climate,of the nonpublic schools is

17 strengthened by the students' awareness that school officials

have the ability to punish them. Having this ability makes it

19 unnecessary to use it.

20 Conversely,.1 would imagine that the disciplinary

21 11 climate of the public.schdols is impaired when students know

22

23

that misbehavior has few consequencest. One topic that reauires

furthers investigation is whether the legalization .of the
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disciplinary process,as Coleman suggests, has had the opposite'

effect from what was intended in that it has undermined

discipline instead of estab ishing a fair, effective disciplin-

ary policy.

'Coleman rem ds us here of what parents and teachers

have always known. Dis ipline problems take time away from

instruction and impair ed cational effectiveness. We also

learn from Coleman that homework matters.

According to his figures, three fourths of the publi

high school students do an hour or less of homework per day,

and one out of every four does.an hout'or less per week. Is

it any wonder that SAT scores and other standardized measures

-16T verbal skills are still dropping?

ever.

By the way, the SAT scores for 1980 were.,the lowest

How could anyone have timeto read a novel or write

an essay with so little time for schoolwork outside the class-

! room? Homework demands are higll in Catholic schools and

19 1 highest of all in the high-performance private schools.

20

21

Look, for example, at the percent of Tenth graders

in Coleman's .ables. The percent of rincll CiEaders wno do an
ill

)

hour or more of nomework earn t: in the public schools, 25

23 per.cent; in the Catholic schools, percent; in other private
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schools, 50 percent; and in the high-performance public schools

50 percent; and in the high - performance private schools, 83

percent., This is not simply reflecting a differenc,,in social

background. This is reflecting aldifference in school policy.(

With the extra time that public school students have

public school students watch more television than do their

peers in nonpublic schools.

As Coleman emonstrates, and I believe convincingly,

on what we know, about the importance of time o =task, that is

the educational concept that the more time you spend learning

something, the more likely 'you are to learn it better than

someone who-spends less time on it. Given the importande of

time on task it makes sense that lesser assignment of homework,

greater absenteeism and higher incidence4of disciplinary

ptoblems actually red ce achievement levels in the public

schools. To argue t they do not is to argue that the qualit

of education makes no. difference._

What wg have here, I believe, is not simply a

Contrast between public and nonpublic schools, but a persuasive

we4-documented indictment of American public education.

Coleman suggests a model.in which the climate of learning is

conditioned by good behavior and effective discipline, in which

educational 'quality is measured by cognitive growth, student
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self-esteem, school spirit, teacher inters t and udent/comple-

ltideal schooling inion of courses. He projects

which intelligence is sharpened and strengthened, not just for

the few who choose-to take quality courses, but for many.

Judged by his model, American education comes'up short. Anyone

who has read the last two chapters of -'chard Hoffstadter's

"Anti-intellectualism in Atherican Life" is aware that American

public education has not been receptive Coleman's model.

My own views on this matter are orated in an

article that will appear in next week's "New Republic" magazine

If there is anyone who doubts that universal public educ tion

of higli quality is at least theoretically possible, and I ould

suggest that most people flo doubt that, I would recommend to

you William. K. CummAgs new book, "Education and Equality in

Japan."

Among American educators the emphasis on meeting

needs, appealing to interest has been a battle cry for at least

18 50 years. It has made public education,yulnerable to pressures

1

4.9 to lower equirements, to dilute standards, to insert electives

20 to make sic courses optional, to accept technical, vocational

and other tiliarian courses, and to tolrate intolerable.
$ 1

22 behavior.

21.

23 To the extent that Catholiil and other private school
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4

have been outside this pedagogical mainstream, they have been

able to function in ways that make .better schools and promote

better learnin ,_

There are powerful lessons to be learned by public

educators from these papers. I know that many public school

advocates will.attack these reports because of-their financial

and political implications. I hope that in doing so4they do

not make the mistake of rejecting the educational implications,

for to do so would be to strengthen the case of those who have

already given up on public schools.

Thank you.

MR. WENR: Thank you. f'd like to introduce Dr.

Michael Olivas.

DR. 'OLIVAS: Whenever I discuss this particular top-
-

ic, I feel it important to state py.ipostasy right off the

bat. As a student myself in the Catholid schools practically,

all my life, I think it's important for me to acknowledge my

18 ,
eight years in Catholic elementary school, my four years in

19 Catholic high school, my eight years as a student for the

20

\__ .21

22

23

Catholic priesthood, my four years in a Catholic law SChool,-

and five 'years in a godless, infidel, public institution

my M.A. and my Ph.D.

And it's also importan for me to acknowledge a debt
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to my grandmother whet v t d for Catholic presidents becaugt

they were Catholic.

I would like to say with

44.

and to Professor

GreeleyLs paper that'I think that there is much going on,in

the paper that is buried in footnotes that I found particularly

intriguing, and feel it necessary to discuss..

In particular the NLS data base is atypical with

regard tp Hispanics. The fact that we can measure students ,

who are seniors in high school suggests automaticray that they

10 are different than 30 percent of their Hispanic counterparts

11 Who never make it to the senior level in high school.

12

`14

15
Ablefb

16

17

18

19

20

21.

22,

23

As a matter of fact, some of the quibbling over

attrition rates somewhat resembles whether or not we can

ascertain minority unemployment rates during the summer. Are

they 60 percent, or are they really 70 percent?

I also suggest that what is being measured in this

particula HispaniC cohort, at least, is Cubaness; although

Cubans are only five percent of the Hispanic population in
-

this country, over 30 percent .of the Hispanics in this par4;.icu-
*

lar sample are Cuban.' T4e fact that 70 percent of the fathers

of Catholic school students are,immigrants and 68 percent of

their mothers suggests that what we have is an atypical, even

for Hispanic norms, population, even though I believe that the
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tant legal and political distinction, I think it's impoAant to

see what we really hive here is the artifact of a refugee

group brought to this country. Remember now, these are 18-

year-olds in 1980 who are brought here by families who fled

because of political considerations and have relocated in many

cases with considerable financial relocation assistance.

Now, this isilot to indict the political or immigra-

tion status that brought these students here. I think it is

important to understand that there are Hispanics and thqre are

Hispanics. And, although on Page 8 Professor'Greeley indicates

that no distinction is possible to be drawn, his own Tables

A-1 ant/PA-2 do precisely that, and disaggregate Hispanics.

Furthermore, work from NORC, and particularly that

of Francois Nielsen and Roberto Fernandez which is 'in press,

points to major differences and distinctions_ to be drawn between

Hispanic subgroups. I think it's particularly important when

lumping together a.group that contains so many varied groups,

particularly important when using the rubric "His?janic," to be

particularly careful that we don't fall into4the trap of lump-

ing indigenous, colonized Mexican-Ame#cans and Puerto Ricans

who were here before there was a country, along with groups

brought lock, stock and'barrel to this country. And these have

owl
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affected the data;-and I think unless we acknowledge that-and,

disaggregate it properly, that it will lack the histoti and
T.

demographic and sociological care that is necessary to mak

policy inferences from this data.

Therefar& other judgments being made in4Profes

Greeley's paper that I found curious. There is a notio

"effective" ratio of teacher integration.

s morning spoke oaf the integration of

Or

of an

While several. people

A

student enrollments,

particularly important to look more carefully at Table

10 8 2 which(suggests that although minority faculty are 14

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

le

19

20

21

22

23

per t of public - school, they're only five percent of Catholic-

school - culties.

-id we have now yet a third category: Catholic

minority, schools, which has not been spelled out, who have

*only 16 percent.minority faculty. If tiis is an effe ive
w

ratio, then it's quite uncleat to me how private schools,

whether they be Catholi or Catholic minority, are more

'effective" in their radio of desegregation among the teachers.

There is also, in my view, an inadequate concern

in per-pupil costs that are articulated at Page 89 and there-

abouts. I think it is particlaarly important to understand

the kinds of cost figures 1.1.at go into the determination of

per-pupil costs. This has been finessed, perhaps because that

_1(16
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4

wasn'tthe major f cus of the paper, but it raised. intriguing

question!, both met odologically as well as economically and

For exa41 it is quite clear that eatnelic schools

have fewer laboratory f clities, special education programs, or

requirements 'under P.L. 4-142. -It's quite clear that they have

different mandates with r gard to Lau, that is language

gual *education remedies, d that these are not accounted for.

Instead, we have a rather crude measure of per-pupil costs.

It perhaps, unfortunately, also makes the suggestion that

there is no subsidy to Ca holic schools.

.-)

I would remind people who woul believe this that the

tax breaks from Church-held property quite learly in every

economic term would constitute subsidy, tax braks both from,

the property, as well as the perhaps unspoken subsidy that

religious faculty frequehtly contribute in their own time and

seduced salaries.

would note also that Professor Greeley's own data
err

suggest that 20 percent of the income of the schools comes

from diocesan and other contributions, that is collections

taken by'dioceses on given Sundays and earmarked for Catholic

schools. I think this is an.important fiscal consideration

4.

that in its, own terms deseri; s study.
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I m more concerned with the leaps of faith required

to understand Professor Coleman's paper. In particular, I
II

think that the supposition. that if everyone were given a- thou-

sand dollars, they could simply attend Catholic school, is

intended for shock value rather than for pricking our conscience-

es'br aiding_the debate. ,\
f

I think an important point that could hal:re been

picked up from previoui4ILS data was that minority students

frequentlx have fewer information sources than do.Anglo stu-

dents. And I think that the.fiErirmation inequities that are

)ailt into full v cher plans, whether they be simple etension

of the broad program whether they be voucher plans where

people are given money and allowed to choose, or whether they'

combihations of these, all have as a supposition that there is

free market at work, and all we have to do is given disadvan-

taged poor minority parents the money and that they will link.

17, themselves up with schools,.

18

19

20

21

22

23

I wouleNuggest that this is only possible if'Anglos

weren't given the money and weren't given the information,

because in a market deliberately proposed to be dynamic/ wealthier.

people, more advantaged people are going to have even addy,iona

increments of infoimation. And I think we'll have a widened

choice, and I think that simple economic projections,
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striking contrast to Census Bureau figures that suggest that

4,"
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*

projections, how'people will behave given certain amounts of

Money, or a suppos ion that tax credits will be progressive

when families make disproportionately low incomes, simply do
a'

not square,with economic'theory as we know it.

a One additional indication, that we have a different

group of Hispanics here than those with' whom I am familiar, is

the data'on 'family income. While there are a number of severe'

technical and conceptual probl
to4

wit children report4 g their

parents' income, particularly imp erished children s esting

What,it is that.th4ir%parertts make, according'to the NLS data

a signiican number of Hispanip families are wealthy, in

4

p

45 percent of all Hispanics make less than $5000 a itar,

and only 1..6 pdrcent of ali,,H4sganics have a mikdiah income of

$25,000 a year Or Tore..

I suggest you go back and very carefully overlay
OtP

Itesealligures, gathered for the purpoSe of determining'i come

\

with the figures.reported in NLS e students were sharply ,

estimating what it was-thelr pare s made. I *Suggest al 44t

n a classroom filling out se forms no particular hono or.

glory accrues to students who report accurately their ents'

income, evertif they' did now it.

Liam also concerned about additional eviden

9
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from the self-reported datio that suggests t Hispanic segre-
0

gatioR has actually increased. OCR data 4cr 1976., the most

recent that we have, suggest that` two thirds of 'all Hispanic

;

stud nts are in-school systems where'the minority population is

actually in the majority.. And thilis.increasing in, every

sector of the country. It's no longer considered a western

`phenomenon. We have School systems in the East that are

predominantly Puerto Ricano and in the Sobtheast predominantly

rano and Puerto Rican.

So with regard to methological considerations I
ofz,

41Iw

would qaution that before inferences that are relevant to .

/ -

policy be made, particularly treating minority students,

that-those minority data be more:carefully considered for what

they both show and do not shOw,

maketistire.that we are testing peote who are

in the vernacular of the. day'lltruly need," or at least let's

assure that what we're measuring is both true and a measure o

necessity.

I would conclude by saying that in my view this is

not a research question and elY as not, research will~

no Mbre inform this partcul debar, than it has any other

equity debase. After all', if we can with one fell swoop of

the legislative pen declare $2,000 A' year or less middle

150
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income for purposes of middle-income student Astance, then

9
surely research is not going to irfform us about whether or not

performance in a-given.sector,ought to mean different legisla-,

tive or policy or progeam considerations. It is a political

question. I think we have to acknowledge it as such, I think

it is clearly a legal and Constitutional question which nobody

,e0f

has mentioned today, and yet,these data must be framed in that

context.

It is surely an economic question, and I think it

deserves more thorough, if more conservative, economic analysis

in terms that-are understandable as economic terms. SO, while

I think that research informs-7 I've spent my-life trying to do

research and to inform -- I would acknowledge that it does so

on;y.barely.
.

15 I urge caution in political proAuncements and poli

.

,

1
16 onsiderations with data that we don't truly understand yet,

17 and even once we underStand, I don't'really understand how we

can make them work to make equity More than just public Pro-

1

nouncements.

Thank-you very much.

4)MR. WENK: I'd like to ask Dr. Check r Finn to take

the podium, please.

DR. FINN:e 'Thank you very much. I think that this
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'4
4 k_

is an impoetant event, arch i oUld be, a happy -even.
,

Most importantly, we-celebrate,the acquisition

of a huge and signiiicant body 'of information about American

secondary education of every kind. It is now becdming

abre, and when the 'sedond stage of the longitudinal study is

,avallable.two years hence, there will be that much more avail-
.

-aele

The second importan ,consideration today is

that tyfis.sympOsium in an into ant ense legitimizes ,".

the

A

study of private education, aaows-it to come out of the

-Closet if you will. ,That is a good thing for several reasons.

Most obvious, one child in ten attends private school, and it

seems only reasonable that one scholar in ten, one research

dollar in ten/ one research paper in ten, one-symposium in ten

'would say something about private education. This h not been

the case. N., .

, t 1
, , 'P

. .

A handful of Scholars, Don Erickson and Andy Greeley

A
prominent among them, who'have been interested j.n what 'goes on

in private schopls have hadenormOus-diffitulty getting the
A

.research suppofted, particularly by Government.

Overall NIE has been actively hostile to the study

9

of private education, though it should have 'been a leader in

the field. Now T.4e,xfind'that NCES with its much smaller bget
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and much heavier on7going responsibilities has made it possible

for the data to be gathered and some of the analysis to be

performed. Thank heavens also for private foundations, such_as_

the Spencer Foundation, that have underwritten} other parts

of the analysis and that I trust will continue to do so, becaus

particularly in sensitive polioy domains it is sometimes better

AO
for Government to pay for data togbe'athered and for bon-

Government sources to underwrite the analysis of the data.

.24evertheless, I think that Marie Eldridge alp her

10 team'are to be commended, nay, saluted. NCES is one of the

-14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

least re$gnized agencies.in the,Federal establishment, and i

certainly not without its shortcomings. But today's event and

the events leading up to it ,a1-est to vision, courage, tenacity

and imagination on the part of the NCES leadership.

I also would simply like to make the point that this

is an entirely nonpartisan event. This data gathering was

commenced under the Carter Administration; it is published

under the Reagan Administration. I dare say nothing would have

been different has the election' gone the other way.

There is another major trend in American education

policy research that is manifest here today. That is the

rekindling of interest in high schools. For about a decade

and a half, research has concentrated on the'early years and on

L33.
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post-secondary education. But,.as anyone familiar with the

ambitious plans of theodoree Sizer and'his.associates on the

one hand, and Ernie Boyer of the Carnegie Foundation on the other,

already knows, more than 20 years after James B. Conant wrote The

American High School" it is time for another look. That look

is beginning to be taken, and the "High Scholl and Beyond" data

will be invaluable, particularly if the project continues according

to plan. And continue it must. Anyone who wants to interfere

with the full-scale.continuation of this longittdinal study,

whether_,9n, political, ideological or budgetary grounds, is

guilty of a crime against scholarship, against future education

al reform, and most important, against our nation's youth, and

should be so treated.
4

(Applause.)

I am not going to do justice today to,the actual data and,

analysis. For One thing, I'm not a good enough statistician

to play in this analytical-league, and since I find it embar-

rassing to strike out, I won't even pick up a bat.

But the important point is not what those of us who

.

ave 'h vad the volume for a week or two have been 'able to, deter --

mine about the accuracy and vali .

:..

o-f the statistical mani-
.,:Nf,k it.1

y : I,

pulationi. it is thdt there no4-:)( a body of data, the

base. line in this vital and important lorjitudinal study, that
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scholars and analysts can chew over for years to come. In this

instance there is no dearth of analysts, but there is often a

shortage of decent data to be analyzed to examine'important

questions and issues of the day and of the morrow.

Todayq. event is therefore more accurately.qpmpared

to the opening of a new gold mine than to the opening of

another branch of Tiffany's, a day'to start digging for nuggets

that will have to be refined and worked 'and mixed

with alloys an( handled by skilled jewelers, 'not a day to look

at finished necklaces and earrings.

That said, let me proceed to speculate a little on

the public policy impliCations of the Coleinan and Greeley

findings, assuming that they a're reasonable accurate and valid

and that re-analysis reinforces them.

I do not claim that this is so, though I'm suffici-;

ently familiar with the work of these distinguished scholars

to know that anyone who sets out to second-gueis themhas his

work cut out for him.

I kind of wish that they had first pl.:blished their

data and subsequently published their policy conclusions. I

know lots of people, including certain elected officials, who

would be only too happy to interp'ret the policy conclusions, so

long as they were 'handed the data. put we have both data and
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policy conclusions and I think we should speak to them as Well'.

I'm going to mention seven policy implications, again'

assuming that the basic analysis is proven valid.

First, I think we have powerful confirmation of the

view that schools make a difference and that different schools

make different differerices. Educators can take heart. They

are not simply providing conduits and credentials to youngste5rs

whose educational outcomes are fore-ordained by their choice

of parents, classmates and communities. They are operating

institutions, that strongly affect those youngsters and the way

they; operate their institutions makes a" difference in the way

the youngsters are'affected.

Second, we begin to get a reaeonably clear picture

of the 'kinds of educational environment that are most apt to
Alp

have a strong, positive effect on academic outcomes of students

Not s:urprisinglY, that picture corresponds closely to what

,many parents and educators have always taken for granted. The

strongest and most positive effects are found in stable, order-

ly, disciplined school environments where such academic activi-

ties as-ilomework are stressed, where attendance-is regular,,

where morale is high, where disruptions are minimal, where a

lot.is expected of students, and where teachers are enthusiasti

and involved.
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Third, we see more clearly than before that while

such environments are apparently more characteristic of private

schools than public schools, to the extent that they are found

in public schools thehe results are comparable. This sugglists

an obvious challenge to th6se who run Ole'Vublic schools and

set policies for them, namely to attempt to create educational

environments more similar to those that today are more

characteristic of private schools.

I do not suggest that this will be easy. The

obstacles are many, but clearly it is not impossible,'even with

respect to such distinctive qualities of private schools as

their ability to select students and to expel disruptive students.":"--

MoNt of us can remember when public fchocls did those things

too, at least when some public schools 'in some cities did those

things.

There is no reason why they can't again. Of course there

are lots of reasons why they don't, and lots of reasons why

it is difficult to retrieve that kind of educational

environment in public schools. But I think. it is not impossibl

and I think that it is time for public educators to

stop whining about the constraints under which their schools

labor, and to start doing something about those constraints.7,
1Y
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Fou , I think parents who send their children to

private schools can hold their heads a little higher. The

choice they are4making and the saceifices that accothpany that

choice for many families turn out to have a rational, educational

badis, as opposed to the au f the elitism, escapism ind

sectarianism that has surrounded private school attendance, in

many communities.

Fifth, some of the more squalid arguments against
or

aiding private school students are going to be more difficult

to sustain, specifically the allegations that aiding such-

students will foster racial and socio-economic segregation,

and the charge, less often heard today but common,a few years

back, that private schools are educationally inferior and that

no one should be helped to attend such second-rate institutions.

Sixth, somewhat perversely, as has been noted before

today, private school leaders and private school parents may

be less eager for Government assistance than in the past, wary

that such assistance may inevitably contaminate them with the

kinds of controls,/ constraints and limitations' that apparently

have impaired the functioning of many public schools as educa-

tional institutions.

It'should'be noted, too, that much of the political

argmment for such aid has been based on the supposition that
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private schools are weak, near comatose institutions in dire

need of a transfusion. Today's data suggest, perhaple

opposite is more nearly the case, at least ih educational terms

though it may also reinforce the argument for aiding low-incom

families in being able to make-this choice for their, children.

6'

117
f ture prospects of American education should purge itself of

Seventh and finally, any really long view of the

8

9

10

11

12

13

--"" 14

17

the simple-minded division of schooling between public and
?

private.' It is now -clear that there is enormous variation

within each of those two sectors, and in many cases the differ-

ences within are more consequential than the differences

between.

Perhaps, just pernaps we can begin to move beyond

the mind set that pitg public against private as if each term

embodied a homogeneous and immutable reality in a pretend

battle for students' resources and Popular esteem.

Perhaps, just perhaps we can return to the quest

for public andlprivate policies that acknowledge diversity-
18

19
and lidate choice, even as efforts are made to imbue all

20

21
'

22,

23

schools with characteristics conducive to educational quality.

Thank you very much.

aR. WENK: Thank you very much, Dr. Finn.

I would like -to introduce Dr. Ayars, the Superintendent

. 1 5 9
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of Schools from Norfolk, Virginia.
I

DR. AYARS: Thank you very much, ladies and gentle-

men. I am very happy to be with you today, I think.

I couldn't help thinking aso I sat here today that

much of great valueshould'come out of the.stpdies about which

we have heard today and out of the discussion which we have had

today. And I think it can, providing we try to use the results

in the way of constructive assistance, in the way of providing

better instruction for all boys and girls.

And I sincerely hope that the results of these stud-

ies will not be used in a divisive way.

A I think that to judgethe studies and their results

we have to put them into he perspective of our tine. I call

to'Ypur attention the fact that we have come through a great

social revolution in this country since World Warn. After

that War millions of our 4foung people were returning to peace-

,

iime pursuits, as vou will recall. 'hey were young people who

caMe out of the War with enthusiastic 'patriotism and high

ideals. They were educated in the public, private and parochial

schools, and they were trained in critical thinking, and they

applied that critical training-to a good look at our society

following World War II and they found that the society lacked a

few things which our founding fathers hid thought should be a

9
O I GO
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part of it. There was n t the ality of opportunity for all

people, there was not com lete reedom of expre4ion. They!

.looked at business and industry and government and various of

our other institutions, and\the found they were not operating

in accord with the ideals, he limax of this coming with

Watergate. And a great civi rights movement started in

American which has brought won erful results in most ways fOr

US.

And out of all this they also found4any weaknesses

in our institutions, and there had been a tremendous lowering

of competence in virtually all of our existing institutions,

r
including

*
Ublic education, despite the tremendously outstand-

ing track record of public education as the moving force, the

engine of a democratic society.

There are other things bad that have come out of

this social revolution. Of course, some people have confused
A

liberty and license, but in gene;p1 the results have been good.

But so far as public schools are concerned, you have

to look at them in that context. As a result of this revolu-

tion we now have in education, so f.ar as high school stude.nts
7

are concerned in America, about 94 percent of the young people

high school age. Prior' to World War 11 we had somewhere in the
I

neighborhood of 50 percent.
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And in the publi..c schools we re expected to'do with

all students what we.did with a relatifkly select'few prior to

World War II. -by most objective research that has been

conducted, we're p bably doing a better job than we ever did

before with students comps ackgro$ unds and abilities.

But comparing us with private andrparochial schools

is like comnaring us with ourselves prior to World War II. If

you makethe comparisons on a really comparable basis, we

measure up very well. But we're actually educating a. different

population.

For one thing, public schools are now expected,

moreprimarily as a result of our social revolution, to do more

things for more people than they ever were expected to do

before in history. You look at the offerings of the public

schools as compared to other schools, in music, in art, in

work experien.ce, in vocational education, in career education,

in community-based education o -various,types, in alternative

schools, in special educatiov and we have to be judged on the

basis of all those things.

It puts us in a different perspective than we've

ever been in before. We have administrative problems we didn't

have before: I was first the*Superintendent of Schools, in

1945, , I'll tell you, it:s a differentballgame today than
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it wash in 2945.. It has already been mentioned, the' various

Federgl prOgr the regulations, the due process, the.adver-

sarial relationship, the adversarial processes. Vm-notcom-

plaining about those, but those are all part of the thingi ti4t

we db in the public schools and ,bv which we're jiidged different

.ly than are people in private and parochial schools.

Ila_thirik what we should do: with the results of the

studies we have heard today is*to find out What replication is

possible from whatwe see in private and parochial schools that
4

could beapplied in the, public schools, and perhaps we cah

benefit in that way.

."
However, so as the results which have been

presented to us are concerned,I think the worst.mistake we

coilld'make is to come to Unloundeil conclusions on the basis of
AIL e

what we have seen. I rather feel that most of the differences

in the final analysis., if we go on with the studies, and r

should certainly say we should, can be accounted 4 by a vari-
,

ety of criteria. or
V

smaller.

peOple.

For example, the private and parochial "schdois'are

Tibt hAve more middle class and upper socio-econgrib

They are selective andLxclusive. And I, as a public

school administrator, can'testify, to that every day of the week

The students who go to private and parochial schools are accepted
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.4

.--

. , (

on the basis of their criteria. If they betome ditcipline.
,--,

,

problems,4they go back into the public schools. We get them all
4 k.. . /

. . -
...

t4 time. 'IfOhey are serious special education problems, they
t

go to the public- schools. So they are' selective and they are

exclusive. They have a narrower academic mission by which to

be judged than do we in our equity function..

They 134epa e students primarily for college. That

is their basic mission. In a Acent study, just anAounced today

the American Association of School Administrators, thee
A

"National Assessment of Educational Progress," report, a study

out of Denver in which theta would appear to be in absolute

"opposition to what we have Ileard here today, indicating that on

the basis

dents do as ell, if.not better, than private'and parochial

schools' do.

a comparison of-variables the public school stu-

I mention this onlysbecause I think we should'con-"
tinue to pursue these studies, because we have just not had

enough analysisas of'yet.

I think ti it the population of the public schools

has been affected very.much. by
0
the middle class swing into

I

private and'parcbhial schools. I an sure that we in 14-6i-fbik

Public Schools, Ford City, have certainly recognized that

we have a m more di' rse student body, and we'd like to

16,4
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think that the strength of Public education can be bUilt oh

diversity, just as the strength of ur - nation has been built

on diversity.

4 But we have to asses's a"lot of other benefits than

just the cognitive atpecis to determine the comparable merits,
h

f parochial, private and public edUcation.

I feel that there is an inherent economic bias in

'some of the results we have hea "d, not just because of the

economic level of a particular student, but because of the

influence overall in the school population of a majority of
4

persons whose'pa'rents are financially able to choose and send

10

'12 them there, as well as the purposefulness; the aspiration and

so rth which students see in their fellow students.
o i

14 I feel that private, and parochial schools rendel a.

15 very-valuabl service in America. I hope that we can learn

16

17

114

19

20

21

22

23

from fit. But I think that the comparisons which have been made
.f

today have to be investigated thoroughly. I think that, we have

not included enough background, included enough on family

background, on student-body characteristics, on the offerings
O 411k

of the various schools. And the e is some evidence-even in

these 4tudies to indicate t at after tle.ba&kgrounds'are Con-
.

sidered,.pUblic school student may well perfOrm as-well as

do those in, private and parochia4., when other variables are hel

It 165
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constant. We have to also give further consideration, in my

opinion, to the programs o.f the schools, rather than the school

themselves. But I think there is a good deal of evidence in

these studies, as well as in other studieS,,, to indicate that

it isn't necessarily just the positiVe effects of, the schools

that comes to bear upon differences in achievement, so-much as

it is the program of the schools. And in similar programs in

different schools the achievement might be more comparable.

I think parental expectations and socio-ecbnomic

status have to come into more study. I was intrigued by the

matter of segregation, the report thatthere is-less segregatia

in. the parochial than public schools. I wish that I could have

had-these people present back in 1971. The Federal judges in

Noifcak know all about this.

I am very confident that the definition of segrega-

tion given here today would not hold er- with that Federal

judge who ordered oaf dregregatibs plan:

Other differenes that I, think we need to look at

more thoroughly: I mentioned family .expectations . On the mat-

tei of disciplite, obviously there is a 'di'fference in the gen-
,

eral atmosphere if in one school all those who cause trouble
I

*

can be lent over to the other school.. And that is exactly what

happens. We have to handle those Cases, even in special

(
-

16 61
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or,

education. There are special schools; specialized schools all

over this country in.various places to handle students under

Public Law 94.142 in special edudation.

We in have at leait a dozen students at our

schools today that no private school, built for the puHtse,

will handle, we havd been handling. We haVe the idea that

specialized psychiatric institutes and various other schools

can handle almost any child. But we have some that only we

have to handle. Obviously: that affects the atmosphere of our

school system.
%

The matter of cost. One of my colleagues mentioned

that, but I think it shOuld.be mentioned again. We're not

4

comparing blank factors when we compare the cost in private

parochia4 schools and public schools, because of all the variou

programs and services which we must piovide and the breadth of

the programs we provide which they do not necessarily provide.

I thinkqn some instances the studies which we have

heard about today tend to confuse cause and effect*. -I think

you could make .a good case for the fact.that students adhiev

better in private and parochial schrls because they are better

students who are going thereto begin with.

Overall I think,that we can benefit from the studies

'fie have heard about. I would hope that more research will be
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done regarding other factors that would be results of education

than just the cognitive actors. I think we should investigate

further this matter of character and personality development

-

which were mentionedto see if these are actually the'results

of school education or if they are more related to the home.

The matter-of interest inllitgarning, *hether thot is

generated by the school or comes rom family background. The

matter of interest in higher educ tidn, the same. I already

mentioned cost. The matter of segre ation I think should be

investigated in more detail.

Incidentally,' one of the big-problems in public

schools, particular .ly in the cities today, is the matter of
,1

hich is a problem .*.hat must be dealt with.
13 fi resegregati

14 'I think that it should be investigated whether the

15 cognitive gains that wer& cited here today aie somewhat the

16 result of the focus bi it on our program.

17 And we should find out what the other gains are to

18 measure agaiht that,

19

.20

21

22

23

.Overall I- think the studies have rendered a service

in bringincrup many questions. I think the questions are still

unanswered, I look for more researat along these lines,

d I hope th e researchers who reported here ,tod421 can carry

forth their studies in order that tA results in the final

168
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analysis 'can improve education for all boys and girls.

// Thank you.

MR. WENK: I would-like to ask the last speaker to

take the podium. Dr. Page, as you recall from this iriorning,

has a long affiliation with the longitudinalk.studies orogram'of

the Center in his capacity as the chairman of our External

Advisory.

DR. PAGE: Thank you very much, Vic.

I've ben accused of being a clean-up batter herd,

and I deny any such allegation. I won't attempt to summarize-

the perspectives that we have brought together in this very,

very interesting time.

Let me pass out to the people up here a-pape hick

I will be referring to, 40a memo which I will just be refe g

to later in this pre-presentation. I'm the last one before the

break,

'This"meeting today, when properly understood -- Oh,

I'd better prepare this other. Is there somebody here who can

-- in that order: 1, 2, 3. I won't call on it quite yet.

(Transparencies are handed to a technician.)

I'm going to give you something to look at.

haven't seen any slides for a while.

This meeting today, when properly understood, should

16j
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4

be a cause of considerable celebraition and congratulations for

a number of groups and agencies, for the National Center for

Education Statistics who brought us together; the NCES has

spearheaded "High School and Beyond," and its predecessor, "The'

National Longitudinal Studies," making us spectacularly ahead

of anyformer educational data. For the National Opinion Resear

Center of Chicago for winning the .contract, for following the

NCES guidelines and solving a myriad of problems along the way

in bringing these data to all of use For Congress and thg

Executive Branch for their solid apct bi-partisan support for

this enterprise.

14.
Incidentallylneck , the NLS began under a

Republican administration.

Fox legislators at all levels and their staff who

will now have an unprecedented and inexhaustible mine f ready.

informa4-ion for answering questions, questions that 'are them-.

selves still undreamed of. For Federal and State and local,

18 decisionmakers who have here the most informative, 'richest,

19 most available data set of its kind ever produced to guide

20

21

22

23

their decisions in any country.

For all the students of.education whose legions are

vast, psychologists, sociologists, economists, religious edu-

cators, civil rights advocates, conservatives and liberals,
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left .and right, philosophers and soldiers and priests, business-
,

men and welfarists and .tax cutters, broadcasters and news peopl

in short, for ours vast, unlimited American special interest

groups that have a take in the efficiency and the effectivenes

of the schools, welcome to the data last.

Personally, I take great pleasure in helping'to

unwrap this magnificent gift to the U. S. and its people. As

former high school teacher, counselor, Dean of Education,
z.

and as a psychologist and researcher,.I can identify with many

people in this room, and as one who has been ckv to play a

tiny, tiny role in the encouragement and development of "High

School and. Beyond,'' I'm happy for all of us.

Whether liberality conservative, we can rejoice in

this inherently nonpolitical data-gathering enterprise in the

most cost-effective use of Federal funds that Ii know anything
,

about in my contacts with 'Government.
i .

What is this gift, and why-is it so special? 'ntii

lip
about ten years ago there had been noth.ng like it. Project

19 ' "Talent" had been started in '60, and for the first time

20

21

4 22

23

9rcreated a vast data set f educational and career information,

but the "Talent" .data were never accessible to the. general

researcher. And later in the sixties, "The duality of Education

4111

al Opportupities" study gath
le red a very impressive data set,

171.
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but one whiCh was virtually out of .reach for the usyalperson

with questiorq to ask, whether researcher or policymaker.

The only real predecessor of "High School and Beyond"

was the earlier 1972 project of the National Center for

Educational Statistics, the NLS, the National Longitudinal

Study. This study, too, had the great advantage of being

conducted by fine contractors, first the Education.il Testing

Service with Torn Hilton rho is in this room, then the Research

Triangle Institute with Jay Davis who is also here, and now

the NORC, led by James Coleman and Carol Stocking and Fran

Calloway, and them many, many talented people have done a

superb job in countless ways) partly following their own well-

establlshed methods at NORC: and Shirley also, learning much
4

from their excellent predecessors under the earlier NCES

contract.

Again, what is the nature of "High School and Beyondv'

series of reports by the contractors? Not 'at all. As

15 COleman pointed out earlier, the nature of HSB is first and

19 Iy foremost in the data set itself, in its documentation and

20 dispersion to all these policym ' rs, professional educators,

21 scholars and curious citizens who wish to explore it.

22

23

The firm intentions that these data belong to all

those who wish to pay the nominal price for the tapes and

172
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belong to all of these equally. HSB is, to use,one analOgy, a

vast public library,of,priceles new books about education.

NORC is not the principal scholar ORC dc:?,es not even possesd

a key to the stacks which is not available toany of-Us. NO.RC

41

is the librarian along with NCES.

It's NORC's job, executed very well indeed, to

collect the information, clean it up and organize it, put.it

properly on the shelf and describe to the citizens just what is

there, where it is and how it can'be retrieved. But HSB

belongs tp all of A.

If there is .one large lament, then, in todayrs cele -.

6ration, it is in our timing. The data were supposed to be

out months ago and in the hands of all the potential users.

It was not intended by any of us that there would be first a.

large and controversial interpretation of the data before all

had had a chanA to, explore the data equally. This is-too bad.

And it is no wonder that some cynicism has been expressed

about it.

In Chicago, for example, it is quoted, "Keeping i

boxed up until they've had'a chance to milk it." I knOw that's

not your (Laughter.)

As a sociologist, this is understandable resentment,

but it is wrong on two Counts. First, NORC hoped to have the

173
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data out long before now in time., a commitments 'to speak on

these questions had been made before a delays developed. The

delays were not caused by academic compe itiveness, then, but

by other factors altogether. Indeed, though, all of us could

agree that such delays should be avoided.

The second point where the criticism is wrong is

the belief that HSB data can be milked. .HSB won't be milked

by a thousand researchers in 20years% Yf we think of the HSB

data as providing a kind.of Oklahoma lan rush or California

gold rush, the image breaks down badly. In the first place,

nobody stakes out a claim here, excAot by profundity and per%u-

asiveneSs of analysis. If it is a land rush, the it is a very

meculiar one because the secont claimant has as much, right as

the first and the third as much right zis either and soo on.

But in the meantime, taking nothing from the reports

today, it is something of'a misfortune that scholars have had
1

such a running start upon the free d; ;.: analysis and on publi-

city from the data analysis before the rest of the -users with

19 eaual claim to the data have had a chance to get at the tapes.

V
20 But we have them now. I tliink it will be a rich harvest

21 indeed.

22 Again, I think that all of us National

23 Center, from NORC, all kinds of communities and all the insti-

1,7
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tutus and agencies interested in the data want to guarantee

that this appearance of unfairness, which is not a fair appear-
,

ance, will.not happen again.

Now, wh t are these reports? Are they thereports,

about the curren state of American oublic and private school-

ing? Not at As Jim pointed out earlier, and as has been

evident in what I've said', they happen to be the first and they

are, in my opinion, excellent in many ways.

One of the excellent features is that-they reveal

in this data set--but I have also some points to make about

the analysis, and I would expect Jim Coleman to make similar

points about my analysis. And I know that, as scholars, we'll

debate it on the merits.

Let's consider a specific sort of assumption which

underlies much of the analysis today and has a great deal to

do with the nature of the4donclusions which favor the :ell-
-

gious and other private schools.

There is no doubt that the output of such schools

Lis a bitter student produce. Gabler, in his studies, "with

higher test scores in school achievement, with a brighter

propect of further education and Vocational success. It is

also true that the descriptions of private schools are much

closer to what most of us regard as appropriate, safer, more

ft
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orderly;' fairer, more harmonious, hard4r-working." Yes, say the

champions of the public schools, but they don't work with the

raw materials we have toceSpe with, the retarded, the unstable,

the criminalOthe abused: There is a social -class background

difference definitely favoring the religious and private

school.

Granted, say the researchers. But we'll control

the background, and after the background is. controlled for,

then we'll measure the net difference as to the output. The

technique to use for such controls is usually regressive

equations, but sometimes it.can be in the frequency form.

Now it is negessart to get a bit technical. The

researchers in the meeting kill probably be delighted to have

more technical stuff after all this, but for the more general

and policy-centered audience and the press, the
technical

explanation may be an occasion for few, or what someone has

called the MEGO, episode, my eyes .glaze over.

But it is absolutely nemessary to understand some-

thing about this. Let's consider the first slide, if you

would, please.

The evaluation was based on achievements,, statistical

control-- this is a quote from the NORC report family

backgrOund is introduced in order to control on those background

176,
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characteristics that 'are most related to achievement. The

6 ,

achievement differences b1tween the'private sector and the
IP

public sector are reduced, but there remain differences. Now,

. 1)-

that is the basic position which underlies* data that,

we ave looked at favoring the private and olic schoOls.

OW just -- And these' are not real numbers.
-

These e'just tQ n 'filimbers to show you the genera4idea here.

Studentt achiefement is to the right. The measured background

is at-the upper le4t. Private'Tthool and public school private
11,0

school difference is at the ,bottom. "And let's just h.ive some'

token, three, variable analyses here where. we have ) 70 and a

and a 42. there. Viiia.t..tt. ,producep is net effects %which are

important --and shOw th4.private school having a path to the

. . .__.
students.achievement which is independenof the

.

measured
.

...

6

background,

Now,.this is the kind of analysis that is.dons.
ft I

(---,.

It's a perfectly respectable ana1ysis. It's the cbriventional

analysiS, if you like. But in MT view it is not adequate

analysis and not that which needs be done \f we're gOing to

aerstand,th se data
* qr e

It me show you -- r,edping this in mind that we

, -
g

begi* with just these,dorre ations, and wt4 deveiop our model

from =well, the model then is' used test whether there
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a residual ffectf the pr4.vat school after you can, qubte,

"control fOr measueff backgrou

Let me see the next bne now.
4

'-'Now, let us suppose'tthat there is -- I show 'the

measured variables all in-sc a-es and the true background,

which is an unmeasured variable I shoW in a circle. Now, yciu

might say, how do we do research with unmeasured variables, and

thiS gets us into the path ana)..y.s.is.. The scholarship' of

path analysis is somewhat m re adDnced ligVel than the usual.

But if we ask if there is a true background whichlio' more

powerful and in this model is the only causerof thetrelation-
.

ships we see among the measured variabl6s, that. is to say

the true background -has, yes, caused -the measured background.

..... .

The measured background is a sample of the true background.

Now wehave the studgnt achievement which 'is, again,

16 the effect of the true'baCkground,,and we4have the choice of

17 private school which is, again, the effect of the true,back-.

18 ground. Noia, if we begin, by saying that the p'ath from the.\ .

19

20

21

'22

23

true background to the studen't achievement is .88 -7 just ;grant

,\ .

me that for a mom* -- if you think that is -a high estimate,
-%

then you haven't .lookelet the data on 'identical twins.' One.
w .

way to infer the true background influence is to look at

identical, twins. I'm happy to sdy that "High'SchooI and Beyond"

178
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.hchs some identical' twins and'some frateral twins and some

other siblings, and that such data are goihg to be brought in

to analysis as soon as it's all brought together.

4. But right.n9w we do know that very often the

correlations between identical twins are'apt to be in t.

80 and 90 range, and if we take the square root of that, we.

could actually say that the path of the true background is

even higher.

.Now, if we then__look at the correlations between

the measured background and the stud at achievement of 70

and that's higher than anything the ORC report showed us,

if we say that it's a 70, then that gives us a path between

'111+

the true background and the measured background of 8Q.

And stqpping hack again, looking at thelleasured background

and its, relations) ip, correlation to the private school

beinit 32, we infe; a from the true background of the

selection of thg private s pool as 60 and we are able, by

taking those two external aths, to produce the correlation

d the student achievement.19 between tAe private school

20 Now. what I am saying here, and I apologize for the

21 'numbers which are fictitious in the first place, b* are only
7

'221 intended to illustrate an important principle, and that is

that this is a perfectly defensible mod. It is not impossible23

fi
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to.test, particularly when we bring in.twins and siblings for

the true background. And I will be extremely interested in

seeing what,kinds of results core out.

The point is that if you look at the mirror effects

there which wg have drawn between measured backgrou d, ptivate

school and qtudentAchievement, we see that those ar= the very

same corredatioris with which we began this other analysis

which produced the net, effect which Coleman and Greeley and

others have beempointing out through the day.
1

Alow, I have one other technical comment to make,

and that has to do with the segregation index. I also react

negatively, as the Superintendent did, in commenting that this

is not what most people mean by gregation. Ane' 1 haY=

JF
'developed an index myself.

A

15 would_ you please put that next one up?

16 Here I began with data that are from i:he NO RC

I Aor . . ,

, .

17 report. I began with what you will, find "on. their Page 441if

18 you happen to have their Table 44, which gives the Sic' . )

19 in0ex of colltact. New, let me tell you what this is. 'The

20 index of c act, for instalce, SBW, is the following: is

21 the proportion of average blacks with schoolmates who,,are whit

22

.23

and then is 'the proportion of average whiteg with school-

makes are black. I vould say to use that comes very

1 S
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close to 'what we mean when we talk about integration. That is

this is the individual experience of the student sitting
IM

a classrOom, how .many of,oth.er race is'hein contact (with.

*Foil, it's perfectly -- I know what the NORC'tsiam did in their

segregation index. 'I am simply saying that that Weil, you

can study what they did. I an arguing that this is a, fairer

analysis of whht we mean by integration, and we have the

followpig results.

The index of integration for .the public schools is

the proportion.of whites in the plilicschools times their

4.contact with bla 0.s which is .07 plus'the proportiop of

blacks in public schools tins their contact with blIcks

which is 38, and it.comes out one zero'five.

Now, the index of integration for private schoolg

comes out by the same kind ,of analygis .055. In other ward',
, \

i,r1 this first cut the publio schools are about twice as

integrated as the black schools in terms of the experience of

the average student.

Now if we lodk to standardize this, bebause I

very
t

aware of Jim's point about it's nice to', cave something
i.

.

-'. _, . .

.

that ,ranges between zero and oneoif we take the properties
.

a11'schools7.if we standardize this for theme Oportions

all schools, then we get that the public standardiged is .536,

0

r
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and the index of integration for the private s ools is .281,

and of course, i iagain, ths.s about twice as ntegtated in
0

7

.

11

'12

13

f\

14

e public schools. I_arrnot making a case, I hasten to say,

at this should be a terribly high priority 'item in ,our con-

ideratipns. I think that there ere other things which evervbo

in'the country would consider more important, and I'm not

taking a position on whether it's desirOple to have tuition

tax credits or anything like that. I am simply trying to

amend what seems to be an error in the understanding in
0

the record on this point.

Now, what .do T think? Well', let me step down from

'the -role of researchecrieic for a moment, and there are

many good thugs about this report of NORC that I worCt even

bother mentioning them, except to say that they ate vary

15 impressive reports, and I've been using, them as a noel in

15 i my research classes, showing people hoW to pursue these'

17 questions and how lo dig out the hidden meaning in the

18 data.

-19-

20

21

22

23

NBut 1 ,e roll back from the role Of.bresearch

critic and respond to the teacher and parent and'educatio/lal

psychologist, and it happens to be relevant to anything.,

with a faith that's' very close to the CatLhO!Itc, if not exactly

.

Catholic. I'm an Anglo Catholic. What matters in edlfational
.

132
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achievement? First we have.intelligence. A number of people

have made this point. If you wanto explain the variance

3 in achieveMent, the first place to look for it is in the.

6

10

individual variations in aptitude, and this individual varia7

tionis spectacular.

Once you do that, *end that's been'an effort to

control for that very point that's led,to a-lot of this

analysis, then what is the second major thing that seemsto

contribute to achievement? It's time spent on learning.

Now, itmust be obvious that if we have a safer,

calmei', more orderlyand disciplined environment, and if we

12 j
insist on much more homework and grade it, yes, I'believe

13

14

15

16

17

that these hings;matter-. It should have an effect. If

they don't, then I think we should go back, to ground zero in

educationfil psychology.

But, note that these good effects would_not be

caused by *le type_of school exactly that has been pointed -

out bl:VChecke and by various other people, but by the greater
,

discipline, order, safety, attention, environmentp, homework

and so on. ,That is to say to the extent that We can ge:pi.

21 the other ch cteristils which we admire oh a comparative

22 mean average basis, thetc'that extent the public schools

! 23 i
canikoit., And we could go cin with many sugglItions about this
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t'I'm saying that it"s not something intrinsically religious,
-41( .

,

you like, necessarily, nor is it something intrinsic toRthe

A schools in general-. If. you were picking one,you:d dertalThly,

pick on the individual basis of the school and not on wether

it was private' or public.

10

12

14,

15

But I'm eager to do some more effective, and, to

my view, more appropriate, analysis on certain points here

and to see ,the analyses of other peopile, and I guess that

there will be some type of advantage in these schools as

we see them now, and I. would guess, that some will turn-out

to be a residual,'but I do believe that it will be considerably

less than the effects that we-fe-.4showm in subsfailtive terms

from the present analysis,.

I'm certainly eager to do some of this analysis

.

myself and to see that of-others:'' Once again, I congratulate

.(the *ICES on this.eXtraordinary contribution to.our educational

17 1j data. We'll .benefit enormously from It; and we can nevbr

18 exhaust, it. Welcome to the data 'feast. The meeting today *

19

.20

22

diht be just the beginnin4..

MR.'WENK: Thank you very much, Dr. Page and all

the other panelists who have participated to tnis point.

Jim, would,you like to take some time. to reply to

4 .23.! some of these comments?
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DR. C9LEAN: I 'won't take very 'long to respond.

I certainly appreciate the very extensive 'and extended examin-
,

ition of the public and private school report that peOlge-7who

have made comments on the report have given. a

I. will not make very many comrents, but I would
1

like to try to correct a few misconceptions.

First of all, I should say that I an concerned, not

with the ten percent of the 'persons who are attending private

schools, but with the 90 percent of the persons who are attend-

ing the public schools,certaini-y., as well as that ten pecent.,.

1-think we should all be concerned with all 'of the students

in American. education. And I. think that if this report is put

to the kind of use that. it should be that a majoi portion df

that use would have nothing todo with movement of ,students

between public and private schbols, but would have to do with

the question of what we do d4fferen-ly the oublic schools

than we do today-.

I should say that that's not an idle concern.

American schools are producing low achievement, Arerican

schools as a-whole. For example, in international education,

in internatiral comparison with other western ' ountries,

American education, first in mathematics and then in other

subjects, was lowest of all the countries. It's ftlso the case

SRS. REPORTING SERVICE, IN)C
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that long since that examination was carried out there has

been a, continued decline* a decline in achievement in American.

3 education at the high school level.

I tnihk many people have reco4nized now that the

American high school is a problem of serious concern, and I

ope that this report and Greeley's report do focus sote

attention on the American hibh school so that that concern

can be out to god use.

NowAhere are really only two major points tnat

10 would like to respond' to. One has to do wthiqaestions of

11 segregation, -the segregation' index that was used: I think'

12 a there has been some misunderstanding about that,. I did not

int=h4, and I thought we ma''e clear in
tnere wa

only one aspect of segregation in education, but rather -- whet

5 one looks at .public and private.schools butt ather there

16 i1 are two asbect4.

17 I One aspect is the relative numbrs of blacks, whites

16 Hispanics in public schools and private schools, and 'it's very

19 clear that the proportion of blacks in Catholic schools is

20 only about half tnat'in the public seriools. And (r, the other

.21 private schools it's ,pnly about a quarter of that-in the public

't

22:schoolsSo'thatthathas
''be kept in Mind at' all.tines when

23 one is loo);ing at the degr of segregation within any of these
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sectors., That's why I asked to perform this mental experiment
9

of what Would happen if,all of the-persons in pridvate schools

were back into the public schools, because that we did, then is

find out thei)oint impact of those ti9D things. The joint'

impact of those two things; whether one ?roks at the contact

the measures'of contact, or the measures that Ellis Page

starts with, or the me4SureS of segregation which were the

measures that we finally used, the ultimate impact of those

two things which counterbalance each other with respect to
k

To ,:placks is that they do just balance each other. That is ther

it
,

12.

13

14

15

16

18

19

. .

k I

are, fewer blacks in private schools, and there is less segrpga-

1-tionAtnin thla: private schools, and those two things do counte -

c------<Th
balance each other :cite PreCISelY.

*t,

- With 'respIc't to Hispanics the issue is not so

it portant,. because there are 'within the private sector as
o .

a wholealmottthe sameproportion of Hispanics as there are

.

in public schoolk.-' t

Now, wittt regard tdkanother PG that Ellis Page

)

made at the very end in terms cf di;fierent segregation index,

20 I think that's a very interesting pointfiEllis, an& I would
.. -

a /---N, .,

like very Much to examine'that. It seemS,to me -tokbe an inter
.

22_ estihg possibility. .
. , .

23 DR. PAGE:O I was sorry to goring it on you so late
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but I just worked it out this weekend.
1

DR. COLEMAN: Yes. I think its an interesting

possibility. I don't think it changes in any way the final

conclusion, because the conclusion that I drew is base on --

o

\
oneI mean, ne can find the same conclusion from the'meases of

contact with which you begin, namely that the degree of
44.

nsegiregatio without the private schools or the'degree of
,4

contact without the priN.rate schools for blacks with whites and-

whites pith blacks, it's really just the same as i,t is in the

system With"private schools, if you look at Page 44, which you

ditected our attention to a few minutes ago.

So, now,,the other point has-to do with cognitive

13 skills. ''There 'are 'some other consequences for other outcomes

14 of education such as things like,selfesteem, things like

state-control,tihich_I mbniii.on,, which are in the report

16 which suggest that in the se of those two, the results are.

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

just suggestive, but they suggest that in the other private

schools, as distinct 'from both the Catholic schools and.. the

public schools, there is an increase over time in the degree

to which people feel they're in cons 1 Oitheir own fate and

the degree to which students have a high self-esteem. So that

suggests that there is a difference between the other private

schools in that case, on the one hand; and the 'public and
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Catholic schools on the other hand, the matter is just signi-
'

ficant.

Now, with regard to .the question on cognitive_

skills, nearly all of the examinations, all of the comments

tilat has been made have suggested that the data don't show

through the kind of,regression analysis which 'I said was one
a

third or one of the three kinds of analysis'that,was carried

out, don't show the Catholic or, other private schools bring

aboUt higher achievement.

I think it's important that further analyses be ,

carried out so that this matter can be laid to rest one way or

the other, but no one has mentioned, except both Checker Finn

and Diane Ravitch, in mentioning- differences between the pudic

and private schools, no one has mentioned some other things

that we show, and that is that if there is more homework in

the school if there are fewer classes cut in the schools, if

there are fewer absences, if the educational environment in the

school on the part of, other students in the school is one

which has low cutting of classes, low absence, few student

fights, and a little bit, a small atnOunt or absence of students

threatening teachers, if those things are true, then withi/

the public sector, or within eithdr of the priVate sectors,

there is higher achievement: In other Words, for those kinds

SRS REPORTING ,SERVICE, INC.
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of schools there is higher achievement. NOw, no one has men-

tioned that result, and yet it dots have,relevance for'the

first result, because on all of those characteristics it's

true that the public school, that tde Catholic schools and the
.

other private schools shave more.homework, fewer classes

fewer absences, and edudational environments that are more

ordetly,,in the ways that I mentioned,

So that I think those results are certainly very
4;

directly relevant o the f,irkt result, tho question of whether,

there is more or-less cognitive ach4evement in Catholic and

r /

other Private schools compared to public schools. They'r4more
.

importarit, however, Lor another issue, and that is the issue

of what miiht be done in 'the cutlic schooNs.

Donald ErIckson mentioned, a study by RUtter uohich

.showed on the basis --'or which concluded on the.basis of 12

analyses of data in 12 sChools.that'there agre-certsin things

about the educational climate that do make a difference in

educational outcomes. Those results are very analogous and

very coMparable to what-we found. -As a.matter of fa t, some

4

of the measures that we indiudec in our study :ere b red or

-measures which had been found to be effective by Rutter.

So it suggests that-- I mean there is a cumulative

research or research beginning to accumulate,. suggesting that

SRS PE'POP,TING SERVICE, INC
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there aresome characteristics of schools which school policy

can do something about and do make a difference in achievement.

Now, I would just. like to finish with one point.

do agreewith Dr. Ayers that the public schools are subject

to many more constraints. I think one of the changes, as he

suggested, over the last 20 years,in American education has

been that they are pubject to more constraints than before.

Schools are subject to social inspection of the sort that

wasn't true befle. They are gOingto continue to be subject

to social inspection, social inspection not just by people
ot

carrying out analyses of.data like this, but by all segments

of the community;and what we must learn to do is how to carry

ol.:t good education in orderly environn ents given that 'sch ools

are subject to some of the kinds of constraints that they were

not subject to some time in the pasty

Thank you.

MR. WENK: Dr. Greeley has asked me for an oppor-

tunity to reply with a few comments, and we'll break after

that and resume in 15 minutes after he's finished.

DR. GREEIY:. 'First of *all, to respond to my

colleague from the Southwest, however, I &mil quite see the

Point of his comment on the Cubans. 'For example, with entirely
,

Mexican-American! the Catholic school effect would be much j
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bigger. The difference in standardized points between public-

scho61 Cubans and Catholic-school Cubans is 29, 29 points;

The difference between public-school :Sxicans and Catholid-

school Mexicans is 74 points. So if you exclude the Cubans

from the sample ,on the ground at they are recent immigrants

and they're upper middle cla , then you would get a much

stronger Mexican-American' findind than we do.

The PVerto Rican difference is 22 points wh.tch seems

to suggest that the Catholic schools, -there is a C4tholir

school effect, among Hispar$cs have their most notable effects
{WI

on?the Mexican-Americans and much snaller effects on the

Cubans and the Puerto Ricans.

So I don't,really understand how his observation

is a pertinent criticism of what 1 wrote.

I had a certain Sense of maybe Lewis Carroll's

Wonderland and maybe in Franz Kafka's "Castle." The princi-

pal finding of my research, that before which all others pale

into insignificance, is that the effect of,Catholic schools on

minority students, indeed on all students, is not on those

who are at the, upper end of the, social, the educational or the

aspirational hierarchs. But the principal effect of Catnolic

schools is on dose young people who come from families where

education isn't as high, who in the genera1l track
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rather than the.aCademic trackafand whose parents have lets

aspiration for them to go to college. The principal Catholic-

school effect, in other Words, is an interaction. It's tt the

lower end of 41 of these three hierarchies, prebisely the

oppOsite of what anyone would have expected.

Now, it seems to me -- I may be naive in this --

that this finding -- and let's just look at the social class

-- that there is an interaction between Catholic scho011 and

social class. That is to say the Catholic schools seem to

have their specific and special stress in training the child-
, .

ren that come from less ediaoated families.

Now, I think that's astonishing. I wou1 not have

been prepared to believe it rryse14: As I said -his,nornint,

don't think most Catholic educators would be prepared to

admit it. And"yet I would defy anyone tc'Massage trhese data

for the next half century and basically change that finding,

and yet, that finding, clearly stated i9 the report, was

.ignored in the re n alysis that was done,by t.af sponsoring

agency. But also it was ignored -- and not a single one of

the commentators referred to it. None of'the'press people

asked abouttit. And I wonder if it's me, I mean, it I'm not

saying it clearly enough, or whether I'vv gone 'Erazy or what.

But even Dr. Ellis seems to have missed that point, that the
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mot,interesting thing is that it's the people at the lower

end of the hierarchies who had the most payoff in the Catholic

schools.

Now, I think that if I were a public educator,

while-I would be skeptiCal'and perhaps affronted by that Sort.f
of finding, I would also be fascinated by it and would want to

sneak over, if nothing else, to look at the Catholic schools

and see tlow they did it. And I don't think they know how they

do it, and that's why I say that if this particular finding is

not the subject of further research, then one hasato raise

questions about why, it isn't.

A secondary little squibble on the bottom of this

is that everybody has talked,- virtually everybody, about the

N

disciplinary constraints of the Catholic schools. What

impressed me, and maybe it's me, is that far more important

than the disciplinary factoras described by',,the students, is

t4e quality-of-instruction factor that's described by the

students that seems to correlate with achievement. Now why

do the kids who go to- Catholic schools rate the instructors

better? They're not bettertrained. 7hey're poorer trained.

They ddntt get' mete money; they get paid less. They teach
,

17krger classes and-the tui4nover is ldtger. .Aild still the

,

students rate them as better.

14
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Well, again, I would at least' be tempted, if I were

a public educator,/to find where the Catholic schools buy

their mirrors. But this finding about the quality of instruc-

tion as raised by the children, it is a powerful'corollary of

achievement'sand much higher in the CAtholic schools, and.I

suspect there is an interaction in the opposite direction.

This on seems to have been ignored in favor of the
4

stereotype, which is indeed partly true -- if all stereotypes

are partly true -- aboout discipline. And so I aim'baffled why

thete two things which seem so terrbbly important to me have

0
fascinated no one else and have stirred up reactions by no one

else.

I would submit, gentlepersons, subject to review,

that if. there was some special, experimental group'of public

schools in the country, in which parents could choices,

and for which the parents would be charged some fee, and the

same kind of findings were reported for them, we would not

hape vigorous prepublication attacks; we would not have vaga-

bond scholars wandering around handing 0,- ress releases; we

would not Jave people closeted with reporters during all free

periods; we would have what a. couple of the speakers called

for, general ceSebration,fbecause we finally have found,a

school technique ap.da method tikat works, espcially with the
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-poor people. And there would be great celebration; great

ti

congratulations to the schools who have done such, and a

189

stampede of scholars to find out how. And when I see none of

these things -- it may be my simple West Side Irish dispolation

4

-- but I've gpt to say "How come?".

MR. WENX: We will resume at 3:15.
i

ti

A break was, taken.) . -
%

I

MR. WENR: The rest of the afternoon will devoted
r

to qUestions from** the audience to either the spe

panelists or more than one Panelist. The protocol we would '

,

like to follow is as follows: we have some radio mic.. ones,

ers

three of them. -Will the people who have the microphones in

tae aisles preasa putyour hands up so eeryone can locate you?

If people would raise their hands and be recognized,

by the chair, we'll have the microphones come to you. At that

point,we'd'like you to state your name, your affiliation, to

whom you are addressing the question -- I emphasize ques.tions,
/

as opposed to statelilents tt this point. Can we proceed on that

basis, then?

The papers that we discussed earlier this morning,

particularly the NCES reviews which were shared with the auth-

ors and the paneltsts,are available at the registration desk,

Yop can pick them up as you leave.
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May we have the first question?

SR. THIBODEAUX: Sister Mary Roger Thibodeaux.

(- 3 I from the NationalOffcce of Black Catholics here. This is

for Dr. Coleman.

r

In your pEemiges for the aspects, premise that

tend to decre- ase the effectiveness of the Catholic schools, I
pm

think your second one was on the religious line, and I guets

you 're basing that on what I feel is erroneous, 91 percent

Catholic in the Catholic schools, which I think Dr.treeley

10 corrected to some degree also,' but I Iould like that clarified.

11 What is that based on, if you could come up with that? And

then the No. -6, whereby you spoke as another premise that

410

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

A

WO ''1A db^rea a effectiveness, and that had =o do with unhealth-
.

fully competitive, as you put it. If you could again detail
4

that for me. What do you mean?

DR. COLEMAN: le.th regard to the 'first of the tc,to

points you made, matters of propOrtion of Catholic schools,..

proportion of,studehts in Catholic schools' that are Catholic,

I whnt to Make very clear that this is not the proportion of

Catholicwho are in Catholic listhools, but the proportio\of

students inClatholic schools who.them,selyes are Cathblic.

According to our estimate, that proportion,is 90.9, or iliat

percentage is 90.9 percent. In other Words,'ill the Catholic
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schools throughout the country, that ten percent of the students

who are in those schools are not Catholics. Now,' our estimates

may be. wrong by some amount, ut I ink it's not wrong by

very much according to the sampling that was done. That's

basically what it is It's an estimate, because we have only

a sample of the Catholic schools throughout the country. .

.With regard to the second point having to do with

the premise that private schools, .including Catholic schools,

are =healthfully competitive, and therefore provide a poor

10 environment for affective development, I didn't say anything

11 about evidenA with regard to that, We don't have very much

12 measures with regard to affective development. We 4o hive two

13 measures that I mentioned very,brieflyin my second'comments,

14

15

16

17

18

\ 19

20

and that is a measure of self-esteeM, that is how'godd the
4

student feels about himself or herself, and a measure of what,

we call fate -control, that is the degree'to which the student

feels in control of that studerit's own destiny or fate.

Now, we found that the'levelS of those in all of the.

schoolsvere about the same at .the sophomore level, that is in

the public, Catholic and other private, and were about the same

ikt
21 in the levels of sel st 'eem and of fate control, were about th

22 safe in all three' sets of schools. . We found among seniors that

23 it had 'increased of the schools to some degree, but it

r-
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increasedt'moryn the other private schools than Any of the

public schools c)rrthe Catholic schools.

So there's no real'eidence, there's no evidence to

support that premise. There's no evidence as far.as I can see

to support, from our data to support the premise that I men-

tioned at the outset that private schools, Catholic or otherwis

are excessively and unhealthfully competitive.

MR. WENK: Thank you. Is there any other questions?

MR. MORRIS: Lorenzo Morris, Institute for the Study

of Educational Policy.

I haVe several quest4ons, bilt I'll settle on'one.

I'd like to know, related to income distribution, the percentag

of mincrities,Particularly black, in the inc.:re categories

above No. 2, pr above $12,000 a year, first.

And, second, to know the extent to which you control

led or looked at income distributions within regions, such as

looking at Catholic schools, black,income distributions in

Louisiana as.a separate category, since that is the State I'471

in. In other words, how is income distribution measured and

to what extent do blacks fall in separate categories? I just

got the repot recently, and I was unable to,,find that in the

report.

DR. COLEMAN: Well, were not able to say very much
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about income distributions in specific regio s of the country.,

That is too finely broken down. ,Because the sample is not

terribly large for such a purpose. And I' think I can't respond

toyour question about the actual percentace at this point.
110

what be happy to do is afterwards I'll possibly be able to

find a response to youf first question having to do with the
0

proportion cif blacks that were above $12,00 in income accord-

ing to our data.

MRS MORRIS: Do you have a general idea?

DR. GREELEY: I have some idea.

DR. COLEMAN: Go ahead.

DR. GREELEY: A third -- Now, mind you,. these are

the parents of people in high school, 'so' they may not necessari-

o

ly be,typical of either older or'younger members of any popu-

lation. But'my minority, poor minority in the analysis was

0 '

people under $12,000, a year. That was in the lower third of

the income bracket for the population, national population.

And it gOt to be more than that, abAt half, of the blacks and

Hisparlics. Aboutlf under 12.

MR. WENK: Is there another question?

SR. THIBODEAUX: My name is the same. ,r
Dr. Ayars, when you say parochial schools are

selective and exclusive, and that you Olow for a fact that we .
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db send out our oroblems, are you speiaking only from Norfolk?

( DR. AYARS: No. I've been Stipeiintendent of Schools

in four different communities, and I also am acquainted with

other communities through my colleagues.. 4

MR. WENK: I believe there is a question. fPoints.)

MR, POWELL: My name is Leonard Powell. I'M from

the New York State Education,Department, and I'd like to direct

my question to either Dr. Coleman or Dr. Greeley.

Was the'nature'oflithe elementary school educatiori of

the subjects taken into consideration, that is priNate or

Catholic versus public, and if so, could that variable have a

measurable impact?

DR.GREELEY: No, it was not. It wasn't because we

didn't want to ask it, but because the question didn't make.

final cle,orance% Itqqtay the next time.- If there is a next

(time, it may be asked the next time, butipeesently we can't

nswer that. Obviously, in terms of what I'iye done, it would

be very helpful to know that.

MR. FRANKEL: Steven Frankel, Montgomery County

s)
Public Schools. Two questions for Dr. Coleman.

How can we say that families of comparable low

income are indeed comparable for'statistical purposes when the

sep rate children i4 private schools a;e spend:A.1g a large share
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of their discretionary income on their children's education?

What would the equivalent of that be for parents with kids in

.7
3 the public schools? that's thit f 'Irst question. 1.0

4 The second,is: in regard to dropouts causing the

5 public school achievement data be artificially high, what

6 about transfers out of the private schoo?.s into public schools?

7 Were these treated in the data as dropouts also?

8 DR. COLEMAN: T,d-answer your second question firit:

9 insofar as they were not replaced by other persons who were

10 II coming in at the same level, they are treated as dropouts.

11

12

Now, our estimate of dropouts, both to public and4rivate, is
a

almost certainly high. We got that estimate not by following

. 13 the same persons over hut:simply by comparing the sizes
\\,\.

14 of the sophomore and, setlior cohorts, and,th-ere are some other

15 factors which could be respOnsib for artificially'elevating

16 those, 'but we believe that tho e estimates wou d-be artificial-

7

17 ly elevated equally for public Catholic,and othqr private-

18 school.

19 //

20

21 statistical combarison purposes that low-income families are o

Now, could you repeat your first'questidn?

MR. FRANKEL: First question was how can we say fore.

22f compar le when the
,.

ones with kids in the priyate schools have
1(!!

23 opted to spend a large sLare of their discretionary income on
.

11,

-
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theietchildren's education as Opposed td other parents who
. .

hiyen't made that choice? What would the comparison be ?, I

. just don't see tfiem as being comparable-at all:

DR.'COLEMAN: .Well, it's hard to say what a large

spare of 'the diaorationary_income.i in many inmer.city

dAholic schools the'tuition in those senools is .not nearly as

high, for.the per-pupil expenditure in those schools, because

they're partty supported by the parish, nor is it as high as

tile-per-pupil expenditure in public schools or in otheriyate

schools, because the costs in general are lower. Sci-that beyonc

that./ really can't say very much about your question, and I'

thinkdes an interesting point, but I can't say very much

about it

MA. WENK: I'd just like to point out that one of

the reasons we're havincr this seminar is for NCES to have some

feedback about any future data co144ctions, futuie analyses.

If what you'.re suggesting is that the same sort of analysis

be done both on the basis of disposable anddiscretionary

income, that Marie,'. he Chairman, with ,suitable accounting for

that kind of income, that would be a definite contribution if

somebody would-try to attempt that'taik.
4444 )

The tapes are publicly available.. You obviously

need ancillary data to do that kind of a.calculation.
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Are there other questions? There's one way in the

back. (Pointing.)

MR. PARKINS: Mg name is James Parkins. Johns.

Hop ins. I'd like to ask Dr. Coleman how does he want us to

4
think of his findings, granted they're true,'aboutCatholic`°

and priiate schools being more effective? How does he want to

use those as useful, social facts,,,dn-the basis of, quote,

"tax credits"? ,Does he want us to think that those schools

are, we ought to get more-of and move to expand the private

sector, not only in tripling the.number of Catholic common

schools, but special features that Dr. Greeley keeps emphasiz-

ing? 1

If so, I would like to counter with a more reason -

able expectation for kinds of sChools we, get in tbp future,

and that is something that looks more like a higher education

system., It's already public rivate. In the higher

education system it's characterizdd by entrance examinations,

segregated public system for thp lower level achievers and the

two-year colleges and the restricted, access, mostly white,

higher-level system for the' privileged.

So do you want us to think of the private school as

actually more effective than the alternative? And if, so, why

is it a, better analogy than the one I just presented?
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DR. COLEMAN: Well, I'm very glad, always very glad

to hear from Jimmy Parkins. He's an old colleague op mine.
*

I think the analogy with the 'higher education system

is well taken. certainly would not argue --,I would not

agree with the implication from what I think, the kind of

implication.I think you would draw that our higher education

system does a poorer job, either for low achieving students in

it or for high achieving students in it than our secondary

system does. I don't think th e is evidence to that effect.

But I think the analogy is well drawn. I would also

agree*with the implication of what several people on the pan

said earlier, that it's very -- it's' not at all clear what

would happen to the private schccls if there were some kind of

Federal support of some sort like the tuition tax credits.

They Might become very different kinds of. institutions than

they are now.

SoI think that anything other.than very small

increases in the population of students in the private schools,

one couldn't make very much of a.prediction at all
V
as to what

the outcome would be.

But I think, to go back to your original point, I

think the analogy with the,higher edupation system 'is one which

ought.to be considered and thought about. I think it's,a usefu
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I'mEdd Doerr.1! I'm editor of "Churn

and State" magazine. Two questions for D. Coleman,

One, although I have not had this report long enough

to analyze it carefully, I seem to notice there is no mention

in it of how much use'is m -of entrance examinations for

nonpublic secondary schools which probably over half of them

but it ould be nice if we have some data.

.And secondly; what effect uponhigkschool admission

is ;the fact that a number of nonpublic elementary schools whose

reading Lness tests to admit children at the, first grade

level, what effect does that have on selectivity on the

secondary

My second question is, on Page XXVII of your report
1 -

you refetoApumping some money to parents under either tuition
ti

tax credits or vouchers, and this would likely have\a4progres-

sive effect.. I see no mention here -- perhaps wou could commen

on it the effect which such agents have had when they

were enacted, In the early seventies tuition reimbursements

were enacted, in several northeastern states, and they resulted

in tuition increases in nonpublic elementary and secondary_

schools to soak up k.p. much as possible of this State money

'coming in. And I be,lieve Dr. Erickson referred to a similar

SRS REPORTING SERVICE. INC.
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.

effect as taking place-quite recently in British Columbia, when

they, began the practice of pumping money into nonpublic schools

to, parents, and we've noticed the same effect/in the last
.'

decade or two with tuition rises toi- private; colleges to soak

up increases in State aid to nonpublic colleges.

* -

report?

Why you just deal with these topics in your

DR. COLEMAN: Well, I think that there is extensive

statistical evidence ofathe sort that you describe. I think it

would be extremely valuable to have that evidence reported in

a Raper, and I would look forward very, 'much to receiving that.

I don'Nknow that evidence, as youapparently'do,

so I think it would be extremely valuable for whatever debates

are going to go an, if that evidence were brought together in

some kind of publication and made available.

With respect to your question about progressive

effect of such, of something like a voucher\or something of

that sort, 'the best example that I can think'pf is the B(?)

.grants that do exist thatvyou alluded to as 'something which
, k

schools have used to incrAse, which universitils and colleges

have used to increase their tuition, but the B(?) grants have

certainly been very-valuable in ma g higher educaon aVail-

Oable to a large number of students to whom it was not financially
I
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MR. DOERR: Could I add a sort of supplement to

that? And Ahat is why would we have any reason to believe that

tuition tax credits or vouchers wOuld not have the same, effect

in,lower schools than this is having on the.college level.'

6

'The NCES studied' on how much money is spent pdr year per studen

in public versus nonpublic universities shows'that nonpublic

universities are able to spend an average of 35 percent ,Morp

per student per year than nonpliblics, which gives them a

tremendous competitive advant,Tge in student-teacher ratios and

all that.

This sort Of stuff is available in NCES statistics.

Why was not this de t with in your report?

DR. COLEMAN: I'm sorry. ,You said that nonpublic

higher education institutions were able to spend 35 percent

more than nonpublic higher education students. I'm not--

MR. DOERR: Nonpublic colleges are spending 35 per-

cent more dollars per student Per year than public colleges,

and this has held steady for over ten years, according to

"The Digest of Ed Statistics" from NCES.

DR. COLEMAN! I'm sorry_ We were not investigating

_higher education, but only'secondary education at this point,

and those would 'be of marginal releirance to our concern.
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MR. WENK: Was there a part of that question that I

heard at the beginning Of your introductions as to the use of

entrance exams in private schools?

(No response.)

MR. WENK: 'May we have another question?

MR. SIEGEL: Paul Siegel, ,Census Bureau. This is

mostly for Jim Coleman:but the rest of you can, lli-tten too.

One small piece of your evidence of the excellence

of private' schools is a set of equations, one of which charac-

terizes how public institutions translate student characteris-

tics into test scorts, the other which translate hocia private
r

institution can do the same job. And the analysis consists of .

taking the student characteristics wnich characterize the

public school population and hypothetically asking 4pw good a
,r

job would the private institution 'do on that population, by

putting that through this equation4that.ripresents private

schools. And then you compare how 1:the students wo

hypothetically.do ill private schools with how well they ctual-

ly do.

My question is what kind of magic me thoSe pAvat

schools, because if I take the actual characteriStics Orthe

private school students and put them through the institutions

that they4 in fact, go to,.I4get those "student doing abapt a

I
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tenth of a question better than they actually did. That is to

say, if I take the means for students in privateehigh sehool§,

o. sut them through the equation for private high school stu,dents,

I get back estimated mean test scores which are about one tenth

question better dan themeans now reported elsewherel in

14

15

(16

17

18

19

20

. 21

22

23

the chapter.

I'll grant you that it takes a typing error rate Of

aboUt five percent to'produce that. But assuming that's not

what's going on, what is going on?

DR. COLEMAN: Well, it might be that you put it in

1

-- you putthose characteristic into the private school

equation rather than the public school equation. We put all

of that Into -- we used the characteristics, weused the

regression co-efficients in terms of -- we used the regression

co-efficients from the public school equation, not from the

priVate school equation.

text.

MR. SIEGEL: That's not what yon describe in the

DR. COLEMAN: Yes. That is wbat we did. And the

text' is in error if it says otheFwisd.

MS. (?): Dr. Coleman, I,was.most interested in the

col.ttmns in your Tables at the far right, the high-performance

public and youi high-performance private. How are they similar

.")
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and how are they different? I notice in some instances they
0

.
.. '

were very aifferent, and yet they both had successfkil students,

l'iot that they.produced successful students, but they.had suc-

*
cessful,studenta.

' I

DR. &)LZMAN: Yes. They were selected on the basis

t the success of their students. They were selected on the

basis of the proportion of their students who were serail- final-

ists -- their seniors who were semi-finalists in the National

Merit Scholal-ship Test's. They are characteristically,v4ry,

different kinds of'schools. The private schools are.small,

homogeneous, n t comprehensive in any sense. They are schoOls-

which characteristically do not have vocational programs. They

o not have a cooperative education program. They'have a very

homogeneous student body.

The public schools are also very homdgeneous or not

as homeogeneous,,but really quite homogeneous in family back-

ground. They,can laelarge subuiban schools. They're very

,large compared. They're larger than the average public school,

as well as much larger than the high-performance private school

They are large suburban, high-performing public schools with,

relatively homogeneous, students fromirelatively homogeneoud

family backgronds. That, I gUess, is the kind of quickest

characterization I can give you. They really are very differen
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MS. KILGORE: Sally Kilgore with National Reseaildh

Center. Just a question, and perhaps there may be some confu-

sion. Mr. Siegel's question about the difference of private

schOol students. If he,put in private-school student character-
.

istics into a private-schoOl'eqUation, he should have gotten

not .10 greater, but the exact, same amount. That is to say

that is what the regression equation is predicting. Are'not

expecting-them to be diffeient. In our particular (thing

we took public-school sophbmores, that /is a kind of national:

average student, and put -them in ate school. So that's

where we generated our differences which may be the confusion.

MR. SIEGEL: .No. worse' than that. That if you

equations are more magical than you are willing to admit.

I out the,private-school student characteristics into the pri-

vate-school equation, and improved the performance of the

private-school students.

MS. KILGORE: Well, then, there has to to a rounding

error.

MR. SIEGEL: Weil, it's hard to tell rounding eicior

from results in this partiular report.

DR. COLEMAN: ',think there's a question I think

we'll have to talk about privately.
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DR: FORBES, Roy Forbes, Naticmaless Association,

Progress in the' Educational Sector.

Back,in January.when we released the national assess

ment of reading data, there were briefings, and they asked

us if we had any private-public school performance data.

About the same time I received a letter-from the

Council for American Private Education asking about this same

question. So we started putting some information together, not

knowing that Jim Coleman and his group were planning to release

a major rep.odat this time.

Then when we realized by lo8king at the ARA

announcement that he was planning a major presentation on these

data, we essentially sat on our erata until his data was going

to be released, as we had a professional ethics problem on

w9Tking. And so'we were very quiet, because what we did was

noeas substantial in looking at some of the private schools

as wha, Dr. Coleman did.

But; nevertheless, we do have some'findings, and

I would like to correct an impression which the audience

may have formed. In looking at tfie raw data, the performance
4

between public and privatelstudents at ages 9, 13 and 17, we

did find a statistically significant difference in performance'

at all three of those age levels when looking at the national-
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level data. Whqn,you look at some of our breakdowns by

'groups, for example, those students that attend schools that

serve affluent communities, we' did not find any significant

differencs. This goes alOng with what Grgeley has been saying

today.

We also looked at the data from a regional pqint of

.

view, and Ere did not find any differences in the central part

of the country and.the eastern part-optthe country in some of

the age-groups. 4k'.

We found major statistically significant differences,

for example, for niap.year-olds in the southeastern part of the

United States. So region tends to_plaY a very large role when
4

we corpare public and privateeducation,in all the States.

We were intrigued. with the'data, and in discpsging

it, with a few people, they said, "Well, what if the public

scbOols were serving a population that was-similar to that of

the private schools?" So we did some adjustment whi took into

con'ideration all of the different-- we had n 4easured them

by performance of students, by sex, by size and type of commu-

-nities,where the schools are found by the regions in the

country, and we did an adjustment, and the data' essentially

suggests that all of thOse significant differences that we

found in the real data disappear, althopgh(there tends to be
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a trend toward, a sligilltrend tc:Ward the private schools over

the public schools in performance, but, from a statistical

point of view'those differences do, disappear with a faw

exceptions. -For ekemple, the nine -year -olds in the Southeast

and ar-olds in the Northeast still show that they 'are

performing bet er in private schools. We got a total flip

in e central p rt o

10
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United States where'it showed, with
4

juste data, that the public schools in the central part

wou d actually be performing significantly better than those

that ere attending private schools.

So our data tends to support the Coleman findings

when ycill a just looking at the raw data.. We halle some diSagre

ments whe. we look at the way in which we have adjusted our

data. And 'm looking forward to an opportunity to be able to

discuss the

see if we

erent,ways that we have adjusted the data to

ide additional information.

certainly is suggesting some of the things,

that Andrew Greeley has been saying that there is no difference

in student performance fpr those students that cr6 to school

that serve affluent metropolitan areas, but there are some

differences with the black students which are attending the
4

private-schools.'

MR. WENK: Thank you for that comment. I'd like to

V
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ask you something, if I may, Dr. Formes. Is that data now

publiely available for peoplehereo utilize?

DR. FORBES: Yes. We have a small four-page report

which describes wkat,,I have just said. Then we'l be releasing

the report-of these data, a part of, on the 28th of, triAhen

we'll be releasing th\total reading assessment.

MR. WENK: flight point out, that as park of the

conduct of "High School and Beyond," although we can not do

this on a national basis, certain States chose to augment our

sample in State Representative fashion. That data will be

analyzed by-the individual states and.presumably made available

to others. So perhaps we can get a regional resolution and

compare that to your inforMation.

DR. GREELEY: Could I makerA comment on Dr. Forbes'

comment?

It has to d6,0ith this point about the less advent-
,

k.

aged. And one way of stating it, say, ih'terms of the admis-

sions tests which the Catholic secondary school may or-ay'nOt

have, it'started like Groucho Marx's old comment that any
Alf
club

that would vote me in I wouldn't want to belon
.\

I you hkve a child, and you send that11E off to
\

the Catholic high school, and the child scores in the upper

two thirds of the class in taking the a mi,ssions test, then

SRS REPORTING SERVICt. INC.
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purkly. in terms of academic outcome you might as well send that
4

child by the public schools.

Now, you may Fhoose Catholic school for religiou

-
reasons, you may choose it for reasons of safety, you may choos

it because you like the disciplin&etter t in terms of

academic payoff it's only the people who s are

lower third of the achievement tests that W11 t them in, but

in the general 'track. They -4Nre the ones fo hom thereeds an

'4

economic payoff in terms
41
of money ?or achievement nge in

going to the Catholic'schools. That's anoth r way of making

my point, that you've got to look at'the lower end of all the

.s

hierarchies to find where something happens.

And high marks in the achievement, may as well go to

14 the public s1chools. People' who get high marks in the achieve-

15 ent tit, they're going to da well in achievement tests and be

.16
K.

'17

g 18

19

20

21

22

23

sdccess-- going to do well anyway'. It's a smart kid.

MRS WENK: I think all of this is subject 'to whateve

limitations exist with anybody testing.

uestion back,here?

MS. BERNSTEIN: Harriet Bernstein from "Education
/

Times." - I'd like to a . Coleman', in view of the knowledge

gained about the-difference between public and priva schools

what kind of recommendations you would make to a chief-State

r
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%school officer of superintendent of schools for corrective

policy changes to improve the performance of the public schools?

3 DR. COLEMAN:, I think the major implication of,,our
q4

resufts4 although we haVen't carried out extensive analysis

5
with regard -to what it is about the Catholic and other private

6

7

8

schools that makes the principal differences, we have carried)

out some analysis, and everything' seems to accord with the kAd

of research resulti 'which have been accumulated over the past

9
three or four years having to do with things which can be

characterized in the climate of the school!, things having to
c

do with the orderly charaCter of the school and the behavior

of the students. So that I think essentially the kind of thing

10

11

1

-

2
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Ka/

11

that ye-ve, the educational system has paid not enough atten-

tion to over the past .L in the societ quite generally has

paid not enough attention to over the past ten or 15 years in

education is probably what has been in part responsible for

the decline in educational achievement.

-.that's the results that we found and th Greeley

found, some results which are not quite the same thing, but I

think hecan comment on that having to do with the quality of

instruction. 4

Could you say something, Andrew?

DR. GREELEY: Well, I would want to know more about
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what the/people in the Catholic schools, the students, what

makes them rate'the quality of instruction so high. If I were

.public school administratoT and could find that out, then I

would try to have-thd same things happen in my.classes if I

could.
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MS. BERNSTEIN: Your report mentions something about

the parents of the religious community and their sort of,proj-

ectinge common-value position, but doesn't go, on to describe

that,in any greater detail. I your view is that factor' in

the difference in the way stud nts rate the quality of

teaching?

DR. GREELEY: Yes. The path diagram does show the

relationship between quality of teaching and uality of dis-
,

-e4line and religious order ownership. One policy implication

most people have missed is that maybe it would be a good thing

to turn all the schools over in the country to the religious

orders.

I'm not a member of a religious order, but'I don1,14

think they wOula, no. They don't have the personnel to go

around.

FR. JUMINUCO: My name is Father Vincent Juminuco"

and I'm president of the Jesuit Secondary Educational Associa-
.

tion.
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I'm a Jesuit, and I say that unabashedly. I am a

religious and we run .many schools, not only here but around the

world. Ih

To

I was wondering if in connection with this finding

in the Greeley study if perhaps in terms of generalizing that,

and here I'd like to.ask both Greeley and Coleman, for Possible

use more broadly whether or not the factor of mOre'local contro

or degree of local control as a variable, would in any way

correlate with some of the positive results that seem to show

up in Catholic and in private education.

There has been a lot of speculation on this recently

People-like 'cot Thompson at the NASSP have been writing about

it'very frequently. And I wondered if any of the data would

correlate along those lines, because one of the real differenc-

es Within Catholic education between parochial schools or

liaCpsap-schools on the one hand and those that are run by

a
religious orders is greater local control by the religious

orders.

DR. GREELEY: By the way, Father, thank you for-

asking me,a question. It's nice to know there's some loyalty

in` the profession still.

Someone has suggested, a diocesan administrator has

sugyeeted t.4at one of the reasons that the schools owned by the
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diocese rather than by the religious orders don't do so well

is that the diocesan schOol administrators are not so smart,

that the religious-order people are smarter than the diocesan

people doing schoolwork.

'I'm not altogether sure that that would be the case,

thOugh some of them aren't very smart, God knows.b.I should

say that everything I said'this morning about not getting funds

from the educational' research funding concerns for our research

applied- in spades to the Catholic schools and Catholic churches,

both of wnich are utterly uninterested in research and what

we're doing, mostly because they're afraid of what might turn

up.

I think that one of the most fasciziating things

that has happened in the Catholic school system since the

Vatican'Council has been the proliferation of the local school

boardsyhere more and more Catholic schools, particularly at

the primary level, ore run by school boards elected by the:

people in the pari'h. Some of those boards have power; some

are a front for the pastor or the principal; some are Somewhere

in between.

It would be very interesting at some unimaginable

stage of the sameowhen there was lots of research done on these

phenomena, it would be interesting to see what dif- f'erenece loca-

/
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control, makes, very, very interesting to see how much of the/

freedom cif the local principals from centralized administra-

tion, how much that affects the productivity of the school.

The principle of subsidiarity which we were committed to in

the Church before we became Marxists and Liberationists would,

suggest that it would make a contribution.,

Teachers.
j

MR. WENK: Do we have another?

Mi. CAMPBELL: Jean Campb'eld, :kmerican Federation of

There 'is one issue that is pervading a lot of dis-

cussion which I am somewhat disturbed about, and it has to do

with the noti4 that what h--A)ens within each of the two sec-

tors is more important than'the impact of what hapi;ens cn cne,

and what might happen on another. And I'd like to say just a

few things, about that, if I might.

First of all, I think it must be said that most

people in the public-school community welcome a data base that

is rich and important, and if`twat proves to be the case with

this data base, all well and good.

I think there are two basic policy questions or

issues that it can be used for. The first was talked extensive-
*

ly about by Dian vitch, and that was what will be the agenda,

or wpat snould be tie agenda, doming from what is valid in this

J
. ,
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data base and whaj*%4.1yses emerge from it that should be done

in the public schools. What is it that we can do about our

discipline problems? What about assignments, h m k assign-

ments, things of that sort?

I think that, however,irluch of what nicha%; Rutter

ha said in terms 0' ese things by way of a sciAol-by-school

analysis is somewhat more valuable in this regard than what I

have seen so far from this analysis.

I think the secome policy/question, and everybody

her knows it,.is really to what degree is this'particular

analysis of this data base going to be used to support tuition

tax credits?

And here,/cthink tne question of cross-sector At

influences really comes to the for!. I think that tnere are

a number of 'questions that have been raised and issues that

have been raised this alternoon that are critical of this

analysis that go to the heart of what public schools are and

which need to be said in relation to this particular .policy

question.

The first, and this was not dealt with, has to do

with the fact that the public schools take all comers, and how

can you compare achievement when the public schools are dealing

with vorional students and gene4al students apd academic
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students? flow can you compare fairly those achievement levels
0

with those school systems that are acknowledged;to he two

5 thirds college prep from everything I've seen?
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Secondly, on the dropout question, I fail to under-

stand how it's fair to adjust public-school results downward

to accommodate dropouts and to make no similar of adjust-
.

ment for the fact that there are so many students who never '

get selected in or dropped in to private schools. I simply --

And why not use the same kind bf adjustment in terms of

discipline. factors as they apply to private schools?

Latly, on the segregation,issue, I think that this

was dealt with very well by both Gail Thomas and Dave Brenernan.

I just dot see how you can argue that because more minorities

believe the public sector should go into the private sector

that somehoW .there's going to be more integration without

taking a very careful look at what's going to be left 'in the

publre sector, particularly in areas and regions where we have

high concentrations of minorities.

I just think that the whole index for looking at

greg,6tion ignores .that. I don't see anything in the analysis

4

tha takes that into account. I don't think we can look at

wha would,happen to the private schools VI terms of gains

for minorities without looking at what's left in the public
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schools. And so to Checker, I guess I would say, that the

differences within' sectors, to me, are not more consequential)

than thoie between them, and I think that that's the hardest

issue and it's atpe heart of whether or not this particular

analysis of these Akta should be taken seriously.

MR. WENK: I guess, Checker, 'would you like to

acknowledge the comment or what would you like?

MR. FINN: I always acknowledge Jeannie Kepbl's

comments and most of the time I agree with them. I think I'm

not going to speak to what the analysis does or does not(
include. I think that is apmropriately referred to Messrs.

Coleman and Greeley, who handle themselve* quite well.

I think that the policy implications of these

fins ngs, if they prove to be validated with respect to the

tuition-tax-credit issue, are mixed. I think they cut in

several different directions .4t the same time. I'think

that it's going to be very interesting.over the weeks anedd

-r

to watch people cutting in every direction, using such findings

as they find useful for the incisions that they vish to make.

do think, and I'm Vir g to repeat the pointr. -

because I don't want it ''to go unrebutted, that the largest

conclusion of this study, as I read,it, is that public schools

could usefully try to become more like private schools. They
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can not become much more like private schools and no one would want

them to become entirely like private schools. But I think

there are reforms to be made within each sector, as well as

policy decisions to be made between sectors. And I think

that that would be a constructive way to spend a lot of tirle

in the years ahead.

DR. GREELEY: I'd like to make a comment on tuition

tax credit, too. By the way, I did not speak to it in my

paper, and will not speak to it directly at all ever until

the whole thing is settled, for a number of reasons that should

perhaps be obviCus.

But 'I must say candidly the way I look at the

American political 1:rocess, I doubt that anythin,.. that is

said here today, even if it could be validated, one should

excuse the expression by arrival from the archangel Raphael

saying, "Yes, these are true findings." Nor is anything that's

going to be writed up -- written up -- I went to Catholic

schools -- 'anything that's going to be written Ap in the

probably fragmentary accounts in various newspapers will sway

a single vote in the United States Senate. I just don't think

the Seriators make their decisions based on what folks like us
."

do. There is a possibility that the senior Senator of New

York will argue from these reports for,the position he supports
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wouldh't want to deny it. But .1 think there are other

Senators who will argue from other parts of the report,
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icism of the renort, to what they-support, and that the results

will be the typical Aknerican political process in which

Senators will make their final decisions, in great pat, on

what benefits their, constituents and what doesn't

So I'm not one of tho who feels that

one of the jury who ,decides, abut these things --

think they're informative, they've useful, they'

and it's nice to know, but I don't think the'

-- not being

because I

interesting;

going to affect

what happens over on Capitol Hill. ,d b astonished andsa
/

Attie shook about, the future of American democracy if Senators"

made their decisions on the basis of social science research.

They might as well make'them on the basis of meteorology.

I
MR. WENK: Dr. Thomas.

DR. THOMAS: I, just want to respond briefly to a

comment thtt Checker Finn made. I don't want to just let it

go heedless that one of the things that can be learned from

what we've heard is that public schools can become like the

private scnools. And that's like saying to me that the black cpl-

leges ought to look like white colleges, et cetera;.et cetera,

a very poo)kind of, I think, analogy and logic, and it's very

destructive, because even though we do have a lot to learn

SRS REPORT SERVICE. INC. '
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as some of the descriptive analysis that Dr'Coleman and Dr.

Greeley presented shows, we have a'lot to learn from different

kinds of schools. But we're.talking about public schools hav-

ing some very undge feature's in and of themselves,

An se the point has been made over and over

again, we're talking abo/t these schools dealing with a diffe:;-

ent group of students. I think that's very misleading an

we ought to be very careful about that when we talk about

schools being a model based upon the diffepnt types.

MR. WENR: Dr. Breneman.

DR. BRENEMAN: I just wanted to comment also on

Checker's comments.

If the major mess ce Cr-triejor lesson n this

report is that it would be de irabl o make public schooli as

mach like private schools as we can, I h ve me sympathy with

mat I think is involved in Checker's co, ent. I guess my

7question to him would be: is enacting a uition tax credit a.

very good way to have t" happen?

J

DR. FINN: There are possibly better ways, but tuition

tax credits themselves dc) not have any direct effects on the behavior

of public schools ox on the policies that govern behavior

within the public seor. I think that the ways in which the

0
public sector might,usefully try to emulate ,screelof the more

At
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educationally attractiVe features of the private sector can

be done,under current law, and mosWAem have nothing
.. .",

whatsoever to do with Federq law.. They have to do with the

way States and localities Organize th4ir public school systems,

/
and the kinds of policies that govern them.

4,

(Mr. Wenk points to another person in the audience.)

MR.
doo*

DAVID FLORIO: Mr. David Florio. I represent

American Educational Readers Associition. There were

a number of comments this afternoon about problems ,regarding
.0'

support of research,an private schools. We certainly would

enoura0 all sorts of research on all sorts of schools in the
Association.

One thing that cofcerns me about my friend Checker's

-comments,about this, and someone who has written extensively

about the.evils of central interference in academic societies,

I'm concerned,>Chepker, that you seem to be advocating affirma-

tive action for research, one out of ten -- (laughter). I just

want to see ,if you would clarify that.
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DR.-FINN1 Actually, I'm advocating two things that

are slightly out of character. One is affirmative action for

research on nongovernmental education, yes. The other thi

I'm.advocating is, given the'number of unanswered queitions that

appear to be unanswerable on the basis of the questions that

were, in, fact, administered in the 1980 wave of the "High Schoo

and Beyond" study, I think I'm actually advocating the asking ,

of some more questions to students and teachers and principals

4

when this is again administered in 1982, even though I know

that that goes against the effort to get schodls and students

out from the burden of responding to unnecessary federal ques-
c

tions.

rt

MR. liENK: Maybe they're necessary.

MS. PEARCE: Diana Pearce, Center for National

Policy Revieux.

I think when most peonle think of a'segregated

school, they think of one that is all one race, oz predominant-

ly one race. They think of an iRtegrated school as one that

has in it'proporti ns of students that are approximately that

of the community in which itA located. And the question I

have for Dr. Coleman, particularly, is whether or not he meas-

ured segregation in terms of the community. I think most peoplt -

would think that a school that is five percent black in a

SRS REPORTINGteaRVICE, INC.
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community that say, 85 percent minority, or 85 percent

IOW.

black, is not an integrated school, thAt that school, in/fact,

may be a haven for peoplfteeing integration in the pub is

schools, as he himself has pointedtut in earlier work he has

done, and I think that if yOu look at schdols within the

community context, And I have done so in Chicago, as some peopl

have done in some other placeS, Catholic schools in Chicago

are more segregated than public schools, which is going some

for Chicago, more segregated than any other major_ metrOpoSatin

-Area.

And I think if'you examine the atholic schools and

the privip schools within the community context, the larger

metropolitah community locales, you would find them consider-

ably more segregated. An& Iswonder if you have done that,

rather than comparing simply the nationalschool system that

CI
-is five percent black and look at how many schools come close

to representing or sprinkling the minority people across those

schoolS evenly, rather look at how theydcompare to the communi-

.ty As a Whole andthowthey Compare to the pilblic schools i

go the community, I think you can come up with a very Offerent.

21 picture,,prigate schools are more segregated.

AA

r'.

')
°LEMAN: Well', we did that. That is we looked

omposiion of
1

brivate schools and public scho

4,

/)
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thepropoi-ti\ of black and whites in the zip7code

MS. PEARCE: No, the community as a whole. Obvious-

ly the zip code represents the neighborhood. The community

a whole. o
V

DR. COLEMAN: First you asked me riot to go to the

nation) al level. Now you ask me to come bick to the city level,

41 )

and then I go down to the neighborhood level. '97So we did it

both with regard.to three-digit zip codes and we did it with

regard to five-digit zip codes. And I'm'not sure which we
.

reported in the results, in the report, but you will find

something in the report to that effect. S

One thing that'you have to remember is that a major,

and probably the major avenue of White flight from school

desegregation is not the private schools a,t all, but rather

it's the suburban schools. `AW know that if you've done that

k' of iesesrch, t.)ad I know that, and a lot of peop1e- ow

. That's what leads to ahigh degree of segregation in the

ublic sector.* Sp that, it's not accidental that there'' A

igh' degree of segregationIn the public sector because pf the

a t that's a result of these factors that I just deicr ed:

7111

at is the' use of the public schools -- not the privayfs school ,

the public schools -- as an escape from schattl desegregation.
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DR. GREELEY: Forty-five percent of the students in

Catholic schools in the City of Chicago, according to an -

article in the "Chicago Reporter," an interracial magazine, 45

percent of those students are black or Hispanic. Now, that's

not a bad level of integration. To speak of that level of

integration, 45-percent black and Hispanics, about half, to

speak of that as integration is to speak absolute nonsense, in

my judgment. A

MS. PEARCE: -- the 45 percent distributed across

the school.

DR. COLEMAN: Neither are the public schools.

DR. GREELEY: I understood you to be talking about

community. Now you're baek down in the local neighborhood,

and I'm sorry. I don't see what the question is about, then.

MR. WENK: Just a point of inforihation. I know you

have an appendix to your segregation index. It does address

the local area. I didn't "ndfany calculations, but I do

recall the three- to fi,pe=d git zip codes with the ques ion

of location of Catholic schools in urban versus suburban a as.
. ... .

Perhapsdthis is something that was coming or was in the repor

and 1 missed it.

DR. COLEMAN: It should be in the report and you

missed it. Why don't you go on to the nextquestion?.
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-MR. MAHONEY: My name is James >fahoney. Z, work

witS the Catholic schools in the diocese of Patterson, New

Jersey.

My question is to Dr. Greeley. Dealing with the

three hierarchies of social class, is there a greater sense .of

self-esteem and AO-affirmation in those.higher groups for

Catholic-school students than public-school students? That's

the first question:,

The second part is that if cognitive outcomes are

10 the same for those who are upwardly mobile in Catholic high

11 schools and public high schools, would your recommendation to

12 Cdthoii colicymakers who listen to research, which admittedly

13 is a. rather limited sample, would your recommendation to, that

14 group e.t,c0.:,,shift th* resources of personnel and money in the

Church jfrom the sdkUrbs back to the cities?

16 ' .,DR. GREELEY: Your first, question, Jim, is a good
0 :

17 one. riave ides wSett the Apswer is. i'll,have to age if
IP V

18 I can'ftwl an answer to it. The second one, I don 't think that

19

20

21

the administrators of the C holic Church have that kind of

power. That is' to say, how do you go about shifting the tui-

tion thit's paid in suburban high schools by the parents i4ho

22 send kids to those4 igh schools4 how'do yo.0 shift that tuition
-

'ke

0 to the inner city Sql 015? I don't know. Z,think d ecentrdlization

4

A
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in the Catholic School decisionmaking is so enormous thy. the

Catholic Church, the Catholic schools don't have resources to

move around from one part of the city to another.

And of course anybody who's looked at New Y'ork or

Chicago or other big cities knows that anywhere from three to

five to six million dollar's a year is'being assessed the

affluent parishes to pay for what goes on in the inner city

parishes. Sp that sort of redistribution goes on, but I can't

see that tuition -- If there isn't a Catholic high soklool in

Arlington Heights, the money that would have gone to that

tuition will not go to a Catholic'high school in Kenwood.

They should try to recruit as many more kids as

tnekcan, of Course.

University.

MR. HAMMOND:

tip

nam- Floyd- Hammond' from New York

40,
I have some familiarity with prep schools, in the

Northeast particularly. I've been looking at college-going

rates and characteristics of colleges attended by prey- school

graduates, and in attempting to explain, or at least understand'

the patterns of those attendance rates, which are exceptional--

85 percent of t students going to private colleges,,-/the

0

highly-rated colt es and so forth, it- struck me that there' was

one characteristic orthese private secondary schools that was
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of particular interest, and that was the proportion of secondary

school counselors who were committed only to attaining entrance

in college's for their -§-iiidents and the time they devoted to

that effort.

And one outco tha 's clearly important for private

.sector schools is the college-going rites and the nature of

the college's in which students gain'admission.

And here it seemed to me at least to be one attri-

bute of the secondary schools, either structural or organiza-

tional attitude that clearly could be seen to be related to

that, outcome. They put a lot of resources, a lot of time and

effort into gaining admission.

I wondered to what degree you have currently, becaus

I have not thoroughly read through the document, or do yclu',

anticipate doing related research which will attempt to identi-

.er

fy what structural, procedural policy characteristics within

secondary Chools are, in fact, associated with outcomes

including, not only achievement level but also what kind of

colleges these students attend.

DR.'COLEMAN: We do have a little bit on that in

the last part of our analysis.

One ng that I 4,as reminded of when first

mentioned the amount of time and attention the counseloi-s spent
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in those elite private schools in getting their charges into

the "right'colleges and so forth is that there is a complete

mentary problem as well, and that is forlstudents who are not

going on to college, and there is an inteersting difference

between the public schools and the other private schools in

that respect.

And that is -- Well,';6 can just state it very quick-

ly. And that is that for those students who say that they're

going on to a lob next year, and there are students of that

sort in each of the three sectors, the students in the public

schools are more likely to have a job already than the student

in either the Catholic schools or the other private schools.

DR. GREELEY: Our fihdinc was that the difference

14 between Catholic and public schools in college erspectations

15 was entirely a function of parental expectation and the young

16 person's'expectation in eighth grade; It's not a school effect

17 That is one effect that can certainly be attributed with con-

18

,

siderable confidence to background and not to the school.

19 R. 'WENK: Question over in tje fifth row.

,20 MR. BALDWIN: Frank Baldwin, Citizens for Educaticna'

21 Freedom.

22' I would like to address my question, I guess, to

23 Mr. Coleman or Mr. Greeley, or for that matter anyone else on
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the panel,We'Ve heard a great deal of criticism about the

reports from Mr. Greeley and Mr. Coleman today by various

people, and I think much of the criticism has come from what

one might term the education establishment.

It teems to me the proof is in the pudding. And I'd

like to ask the gentlemen on the panel whether or not they

feel that if, in fact, a tuition tax credit o'r simirar propos-

al were passed either at the State or Federal level, whether

in you;,.opinion the parents, the people who are actually the

ones that are affected, the terents and children who are affect

ed by the education, would not in fact make greater choice --

or more o_` -,them would not make a choice to educate their child-
.

ren outside of the public educational systen, and I think if

that is indeed the case, then does that not say something for

the validity. of these reports?

DR. GREELEY: One can certainly say that the enroll-
'

Fment of black and Hispanic young people in the Catholic schools

Igoes up substantially every year. That may say something about

I validity. I don't know. I guest there's been epme fair

1

23

amounts of criticism. I don't feel that the basic findings

have really been notably threatened at all, and I would be very

very surprised if after five years of massaging there will be

much difference than what we have arrived at today. .There will

SRS REPORTING SERV ;CE, INC.
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a lot of differences about interpretation and poslicy conalul%N

sions,, but I aoillt think the fihding's of gim'and I,'as repotted

will be shaken, I mean astonishing.

DR. OLIVAS: Just for the record I'd'like to note

---
my dissatisfaction in being labeled a member of the eduCational

establishment. I consider that damning with praise.

M.R. WENK: Any other panelists care to comment?

DR. BRENEMAN: I don't have any idea what number,

what percentage or what type of people would opt for a price

10 change which is what tuition tax credit is. There would be

-11 a price change._ I think economic theory would suggest, along

ip 12 with the educational structure, there would be a certain
A 111

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22 school system on its toes. I think you have to keep a certain

numoer that will shift. And in fact my concern -- This .s

why I asked Checker the question I did which is: if we are

agreed that there will still remain a suOtahtial body of

people in the public schools and if you keep skimming off --

and I know a lot of the discussion was devoted to proving there

was a lot of skimming off -- if you keep pulling people outer

who care about education and you lower the price and more go

out, I jus't worry about what forces for change will be left in

the public schools to keep what will still be a very large

23 nurbez of committed and concerned pare?ts in those scnools, or
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1 whatever hope we have of getting ,it turned around and trying

.2 to go in some of the directions suggested here will be lost.

3 I just see this If you want to really go-the

4 market, let's go whole hog and-go to the voucher system and

5 give;sto everybody. Let's not go to this kind of half-baked',

6.

7

8

9

10

11

411
12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

as I see it, worst of all,worlds, the tuition tax credit, which

simply is some sort of straddling between the true market

effect and the great State monopoly that people worry about.

DR. COLEMAN: I'd like to say something in response

to what Dave Breneman said. I think that basically we have

gone to the market. The difference between the educational

system in America now and that: before the Second World War

is that basically people can choose their schbois by residence

which they were notable to do before, if they had the money

to do so.

That's only assumption that people who are able

to do that, but what,that'does is thatit helps to segregate

the schools economically and racially. It has created a system

which is not the kind of system that you described, namely

one in which there is a cadre of interested parents in each

school which is going to make the school different, but it has

.created a system which has all of the,kinds of defects that you

mould attribute to a private-school system.
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So ib seems to me we have to not assume that we_ have

the kind of common schoolf
the American ideal the public-

school system where there has been enormous change between

before the Second.Worrd War and today in the educational system

and we have to deal with that change in one way or another.

DR. FINN: This is an argument, or'a debate, let's

say, that Dave Breneman and I have had repeated-

ly over the last several years. I believe very strongly that

reforms in public education ,are needed. 'I believe equally
/

strongly that, you do not achieve those reforms by attempting to

contain involuntarily within the public'sector people. who

would rather leave it, anymore than you achieve reforms in.

municipalOtspital systeMs by denying Medicaid tc people who

want to go to a private hospital, or that you achieve reforms.

in public higher education,by denying financial assistance to

students who would rather go to a private institution.

I do not think you reform by closing and locking

the door. I do not think you create reform by even pushing the

door gently in the direction of being closed. I think that

you create reform by having good ideas and having people in
A

policymaking positions who wish to carry them out. ,

!R. DOERR: Edd Doerr, of "Chdrch and State Magazine

again. Question for Dr. dolem an and Mr. Finn in his capacity
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at assistant to Senator Moynihan.

I gather that Prifessor Coleman is sort of in favor

of eith r vouchers o, tax credits, and of course we know that
/ v ,

.

Mr. M yniham is. If such legislation were to be enacted, do

you think it would be proper that the legislation would require

the elimination of all forms of discrimination in admissions,

faculty hiring, curriculum design and religious activities

which are currently forbidden in public schools?

MR. WENK: Who are you directing your question to?

MR. DOERR: Both to Mr. Coleman and Mr. Finn.

MR. WENK: Dr. Coleman.

DR. COLEMAN: ,What is the distinction between a pub-

lic and a private school in that case?

MR. DOERR: My question was that public schoOls are

forbidden to practice virtually any form of discrimination in

idnissions,"for faculty hiring or Curriculum design. But your

study shows, for instance, that the curricula of the public

sector is rather different from the private sector with regard

to college prep orientation or dealing with vocational subjects

You, apparently, did not deal with the subject of discrimina-

tion in hiring faculties, but throw bout the nonpublic sector

,4.

there is, normally', religiolp iscriminetion in faculty hiring.
4

And of course 90 percent or better of nonpublic schools are
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religious institutions which; have religioUs teaching, religious

practices, et cetera. If, as you-seem to favor eithertax

credits or vouchers -- and Senator Moynihan has already intro-

duced such legislation -- do yo4 think it would be proper in

such legislation to prohibit any form'of iscrimination in

admissions, in faculty hiring, in cur culum design, or in

religious, activities in the school which is also presently

forbidden in the public schools?

DR. COLEMAN: No, I do not.

MR. DOERR: You don't want any restrictions?

DR. COLEMAN:' No, I said I -do not Ag.fee to\the kinds

of -- I do not agree to the kinds of proscriptio 11s you indicate

would be desirable.

MR. DOERR: I don't understand Your answer. Would

you clarify, please;0'

stand.

DR. COLEMAN: I'm nQt sure what you don't under-

.

A

MR. WENK: Weren't you asking gor a yes or no answer,

MR. DOERR: You do not favor prohibitions on these

%
discriminations whi are forbidden in public schools.

. .

DR. COLEMA..): Would you indicate those again?.

MR. DOERR: Public schools may not practice discrim-

ination in admitting students along religious lines or behavior
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I.Q., et cetera. They aren't permitted to practice discriminar

Lion in hiring along religibus lines, and* it curriculum is
0

-generally intended to be general or comprehensive in.contrast

to the average nonpublic curriculum which you have reported in

your study. Further, nonpublic schools are distinguished in

that they offer a great deal of religious instruction and some

I

religious practice.

If we're going to have any form of vouchers or tax

credits purling Federal funds or State funds, or whatever,, into

the nonpublic schools, should they not be required to prohibit

those forms of discrimination which are prohibited in public

schools?

DR..COLE:IAN: I would think that something similar

to the kind of prescriptions that currently exist for the 13( ?)

grants, for examples, which are available to all sort of privat

higher educational institutions would be a desirable kind of

prescriptions to have. In other words, I.would say that would

be a useful guideline, to be followed.

MR. WENS: Did you have that question addressed to

someone else as well? 1

DR. DOERR: Yes. Mr. Finn has Senator Moynihan's

view on that, or perhaps his own.

DR. FINN: First let me say on behalf of Senator
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11/
Moynihan, 1-realiY,think you have to make adistinction of some,

,conseguence'between tuition tax credits and vouchers. Senator
a

5 Moynihan. 3as not, to'my knowledge, introduced a voucher bill,

239

5,

0

12

13'

14

16

17

18

19

20

21>

22

23,

nor is deral vOucher.program a feasible

thing even to think about so long as 4he Federal Government

,contrPls only eight percent of the money which is spent on

elementary and secondary education. 0. ople are constantly

mitpereeiving one for the other, and I t 'nk in terms of Feder

, )
policy they arinearly as different as day and night.

ff,

Now, as far as the terms that might appropriately.

be attached to a tuition tax credit piogram, let me first

diperibe the bill that you have alluded to which
, .

requires that,-"for a student to claim a credit, the school heir

attends must be a tax-exempt.ins ution, which is to Aey non-
,

profit, and must not discriminate in its admissions on the

basis of race, color -151:- ethnic origin.

MR. DOERR: Tney may discriminate. by creed?

DR. FINN: Abdolutely. And I will concede that

answer will nnt necessarily please anybo in the room, no

matter which side of thid debate the are on. I believe4hat,>)

;jilt as a religious college may discriminate by creed in its

o

'students and its faculty, andyet may continue to receiVe

Federal aid of .001ery kind; so Moly a' religious priv2te school az

t

v-
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the elementary, and secondary level disoriMinate bv creed in its

2: students .h.nd in its faculty, and in anything else it want to

3 do. I think that is-a, if I may say, God7gkven right of privet

4

6
.

7

8

schools.
0

MR- DOERR: )Discrimination on the college, level has een

littleobit more lenient.

DR.-FINNtrCnx_rWti.,

MR. WEEK: Next question, please.

9 tr

14

15

1

17

MR. UZZELL: My name is Larry Uzzell. I'm a graduate

of-public schools.

rI was a little alarmed by something Gail Thomas
a

said. I hope that my fellow public- school graduates will not hesi-

tate to adopt educational reforms, simpIy because those reforms

'are already in place in private schools.

And there is one difference between public and p i-
IV ..

vate schools which I haven't heard anyone commen on yet. And
e

this is this: if I want to teach in a public' school after as_

181 majaring in eduoetio
1 y

it9

20

21

22

at least take some courses in educa-'

tion, but if I want.to teach i a private scnOol, I can concen-
.

trate,exclusivelyron history or chemistry or some other real

discipline.

4." Second, I haven't Vrd anyone comment on a Federal

program which devotes its ene!gies to making it as difficultas

- .
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possible for public schools to adoptdopt the kinds of reforms you

are,. talking about, and that is the Legal Services Corporation,

which through its Center for Law and EducatiOhig--busy fighting

lawsuits, making it as hard as possible for schools to adopt

any form of discriplinary practice, controlling groupies, track-

ing, requiring,black English, testing and so on.

Does anyone up there think that the findings of this

study have implications for ei er of those?

DR. .COLEMAN: Yes. I certainly think' the findings

of the studies have implications for both, very definitely.

would agree with you.

DR. GREELEY: I would just simply add that over 90

percent of the Catholic high schools in the sample said they

admitted non-Catholiestudents. So while they scarcely admit

them let me put it this way. I don't think they have much

affirmative action going to but Protestants in .the Catholic

hi/0 schools. Most of the schools now are open to, and indeed,

delighted by and treasure as a mark of.pride the non-Catholic

members that they have, and of course, as I said earlier this

morning, half the blacks in Catholic schools are non-Catnolic.

MR. WENK: May we have another question?

MR. PIERCE: My name is William Pierce. ,-I'm executive

director of the Council of Chief State School Officers.
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I am a member of the educe. erfal establishment.Whe

I consider what the public schools irk this, country have done

-111K

for this natioh over the years, on balances I'm proud of that

distinction.-

I would like,to ask a question in terms of the ubli

financing. When one considers tuition thx."credits,and n4 on

at the table has addressed the question that this Administratio

has a mandate from the public to red ce public expenditures and

this Administration is workirig vAy ard.to eliminate unt.ontro

lables, it seems to me that the tuition )tax credit program is

indeed an uncontrollable, and that it flies in the face of what
7

tithe public has said to Mr. Reagan and the Administration that

they really want done.

-And,I wonder why and how we can assume that the

public would be willing to accept an additional uncontrollable

expenditure, one that by Dr: Coleman's data suggests a 1.6
44

billion - dollar expenditure; if I read.hi reppit correctly,
P

over 16,600 studen-tg the first yeir and other estimates that -

range cleats up to, I think; four or five billion dollars.

I wouldloust like to ask the 'question: what makeS is

think thatathe public really is ready for a tuition tax credit
a

program which really.swimsin-exactly the opposite direction,

it seems to me, of the political mandate of the people.
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DR. COLEMAN: Could I respond?

MR. WENT: Please do.

DR. COLEMAN: It may be a mistaken impression. I

have never expressed my opinion one way or the other with regar

to tuition tax credits, and I don't intend to'do so now, be-
AO

cause it's ,a more complex issue than anything4,that I have-aim

that I have not investigated.

And I- simply want to sa!, that not only with re'lard

to tuition tax credits, but with iegard to a wide variety of

other things. It seems to me the implication of ty report and

.//Greeley's.report is tat there is some benefit in education

to provide a greater choice for persons who ordinarily do

not have the choice and persons who have the least choice

in American society are not those who have the influence

to move to suburbs, but actually those who don't have that

.influence, either by race or within central cities.

It seems to me the increase of choice would have

greater effect for those persons than for anyone else.

DR. GREELEYj I would say there is an ever-increasin

number of black and Hispanic parents who are voting with their

feet in the Oppisite direction, and it may be possible that

public-school administration should consider the fact that

there's a message in that.
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DR. FINN: I'm a little bit sorry to see this turn

into a seminar on tuition tax credits. It's characteristic of

events, in Washington that however scholarly or even remote

the subject matter that they always end up getting discussed

,irk' terms of that day's headlines. There is something to

be, said for holding-seminars in Aspen.
As a matter of fact,

thete are a lot of. things to be said for holding seminars in

Aspen.

I- want to respond to Mr. Pierce. Even thous 4 it has,

for better or worse,' not fallen to me to have to defend the

Reagan Administtation., I thillk it is reasonably clear that

r

12
there is going to bee a large tax.'clit. The questions is: who gets

.

13 t? People who put money in savings accounts? People who get

married? People Who have capital gains? People who sell real''

14

15

18

.17

18

20

estate? People who have children in day-care centers? Someone

is going to get the tax cut. It is very unlikely, desirable'

though it might be, that it is going to be a simple, across-the-

board r(.ate reduction for everybody.

Given that there is going to be a large tax cut and

that somebody is. 'going to get it, and that it is going to'be

21 allotted on the basis of certain forms of economic

22
d behavior, it is at least

23
reasonable to think of a tuition tax-Credit as part of a tax
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MR. WENK: Question here?
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MR. GRAY: My name is Dennis Gray. 'I'm from the

Council for Basic Education, and I'm hoping that James Coleman

or Andrew Greeley, or anyone else, can help me sort out my

confusion over why-this program is billed under the title,

"What we know about private schools."

It seems to me that the public-private debate is

invidious and that 'he actual content of the whole day has

been to discuss the difference between effective and ineffectiv

schools. And while that is a line on which I would likettosee

Washington politics be drawn and policy debates proceed and

all of the data here interpreted, and I'm wondering why of the

ifour analy es.announced that we're about to receive, this

being the first, it's dritwn along this particular line instead

4\
of one that I think a lot libf people would find both germane

and less divisive.

MR. WENK: Answer ta part of your question. This

is the first of the four that was ready to be made available.

DR. COLEMAN:, Could I give another answer to that,

and I would say it's maybe a little bit more than pure chance,

but not very much more than pure chance. If I had ad,y

choice as to which of the four studies I would have done, it

SRS REPORTING SERVICE. INC.
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would have been on discipline, discipline and student behavior.

However, that was chosen by another colleague of mine before I

made my choice.

MR. GRAY? That's not the nub of my question.

DR. COLEMAN: Well, the nub of yot,Ir question is

that my report was then finished first.

MR. GRAY: The timing isn't the real issue.

DR. COLEMAN: I thought that--

MR. GRAY: The dichotomy, the framing of the debate:

MR. WENK: The public versus private distinction.

The reason for that is simply because the analysis that was

conducted had the results of the data that was taken, along

with the mention of public ane'privatp; schools. The consequenc

you draw was not definitional, regardless. If you choose to

believe that that was the result and that that correlated

with the initial definition of public versus private, people

L-- when they went into the study at the outset. I'm not sure

that everybody here would agree with you, though, that the

correlation of public-school benefit is private-school

effective.

DR. FINN: I don't think Dennis was making that

correlation or that assertion. I think he was saying that

wpiat is interesting to him, as I was trying to say earlier was

SRS REPORTING SERVICE.
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interesting to me, was that this Data sheds light on the cues-

tion of what kinds of school characteristics in whatever sector

appear to be associated with academically successful students.

That is a very interesting and important question.

My impression is that/ the data here, es further

mined and refined and debated, do lend themselves to, that kind

of analysis. And a different set of questions can be made the

focus of the analysis instead of `Tind of indidental fringe

benefit of the analysis.

MR. ? My name is Bernard ?

I'm with the National Education Association.

I'd like to'ask Dr. Coleman what kind of validating

c-ud4,.c ana field tests were done with the exarinations that

were administered to the students,and wereithere any checks

made to determine whether or not those examinations might have

better reflected the curriculum as taught. in public schools
a

as compared to private s ls?

DR. COLEIIAII: The tuts were designed. by the

19 Educational Testing Service: There was, particularly with

20 respect to -- wall, only-with respect to the sophomore tests,

21

22

23

there was an attempt to make them relevant to curricula that

did exist irr
a
the high schools. This was not ppss4le for the

senior tests .because of the necessity to ma;:e the senior test
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scores respond to the tests that were given in 1972. So that

I think the senior ,fists, and fherefore the subtests on which

I made my comnarisons, but not the ones on which Andrew Greeley

did' his, the subtests which involved -- which had comparable

identical items for seniors and sophomores were not those

involving specific subject-matter curricula in the senior

high schools.

DR. GREELEY: I did some analysis of whether the

various curricula -- and I think they factored out in four or

five factors -- whether differences in curricula could account

for the differences in academic Performance, and / found no
.

evidence tnat they did.

i1R. WINK: Probable able to take another three,

maybe four questions.

MR. LAMBORN: Bob Lamborn: I'm interested in the dis-

cussion that's gone along today to hear the suggestion that

the data-on the private schools might be used in some occasions

18 ,simply where they're successful as model data for public

19 schools, and it seems to me that I've heard some folk's saving

20

21

that is somehow undemocratic and unwise.

It seems to me that the private schools have drawn

22 a great deal of their strength from the things they learned

23 Prot:: what is good in the public schools, and to suggest that
0
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they weren't to use it, or that usin§ it they were somehow

2 less than noble, is unfortunate. I wonder if the study is

3 going, .";r. Coleman, tc concentrate not only on those "14nos

4 which separate good public schools from good private schools,

5 I but thoie things which are common to good public schools and,

6 l.the good private schools, so that both sets of schools can use

7

8

9

10,

1

A

me to be an important question. That is the cuestion of what

those things which clearly work in both sets of schools.

DR. COLEMAN: There is a portion of our analysis in

the last section of Cha r VI of our analysis which does

address' itself very directly to that question. It seems to

12 are the . racteristics of good schools, whether they're in

13

14

15

17

18

he public sector or private sector. I think it's a very

important question and we nave addressed it to some degree.

I hope Zo.do so to,a greater;degree.

. MR. WEN::: If Imay add the tapes, data, has been

available for a while. I think that kind of analysis can be

,conducted from many quarters. The data is available to all.

19 . S. GREEN: Ny name is Marjorie Green. Education

-policy fellow
l in the Department of Education this year,

21 I have a question about the role of parents in

22- achievement. Parents who send their children to private

23 i scnools make, certain kinds of commitments to tneir children's

t
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1 education, and parents who send their children to the public

2 schools make their commitments in other ways. There is some

3 ..v"ence for a r..12`4cnsn'o between and parental

4 involvement that centers mostly on vouncrer hill eh.

5 My question did youlook at patternstof parents'

6 Participation or consider looking at them in these studies

7

8

9

10

14

and the expectations for parental role in both sectors and

within each sector?

DR. COLE=7: We have not done so yet. There has

Seen data collected on parents for a subset of these students

in all sectors, and there will be analyses, I'm certain, of tha.

121 sort carried out. Those data are just now coming to be

13 ,

14

15

16

17

18

19

-4-

2e

21

22

available.

DR. GREELEY: In the school-principal survey, for

whater it's worth, the principal was asked to evaluate how

interested the parents were in the school. So there is a

measure, however crude, of paziontal involvement in the scnool.

It hoesn't do much, I don't think.

MS.. GREEN: One way to prepare a control\for

parental commitment wnich he was talking-about would oe to

look at public schools that children attend because their

parents have chosen-them from alternatives, and that gives

you some comparable amount, not exactly, but is it possible to
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6

8
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10

11
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do that with this data, and have you done so, or do you plan

to do so?

DR. COLEMAN: That's a very ipod suggestion. We

have not done so. But I think it is oossible to do so with'

these data groups. I think there was a question asked in the

principal queitionnaire which allows one to differentiate

,schon1s with respect .to that, That's a very good; point.

M.R. DOERR:A couple of q4ckies for Mr.-Finn.

Earlier you mentioned, of course, that Senator

Moynihan had not introduced a voucher bill, but we all know

that. We all know the technical differences between vouchers

12 and tax credits. How would vou resbond to the comment by

14

15

16

17

18

19

201

21

22

23

Christopher Als who is the author of the Nixon 'Administration

voucher plan that tuition tax credits are,, in effect, exactly

the same thing as an unregulated voucher plan?

My second question to you is, you just remarked a

moment, ago that we're going to have a big tax cut this year.

Why not dish some of the tax cut out in the form of tuition tax

credits? But as Dr. Coleman's report shows, the sector of the

,population, that ten percent which has children in nonpublic

schools s a significantly more affluent population on the

average than the public-school parents.

Are you saying that Senator Moynihan And you believe
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1 that tax cuts shou

2 , to the less affluen

3

4
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20
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,, 23
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iven to the more affluent in preterencei

40

DR. FINN: As far as Christopher Jencks, I think he

s a terrific sociologist, and I am a greadmirer of his.

As far ,as who should get a tax cut, I-think,that the purpose

of a refundable tuition tax credit is to make it possible or

tow-income people to do what higher-income people can Alr ady

do without any assistance from the Government.

MR. DOERR: Is that aboUt as theoretical as the Kemp

Roth tax cut?

DR. No.

MR. WEIR: Do we have any more questions? If not,

:'d _ike tc call thi.s to a close.

Thank you very much.

(Whereupon at 4:55 p.m. the conference was concluded

* * *
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